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JANUARY 21, 1993 • VOL VI, NO 4 • GREATER PORTLAND'S WEEKLY JOURNAL OF NEWS, ARTS AND OPINION. FREE 
SWEET DREAMS 
Be GOOD NIGHT 
Take this issue of CBW to 
bed for some eye-opening tips 
on getting some shut..eye. 
• Trash hauler 
bagged by cops: It's 
not the first time 
Yarmouth Rubbish 
has been cited for 
wrongdoing. 
page 5 
• Jock strapping: • Maine landscape 
The state's neediest artists explore the 
take a beating with nature of art at 
Gov. McKernan's Portland Museum 
new budget. of Art. 
page 14 page 27 
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6 YEARS CELEBRATION! 
GET 6 MONTHS AT UNION 
STATION FOR $160! 










Enjoy a workout with 
our state-of-the-art 
exercise machines. Use 
what you need. Our 
professional staff Is 
here to assist you no 
matter what fitness 
level you are at. 
PORTLAND'S BEST AEROBICS PROGRAMS 
Don't forget our aerobic classes include 
something for every level: 
• Step Interval Training 
• Super Circuit 
• As The Fat Burns 
• Power Crunch 
i -FR-EE --i Unio~tation 
: WEEK: ~~ 
I M I ~ 1 UNION 1 ' • ~:m-: -=~. ~i FIt ess 




EFT NOW AVAILABLE 
CALL FOR DETAILS 
On Display - Ready for Immediate Delivery 
• Top Brand 
Children's 
Furniture 
PRICE PROTECTION GUARANTE8 
WE Will NOT BE UNDERSOlD 
• Knowledgeable & Caring Staff 






284 Western Ave., S. Portland, ME 774-2229 




It was Sunday. The night was still. It was just ten 
degrees. Being a native of the rigid New England Climate, 
I decided to walk myself to dinner at Katahdin restaurant 
anyway. 
As I strolled up Spring street, I thought of the 
wonderful stories my friends told me about Katahdin. 
Needless to say, I was really hungry and looked forward 
to the large portions I had so often heard about. 
As Katahdin come into view, I noticed the parking lot 
across the street was not packed but only scattered with 
cars. I shrugged this thought and told myself I would get 
a quick seat and be eating in no time. I could almost 
smell the food in my head . 
Then it hit me as I tried to open Katahdin's door. 
CLOSED SUNDAYS! Oh no! I thought. No Pot Roast! No 
Shrimp and Corn Fritters! No Ceasar Salad! No Chowder! 
What was I to do? I felt like I was spinning in Circles. 
Well I walked home with my head down and my hands 
in my pockets. I ordered a pizza and thought Boy, I really 
don't like Sundays. 
774-1740 • SPRING AND IDGH STREET 
MON-TIIURS 5PM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - 11PM 
~ 
GUND OPENING 
* (AGAIN) * 
We're (still) celebrating the Grand Opening of our new store in 
PORTLAND 
(Cluts Pond Plaza, Gorham Road in froot of HQ· 201-871·7553) 




SEUmD 118 FLOOI CERAMIC • 4 COLOn 
CONTIACTOU! Have you heard about our NEW CONTRACTOR PROGRAM? 
Including LOWER PRlCIS • FlU GLUI & GROUT • FRII YAWIONS! 
Visit any store or call Tom Regan at 508-580·6600 for details! 
TILE.:. CITY 
Where Choice And Value Equal A Beawiful Home. 
W . 1PD«lfIEl.D, MA. 
12671t'-c1a1.a' 91 
... ,3·73 ... · 1533 
W . IIIUDOEWA1IIt.. MA 
319 Man'.y St. 
508..sa ... ·1641 
No DAa1MOU1H, MA 
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617-830-185$ 
Robert Wilson· MPeopl I d ' -
. e say on t have a Job. I say, yes, I have a Job! I'm the tin foil mllll!" 
A conversation with Robert Wilson 
Robert Wilson, a native Alabaman from a family 
of 12 children, entered the Army atage 16 but was 
talk 
kicked out when 
officers discovered 
his age. Later he 
served in the Marine 
Corps and worked as a painter and dishwasher. 
Now he sculpts distinctive animals from sheets of 
tin foil . 
. Duri~g this interview, conducted in an apartment 
hned WIth photos of martial artist Bruce Lee, Wilson 
produced his first-ever weasel in about one hour. I 
took it home for $7. 
Are,you a Bruce lee fan? 
. Yeah: he was my boy. I cried like a baby when he 
dIed. Him and Lucille Ball. I studied martial arts about 
20 years by myself - boxing, kung fu, karate. Once 
you visualize what you're gonna do with your mind 
there's no limit. ' 
When did you start sculpting with foIl? 
W~en I was 6 years old - I started off doin' just 
~rplons. My father couldn't buy me toys and 
thmgs, he was too poor, so I'd just go outside and 
make my own things out of tin foil that was layin' 
ar~und in the garbage. It really amazes nie that I got 
thIS far, though I'm still strugglin' to survive. 
Ja7lWMy 21, 1993 3 
How much foil do you go thrOugh In a week? 
About 600 feet. I'm not as active as I used to be. J 
don't have the kind of tin foil money I used to. I used 
to do 25 a day. 
But, they're better now.They're much bigger and 
stronger. People won't feel cheated when they buy 
these. 
You spent some tIme In a homeless shelter. What 
was that like? 
. Yeah, we [Wilson and his partner, Jocelynllost our 
Jobs, and moved into a shelter. It's hard for a homeless 
person to be back on his feet. ... You can't be sittin' 
around waitin' for a handout, you gotta use your skills 
and make somethin' happen. I'm still scared to do it, to 
go out to the stores. But I go out there anywa y. 
Once I'm in a crisis, I work better. 
By Paul Karr, photo by Tonee Harbert 




- 7 nights, hotel stay 
- Round trip air 
from Boston 
- Round trip transfers 
airport/hotel 
;Young Travel Service 
148 High Street Portland, Maine 
207-774-8294 
·per person / doubl8 occvpancy 




Author and Editor 
John Preston will read 
from his works, including 
the Big Gay Book, 
Hometowns, Franny, 
and his latest, 
Member 01 the Family. 
bool{land 
OF MAINE 
Friday, Jan. 29, 7:30 to 8:30 
BOOKLAND So. Portland 
Mall Plaza 
773·4238 
4 OIsoo Bay 'i'kekly 
The people, places and temptations that make Gre~te~ Portland Great 
After you cast your ballot in the elections thIS past November, you probably 
thought your duties as a responsible citizen were complete. Well, you were. 
wrong. It's time once again for Casco Bay Weekly's Best of Portland survey. TIme 
for you, the discerning readers of CB W, to tell us who and what you love mO,st 
about this great green region. So cast a vote that will really count (or that we 11 
BEST PEOPLE 
Best local writer ______ ~-------2 ...---------
Best local poet ____________________ _ 
Best local visual artist _______ -'-____________ _ 
Bestphotographer ___________________ _ 
Best TV personaJityl ____________________ _ 
Bestdee~y'----------------------
Bestbartender· _______________________ _ 
Bestmechanic ___________________ ~-----
Most effective'citizen group _________________ -'--__ 
Most effective elected official ________ __________ _ 
BEST FOOD AND DRINK 
Best breakfast joint _____________________ _ 
Best all-nite eats __ __,_- ------------------
Best restaurant with entrees under $10 _______________ _ 
Best restaurant with entrees over $10 ________________ _ 
Bestbar ___________ ___________ _ 
Best free eats at happy hour __________________ _ 
really count). 
We want to know what you think represents the best Greater Portland has to 
offer. We want to know so badly we're willing to bribe you - by giving away 
some great stuff! Thirty-three ballots will be chosen at ~dom from all ~eceived, 
and those lucky readers will win 20 tickets to General Cmema at the ~ame Mall, 
five $20 gift certificate from Fresh Market Pasta, five CDs from Tangenne Reco:ds 
and Tapes, two tickets to ski Shawnee Peak in Bridgton, and a handmade Turkish 
kilim rug from Araby Rug Gallery. 
You tell us what's best. You don't have to have an opinion on every category, 
and you don't have to explain your choices. But do f~l free to e~~ress yourself; 
responses will be considered for publication. Be creative and opmlOnated. Please 
keep your choices current (calendar 1993), and above all, local (Portland and 
surrounding communities). Please do not refer to places outside of southern .. 
Maine or events before January 1992, and do not nominate artists or personalities 
who don't live or work in Greater Portland. 
Mail, fax or hand-deliver your ballot by Tuesday, Feb. 16. The results will be 
printed in the March 11 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Have Fun! 
BEST ENTERTAINMENT 
Best place to hear live music ___________________ _ 
Best local band, _____________________ _ 
Best place to dance' __________________ ...:.-__ _ 
Best theatrical production ____________________ _ 
Bestbookstore _______________________ '
Best record store.:.., _______________________ '
. Best movie theater ________________________ '
Best graffiti ______________________ _ 
Best place for a cheap date ____________________ _ 
Best use of taxpayers' money ___________________ _ 
Best abuse of taxpayers' money:..-_________________ _ 
Best local event of 1992 ____________________ _ 
BEST PLACES 
Best art gallery ___________ -, ________ _ 
Best place to be seen _____________________ _ 
• 
Best local place for a hike ___________________ _ 
Best place to cross-country ski __________________ _ 
Best health c1ubl ____________________ _ 
Best mom-and-pop store ___________________ _ 
Bestbank _____________________ _ 
Best~ndwich~; _____________________ _ 
Best historic spot ______________________ _ 
Best category for the Village Cafe, _______________ _ 
Bestview' _______________________ _ 
Be&beer· _______________________ _ 
Best place to have a paniC attack _________________ _ 
Best chowder' _______________________ _ 
Best clothing store _____________________ _ 
Bestpasta ____ --_----------------- Best thrift shop _________________ -;-__ _ 
Bestpiz~l ______________________ _ 
, Best place to buy fumiture __________________ _ 
Bestburger __________________ --'-____ _ 
Best free parking place ___________________ _ 
Best icecream _______________________ _ 
Best place to kill an hour __________________ _ 
Bestcoffee _____________________ _ 
BEST CBW READER Bestdessert ________________________ _ 
Fax to 207-775-1615, mail or drop off ballot to: 
Best of Portland, Casco Bay Weekly 
551 A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 
1ft!!.) :£\'1 Name __________ _ 
11jI(4~ ~ "I Add~, ___ ---
newsreal A review of the top news stories affecting Greater Portland January 13 through 19. 
Windham adopted a pay per bag trash plan but opponents 
have launched a petition drive aimed at forcing ,a referendum on the plan. 
The Town Council voted 4-3 Jan. 12 for the plan, which calls for r~idents to 
pay 70 cents per bag plus about $5 per month for trash collection. But 
advocates of the plan, such as Town Councilor David McCain and Conser-
vation Commission chairman Steve McFarland, were frustrated that the 
council debated the issue for more than six months. McCain and McFarland 
noted that Falmouth had started discussing a pay per bag system after 
Windham and quddy approved it without controversy. 
The plan has wo.-ked "very smoothly" since it was enacted Sept. 1, 
according to Tony Ha~:,s, Falmouth's director of publiC works. "Almost all 
comments have been posi.'ve, except for those from a handful of people who 
don't like any changes," he added. 
He also ~id the town has reduced the amount of trash it ..-
creates by about 35 percent under the plan - dropping from 
902 tons of trash during the,last four months of 1991 to 586 
tons during the last four months of 1992. The amount of 
materials that townspeople recycle has also increased 
by nearly 50 percent under the plan, jumping from an 
average of 13 tons per month to nearly 20 tons per 
month, Hayes ~id. 
Windham residents fighting the pay per bag scheme 
want to maintain the town's current system; which allows 
them to select their own haulers. They need 988 signatures 
to force a referendum, which would occur in February. 
Home-schoolers can't play sports in South 
Portland. The city's Board of Education rejected, by a 4-
3 vote, an amendment to allow children educated at 
home to participate in extracurricular activiti~ in city 
schools. Annette Holmes, who teaches her two children 
at home, wanted the aty to let her 14-year.old son Paul 
join the indoor track team at Mahoney Middle School. 
Holmes ~id she will continue to look for "creative" 
sports outlets, such as track clubs, for Paul to join. He 
currently plays junior league football and plays bas-
ketball at the Boys' Club, she said. 
In rejecting Holmes' requ~t, board members 
argued that students educated at home don't 
face the ~me academic eligibility require-
ments as regular students who play sports. 
They also ~id that it isn't fair for a student to 
represent a school that he or she doesn't at-
tend. Westbrook is the onl yother community 
in Greater Portland that prohibits home-
schoolers from participating in school sports, 
according to Holm~. 
Charges of election fraud In South Portland 
were dismissed by a judge, and the city's Mayor Jim Soule asked City 
Councilor Kevin Glynn and school board member Julie Conroy to apologize 
and reimburse the city for legal costs it had incurred fighting their suit. 
Glynn and Conroy had alleged that City Clerk Unda Cohen and Election 
Warden Barbara Davis violated state laws during last June's primary election 
by using the wrong color ink to mark ballots and failing to call out results. But 
Superior Court Judge Stephen Perkins threw out the charges Jan. 12 in 
granting the aty its request for summary judgment. 
"The charg~ were so fri volous the judge did not even gi ve them their day 
in court," ~id Soule. Glynn and Conroy haven't responded to his request 
that they pay about $30,000 for the city's legal fees. 
An acoustics expert liked the sound of both plans for 
renovating Portland's City Hall Auditorium E. David Egan,a consultant hired 
by the city's auditorium building committee, reported that "both schemes have 
the potential for greatly enhanced acoustics in the auditorium." 
But the committee didn't ask Egan to recommend one plan over the other 
- so he didn't. The committee, which plans to spend $6 million on renova-
tions, paid Egan $10,000 to evaluate competing renovation designs by 
George Izenour and R. Lawrence Kirkegaard.lzenour's plan calls for remov-
ing the auditorium's two balconies and replacing them with one new 
balcony. Kirkegaard's propo~1 leaves the balconi~ intact. 
Preservationists, who backed Kirkegaard' s propo~l, were encouraged by 
Egan's study. "It remov~ some of the uncertainti~ and puts everything on 
even footing," ~id Martha DePrez, executive director of Greater Portland 
Landmarks. The building committee is slated to question Egan about his 
report at high noon on Jan. 25. 
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I had a dream 14 
letUrs 15 
"Operation Oscar" produced Its first Indictments, as the owner 
and two employees of Yarmouth Rubbish were charged with crimes as a result 
of a year-long probe of Greater Portland's trash-hauling industry. Company 
owner Russell Stull and General Manager John Casey were charged with theft by 
deception and theft of services, and driver Ernest Ruby was charged with 
falsifying records. Portland Police Chief Mike Chitwood said the company had 
mixed commercial trash with residential trash, brought it to the Regional Waste 
System (RWS) incinerator in Portland and billed municipalities for the commer-
cial trash. Chitwood ~id the "ongoing scheme of fraud and deception ... cost 
hundreds of thou~nds of dollars." 
Stull called the charges "grossly exaggerated," noting that his company would 
have to dump about 2,000 tons or four million pounds - of commercial trash 
disguised as residential trash to cost cities and towns more than $100,000. "There's 
no way we did that," Stull ~id. 
The Jan. 14 indictments were not the first time the company has been cited for 
wrongdoing. In 1991, Stull admitted that his company had illegally mixed 
commercial and residential trash and agreed to pay $97,000 to RWS, Freeport and 
Yarmouth. About half of that amount has been paid, he ~id . 
"We've changed our operation and cleaned up our act since then," Stull 
~id. "Any mixing is done to a minimal extent or due to the 
logistics of operations." The company serves about 500 
comlJlercial customers and about4,000 households, he said. 
Chitwood ~id the indictments were only the "tip of the 
iceberg" in the ongOing probe of other trash-haulers in the 
area, but he declined to reveal more details. 
A Judge dismissed charges against Mark 
Anks, a conservative activist who was arrested at a Re-
publican Committee meeting in South Portland in 1991. 
Police had charged Finks with disorderly conduct after he 
loudly protested the legality of the meeting. Finks and Paul 
Volle, chairman of the Cumberland County Republican Com-
mittee at the time, had fought with moderate Republicans 
over who would chair the committee. Justice Ronald Cole 
ruled that while Finks was loud, he didn't threaten anyone. 
Cole's decision may spur a suit against the city for violating 
Finks' free speech rights, according to Maine Civil Liberties 
Union attorney Zbigniew Kurlanski. 
Lald-off employees knocked the Portland 
Water District (PWD) management for 
making poor decisions recently, including one 
that cost taxpayers $100,000. A union steward 
representing 13 employees laid off on Jan. 4 said 
PWD had built a road in South Portland in 1990 
without a permit from the state Department of 
Environmental Protection. PWD had to tear up 
the road, which bordered wetlands, and pay a 
$2,000 fine. PWD General Manager Dan Jellis said 
he wasn't sure the $100,000 figure was correct, but 
he didn't dispute it. 
Jellis blamed the layoffs on the district's lack of work 
during winter months and explained that a backlog of work had enabled the 
district to avert layoffs the last two winters. "Hopefully, we can bring these fellows 
back in the spring," Jellis ~id. 
Laid-off employees also complained that PWD was top-heavy, with 12 supervi-
sorsoverseeing22 employees. ButJellis~id he didn't want to layoff the supervisors 
because they were experienced and performed other administrative duties. 
Abraham's House of Coffee closed under a cloud of mystery. 
The Congress Street coffee shop turned out the lights and stopped pouring java on 
Jan. 17 at 7:30 p,m., according to Randy Seaver, who manages the building for 
Congress Property Management. According to Seaver, the property had been leased 
to Richard Zwerling and the coffee shop was managed by Wayne Cyr. 
Seaver said Zwerlingand Cyrwereembroiled in a dispute. Healso said Zwerling 
had called him Jan. 15 and ~id he was going to have the power shut off, and wanted 
to be released from his lease which runs till Dec. 31, 1992. Seaver ~id he didn't know 
how to contact Zwerling, and that Cyr had left Portland for a few days. Abraham's 
was not behind on its monthly $1,400 rent, which it always paid in cash, he added. 
Seaver ~id he wanted to reopen the coffee shop himself and stressed that "in 
no way would it be connected to the owners of the previous establishment." 
Jock's spin doc heads for the mountalns.Gov. John McKernan's 
longtime spokesman, Willis Lyford, is going to work for the Coors Brewing 
Company in Colorado. After 10 years of working as an aid to McKernan, Lyford 
will go W ~t to serve the Rocky Mountain beer barons as manager of corporate 
communication. He will also handle public relations for the company's owner-
ship in the Colorado Rocki~ major league baseball expansion team. 
Reporttd by Frllnk Spurr, Bob Young Ilnd The Associllted Press; 
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TOFU SPREADS • SOUPS • SANDWICHES 











• Learn the necessary skills to compete 
• Graduates prepared for Certified Professional Secretary (CPS) Exam 
• Faculty regularly update area secretaries through seminars 
PROFESSIONAL SECRETARY PROGRAMS 
Associat. D.gr •• Programs 
Executive Administnotive Assistant 
Legal Administnotive Assistant 
Legal Secretary with Paralegal Certificate 
Medical Administnotive Assistant 
Secretarial with Travel and Tourism Certificate 
Secretarial with Fashion Merchandising Certificate 






Certified Professional Secretary Review Seminar 
Updating the School Secretary 
Secretarial Updating 
Associate Degree & Certificate Programs 
Financial Aid & Veterans Benefits Available 
Day and Evening aasses Begin February I 
CALL NOW! 772·0196 
477 CONGRESS STREET PORTLAND, MAlNE 04101 INSIDE PARXlNG I lHrOWN CONVENIENCE 
Health care reform comes up short 
State Sen. Dale McCormick 'of 
Monmouth and state Rep. Charlene 
Rydell of Brunswick have submitted a 
bill to the Maine Legislature that calls 
for considerable reforms of state health 
care, including coverage for all Mainers. 





provider of health benefits. Instead, the 
bill allows choice among a state plan or 
regulated private plans. The sponsors' 
decision to keep that option open 
shocked health care advocates who con-
vened Dec. 12, expecting to hear 
McCormick a'nd Rydell discuss a more 
progressive bill they'd expected 
("Health care for all?"11 .25.92). 
"It's disappointing," said Richard 
Rhames, a member of the Consumers 
for Affordable Health Care (CAHC) 
coalition that worked with McCormick 
on the bill. "The whole thing was a 
surprise. The Maine People's Alliance 
and a lot of the other organizations in 
CAHC have been working for the bill 
[modeled after one filed in Congress by 
former u.s. Rep. Marty Russol, which 
is a single-payer, single-player bill. This 
11 th-hour compromise was surprising 
and discomforting." 
Although some member groups are 
still withholding their support, CAHC 
endorsed the watered-down plan. 
Christopher St. John, staff attorney 
for Pine Tree Legal Assistance and a 
'CAHC member, said the bill strikes a 
balance between political expediency 
and progressive changes in policy. 
"My view is that this is so far· ahead 
of where we presently are that it 
represents a tremendous step forward," 
St.'}ohn said. "I understand that people 
who have convinced themselves the 
Russo bill had a chance of passing 
would be very disappointed to contrast 
this bill with that one." But, he said, 
more sweeping reform might have been 
unpalatable to state legislators and 
consumers who already subscribe to 
Blue Cross or other private insurers. St. 
John also questioned the wisdom of 
adding a new layer to state government 
amidst the current budget crisis. 
It' s not yet clear whether private 
insurance companies could still compete 
for Maine business under the submitted 
bill. The McCormick-Rydell legislation 
would level the playing field by 
requiring that the exact same benefits be 
paid by all insurers. It would also set a 
10 percent cap on private insurance 
companies' administrative expenses. 
Those requirements, St. John said, 
would probably be too strict for most 
private insurers (except Blue Cross-Blue 
Shield of Maine and a few others) to 
meet. The requirements might even 
encourage local non-profit groups to 
start offering coverage, he predicted. 
Despite St. John's praise, other 
CAHC members still expressed frustra-
tion with the last-minute changes. 
"I think it's pretty obvious to 
everyone that this thing is [dead on 
arrival] at McKernan's desk anyway," 
Rhames concluded. "So what's the point 
of compromising at the start?" 
PIlW KllTT 
Train station vote delayed, 
bids kept under wraps 
Portland's vote on a train station 
site has been postponed till Feb. 1 and 
it's unlikely citizens will know more 
about the competing sites until then. 
The City Council was slated to 
select a site on Jan. 25, but the vote was 
pushed back so that the two property 
owners vying for the station could 
refine their proposals. The ci ty re-
ceived their bids Jan. 14, but asked 
them to make changes, according to 
city Economic Development Director 
Virginia Hildreth. 
One proposal would put the station 
at the old Central Maine Railroad 
Building - now called the First 
Atlantic Building - on St. John Street. 
The other proposal calls for siting the 
station at the southern end of Union 
Station Plaza, also on St. John Street. 
But Hildreth would not disclose 
details of the competing bids nor make 
them availabfe to the public. She said 
changes in the bids were still being 
negotiated. If either bidder were to 
learn details about the other's pro-
posal, it could hinder the city's 
bargaining poSition, she claimed. City 
attorney Gary Wood defended 
Hildreth's decision not to release 
information about the bids, citing a 
section of the state's Right to Know 
law that allows government agencies 
to meet in secret sessions. 
TrainRiders Northeast chairman 
Wayne Davis said he "didn't have a 
problem" with the city withholding 
information about station sites from 
the public. 
Meanwhile, Davis was basking in 
.news that Massachusetts Gov. Bill 
Weld had voiced his support for 
linking Boston's North and South 
stations by rail, which would make it 
possible for rail passengers to ride 
through Boston without getting off 
trains. Under current plans for restor-
ing rail service between Portland and 
Boston, passengers would have to get 
off at North Station and take a bus to 
South Station in order to resume riding 
south. 
Weld announced his support for 
linking the stations while taking a 
promotional ride on Amtrak's new 
high-speed Swedish trains with other 
passenger rail advocates. "I was in the 
middle of a cup of coffee when he said 
it and I almost bit the cup it was such a 
great surprise," Davis said. "He also 
used the M-word several times, noting 
the enthusiasm for passenger rail in 
Maine and saying he always liked the 
idea of connecting the commonwealth 
to Maine by train." 
Davis said the Swedish train, which 
will cut transit time between Boston 
and New York to under three hours, 
reached 101 mph on the ride from 
Providence, RI., to New London, Ct., 
although the train is capable of a top 
speed of 140 mph. With its tilting 
chassis, the train also took curves at 
100 mph that standard Amtrak trains 
travel at 40 to 50 mph, Davis said. 
Weld, who only rode the train to the 
Boston suburb of Dedham, took a car 
back to the capital even though he 
could have taken a commuter train if 




• By Al Diamon 
Borderline 
One of the worst things that can 
happen to an incumbent politician, aside 
from being caught sneaking a butt in a 
roomful of ballots, is to be forced 
through redistricting to run against 
another incumbent of the same party. 
The worst appears to be about to happen 
to Republican state Sens. Charles 
Summers of Scarborough and Jane 
Amero of Cape Elizabeth. 
When two incumbents square off it 
tends to foster lingering animosities. In 
1984 redistricting forced then-Reps. Joe 
Brannigan and Harriet Ketover to face 
each other in a Democratic primary. 
After losing, Ketover told a reporter she 
had been "raped by the Democratic 
Party." Although Ketover eventually 
returned to the Legislature, the remark 
was not forgotten. Eight years later, 
Democrats got revenge by supporting 
her successful primary challenger, 
Steven Rowe. 
No party wants that kind of intramu-
ral feud, so great care is taken during 
redistricting to be aware of who lives 
where. Nevertheless, there are occasions 
when throwing an incumbent to the 
wolves makes sense. 
Cape Elizabeth currently shares a 
Senate district with South Portland, but 
that will almost certainly end when the 
state redistricting commission chops up 
SoPo to feed the needy districts in 
Portland and/or Westbrook. The 
sensible thing to do would be to create a 
Senate district of the Cape, Scarborough, 
Old Orchard Beach and Buxton. While 
the GOP isn't happy about pitting two of 
their fresher faces against each other, the 
new district is not as politically flaweJ 
as it first appears. 
Summers may run for governor in 
1994 (that's only about half as unlikely 
as it sounds), leaving the seat to Amero. 
Or Amero might be persuaded to run for 
Congress (OK, I'm making that up, but 
Re ublicans have chosen candidates for 
Congress for sillier reasons), leaving the 
seat for Summers. Or both may run for 
higher office, leaving what should be a 
strongly Republican seat for the next 
round of GOP fresh faces, such as sta te 
Reps. Joan Pendexter and Peggy 
Pendleton of Scarborough. 
Amero is a member of the redistrict-
ing commission, and could normally be 
expected to cover her butt against 
unwanted intrusions by other incum-
bents. But Republicans more inclined to 
look at the big picture may overrule her. 
That's because a Cape Elizabeth-
Scarborough district creates a pleasing 
ripple effect. 
The Democratic stronghold of Saco, 
currently in the same district as Scarbor-
ough, could end up in a new district 
with heavily Democratic Biddeford. 
Instead of two big blocks of Democratic 
voters, there would be only one. That 
opens the way to creating a new Senate 
district (a result of York County's huge 
population increase) in the overwhelm-
ingly Republican Kennebunk-Kenne-
bunkport-Wells area. 
Democrats will attempt to thwart that 
by forcing the new district westward to 
the area north of Sanford. Trouble is, 
that pulls towns away from Democratic 
state Sen. Bonnie Titcom b of Casco. 
Titcomb's district will either pick up 
Gorham, Raymond and New Gloucester 
to replace the York County towns, or be 
forced deep into hostile territory in 
Oxford County. Democrats prefer the 
former, Republicans the latter. 
The GOP has its own problems in the 
suburbs north of Portland. Democrats 
will do their damnedest to crush 
Yarmouth and Cumberland into the 
same Senate district, thereby forcing 
freshman Republicans Philip Harriman 
and Jeffrey Butland to run against each 
other in '94. There must be 50 ways the 
Falmouth-Brunswick-Windham triangle 
can be cut into two districts of about 
35,000 people each, and a lot of blood 
will likely be shed before the parties 
agree on the division. 
As for the House, Republican Gary 
Reed will need only about 400 of the 
1,800 Portlanders currently lumped in 
with Falmouth to bring his district up to 
size. The remainder can be divided 
among the hungry House districts in 
Portland. 
South Portland hasn't grown fast 
enough to justify its three House seats, 
and Cape Elizabeth is now a little too 
large for only one representative. The 
Simplest solution seems to be grafting a 
piece of the Cape onto Democratic state 
Rep. Sam DiPietro's district, making it 
more Republican. 
Westbrook is currently split three 
ways: One seat that includes a small slice 
of Portland, one that includes large 
chunks of Gorham and Windham and a 
Westbrook-only district. The mill city's 
political geography can be simplified 
conSiderably by dividing its 16,000 
people into two House districts entirely 
within the city limits. 
Gorham and Windham can be cut 
neatly into three House districts. 
Cumberland and North Yarmouth 
combine for one seat, as do Freeport and 
Pownal. Yarmouth is about the right size 
for a single seat all to itself. Gray and 
New Gloucester currently make up one 
House district, but have grown too 
much and will have to be subdivided. 
Biddeford gets two seats, and another 
it would share with Saco. Saco also has 
one self-contained House district, and a 
district shared with Scarborough. 
Scarborough has one seat of its own as 
well . Old Orchard Beach's population 
entitles it to one House district. 
It all seems so simple that it's hard to 
believe the only reason the redistricting 
commission will actually reach agree-
ment on new boundaries is that if they 
don't, the state Supreme Court automati-
cally gets the job. The thought of the 
justices drawing the lines without regard 
to political considerations is even more 
frightening to the average legislator than 
the possibility of having to run against 
an incumbent. 
News tips Ilnd other threats to the republic 
tIlIly be sent to this column, Cilre of Casco Bay 
Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portlllnd, ME 
04101 . Seditious phone clllls Ilre welcome Ilt 
775-6601. 
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Sensibly 
Sensible shoes help your feet (and you) to 
get through your busy day feeling good. 
And sensible shoes can look greatl 
563 Forest Ave . • Portland, ME 04101 • 207-773-6601 
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Hi, I'm Dr. 
I(imberly Johnson, D.C. 
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 
Did you know that becoming a chiropractic physician requires a minimum of six years 
ofhighly spedalized college and graduate school training? 
Today's Doctor of Chiropractic must complete 4,485 hours of classroom instruction 
and must pass rigid chiropractic board examinations before earning a license. In most 
states, continuing educational seminars must be: eompleted for annuallicensc: renewal. 
PERSONAL BACKGROUND 
In addition, I have completed courses in sports injury and worhelated rehabilitation, 
nutrition and acupuncture certification. I recdved my bachelors degree at St. Joseph's 
College in Windham, and my Doctor of Chiropractic degree from Logan College of 
Chiropractic in St. Louis. During my training I served as Vice President to the Student 
American Chiropractic Association. Additonally, I have visittd a numbe:r of other 
chiropractic clinics to study their methods and procedures. 
TIlls is the kind of training and professionalism I off'er you . Call us and let us help you. 
The symptoms most commonly treated by chiropractors arc: 
• Back Pain 
• Neck Pain 
• Stiffuess 
• Numbness 
• Headaches ,; Painful Joints 
• Arthritis • Shoulder Pain 
• Bursitis 
• Hip Pain 
• Arm/Lcg Pain 
• Cold Hands/Feet 
To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, 
please accept my special offer: 
FREE EXAMINATION DURING JANUARY 
TIlls examination rtormally costs $65.00 or more . I will include orthopedic tests, neuro-
logical tests, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination for restricted 
or excessive motion in the spine, muscle strength evaluations and a private comprebe:n-
sive consultation to discuss the results. 
846-6100· Dr. KIMBERLY JOHNSON 
JOHNSON CHIROPRACTIC 
(formerly Abe:lson Chiropractic) 
76 Main Street, Yannouth 
Evening and Emergency Appointments Available 
Evening Chemical Dependency 
Treatment Program 
ow you can go on with your life while you deal with 
your chemical dependency problems 
Jackson BrOok Institute's new Evening Outpatient PrC?gram is designed so that 
1- -""""Y1VU can have access to the speciolized programs and chemical dependency 
treatment professionals you need to improve your life - without a hospital stay. 
The Evening Chemical Dependency Treatme~t Pr?gram is private, confidenti?l, 
affordable - and convenient. So, please, don t walt another day to get help with 
your alcohol or drug problem. 
• 
Call Jackson Brook Institute today at the number below and ask to talk to a 
professional about our Evening Outpatient Program for chemical dependencies. 
Evening Chemical Dependency Treatment Program 
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Insomnia: a familiar bedtime story 
• By Mark Leibovich 
Last summer, for three harrowing weeks, I 
suffered a bout of insomnia that was nothing short of 
a waking nightmare. The nightly ritual took on a 
hellish life of its own. 
Each night, dead tired, I would collapse into bed 
at about 11:30. But, as if my pillow had cast some 
cruel spell, I'd suddenly be wide awake again, and 
acutely aware of it. My mind raced like a police 
scanner. My heart felt like it would burst out of my 
chest. The clock terrified me. I tried not to peek, but 
sometimes couldn't help myself ... 12:40 
a.m ... l:21 .. . 2:30. Maybe I'd doze off around three. I'd 
open my eyes, praying that the dock would say 
eight. But there was no rest for the weary. Five a.m., 
and I was wide awake. 
Again. 
The morning's first Red Une trains would rumble 
under my building at 5:45. The convenience store 
downstairs would open at six. I'd buy a paper, read 
it in bed, and maybe drift back to sleep by around 
seven. Then the alarm would blare punctually at 
8: 15. I'd stumble out of bed, only three hours of sleep 
separating today from yesterday. 
How I survived those days without alienating 
friends and co-workers, getting sick, or losing my 
mind, I'll never know. To suffer acute insomnia is to 
be trapped in a paradoxical realm: my nights were 
quiet, but hardly peaceful; my body was numb with 
fatigue, but my mind was wide awake; my one 
desire was for sleep, but the more I tried, the harder 
Hcame. 
The worst part was the loneliness. By day, I'd 
wander through my office in a private fog, the image 
of my own ghost. By night, my hyper-somnolent 
girlfriend would lie in blissful oblivion next to me. 
I'd spend hours staring out across empty streets as 
the world slept behind darkened windows. 
Or so I imagined. 
In fact, insomnia is a remarkably familiar bedtime 
story. It will afflict one out of every three American 
adults this year, one out of every six chronically; it 
will account for an estimated total of $15 billion in 
health-care costs; and it will be a leading cause in a 
litany of serious - often fatal- mishaps such as car 
accidents. 
Insomnia takes many forms, and its effects on the 
quality of life are far-reaching. A June 1991 survey 
conducted by the Gallup Organization for the 
National Sleep Foundation found that, compared 
with their better-rested counterparts, insomniacs 
reported significantly impaired ability to concentrate 
during the day. They were also more likely to report 
social and physical problems and impaired memory. 
These aren't mere abstractions; these are real people, 
in sometimes desperate straits. 
"It cut across every area of my life," says Donna 
Santamaria, a 32-year-old dental assistant, who battled 
chronic insomnia from her teeI)ilge years until last 
January. For long periods of her life, Santamaria could 
sleep only three hours a night or less, and sometimes 
not at all. Her insomnia, she says, almost drove her to 
consider suicide. "I kept asking, Why me?' I couldn't 
co~ntrate on anything and I spent entire weekends 
trying to get sleep," Santamaria says. "I just felt like a 
shell of myself." 
Unlike Santamaria, most insomniacs don't talk 
about their condition. "In general, our society 
doesn't treat insomnia as a serious issue," says Dr. 
Carol WOgrin, a clinical psychologist at Boston's 
Beth Israel Hospital who specializes in sleep disor-
ders. "People take it on as their own problem, and it 
tends to get lost in the fast pace of life today." 
Sleep problems also carry a stigma, she says. 
Psychological factors such as depression and acute 
stress account for about half of all cases of insomnia. 
And, as Wogrin notes, discussion of such maladies 
doesn't exactly pervade the public domain. 
Few seek treatment for their insomnia. The 
National Sleep Foundation survey reported that only 
five percent of insomniacs have ever visited a doctor ' 
specifically to discuss their sleeping problem. Only 
three in 10 have ever brought up the topic during 
medical visits for other reasons, and only two in 10 
have ever been prescribed sleeping pills. Concludes 
Dr. William Dement, the chairman of the National 
Commission on Sleep Disorders Research and one of 
the world's foremost authorities on sleep, "Insomnia 
has existed behind a dark curtain for years." 
Insomnia: a waking nightmare 
But the dark curtain is being drawn back. Recent 
research has shown a clear and alarming connection 
between insomnia and a range of physical and 
psychological problems and industrial accidents. 
Consider: 
• A 1989 Journal of the American Medical Association 
(JAMA) report linked inadequate sleep to cardiovas-
cular disease and increased mortality. 
• The JAMA study also found a strong association 
- 57.4 percent - between insomnia and diagnosable 
psycholOgical disorders. 
• The 1991 National Sleep Foundation survey 
found that insomniacs have two-and-a-half more 
auto accidents than do non-insomniacs. 
There's also a greater awareness of the problems 
associated with sleep deprivation in general today. 
Good sleeping habits have been a consistent casualty 
of our modem evolution into a round-the-clock 
society - with the advent of 24-hour dining, shop-
ping, TV and countless other stimulations. Insomnia 
exists within this broader context. 
"We have more trouble sleeping now than we did 
}(XJ years ago," says Dr. Gregg Jacobs, director of the 
behavioral-medicine program for insomnia for the 
Mind-Body Medical Institute at New England 
Deaconess Hospital. "Before the invention of the 
electric light, night offered few distractions. Now, we 
can flick on the TV at any time of night and watch a 
war start." 
As sleep has been pushed onto the back-burner, 
more and more problems have emerged. The U.s. 
Department of Transportation reported that up to 
200,000 traffic accidents each year may be sleep-
related, and that 20 percent of all drivers have fallen 
asleep at least once at the wheel; seminal screw-ups, 
like the Three Mile Island accident, have been 
blamed, in part, on sleep-deprived operators. On a 
more mundane level, foggy minds, shorter attention 
spans and quicker tempers make for a ruder, crankier 
(not kinder, gentler) nation. 
In 1988, the u.s. Congress established the National 
Commission on Sleep Disorders Research, and charged 
it with studying the current state of sleep research. 
According to preliminary reports, the study found that 
insomnia has been the subject of a miniscule amount of 
research, considering the millions of people it haunts 
each year. 
And most physicians are remarkably ill-equipped 
to deal with patients who complain of insomnia, 
~ment added. He tells of one woman who testified 
before the commission: It was around the time of the 
Gulf War, and she hadn't been able to sleep for weeks. 
She visited her doctor in search of sleeping pills, but 
the doctor refused to prescribe any, saying he was 
philosophically opposed to them. So the woman went 
away with her two kids to a resort, hoping to relax. En 
route, she fell asleep at the wheel of her car. Dement 
says it's a miracle she lived to tell the story. 
Identifying the typical insomniac 
There is no prototype insomniac, agree most sleep 
experts, although studies have shown that insomnia 
tends to be more common among women and the 
elderly (of whom one in four is severely afflicted). In 
general, however, insomnia isn't terribly discriminat-
ing. 
"Insomnia affects people on an individualized 
basis," says Dr. Michael Aronoff, the author of 
"Sleep and Its Secrets" (Plenum/Insight, 1991) "It's 
as personal as your life's circumstances and your 
sleeping habits." Most people need about seven or 
eight hours a night, but there's lots of variation, he 
stresses. 
Some people can subsist on much less. President 
Bill Clinton, for one, says he needs only four hours of 
sleep a night. Napoleon was said to require only five. 
Einstein, however, was a basket case if he didn't get 
his nine or 10. 
Today, more people are awake at night than ever 
before. Roughly 20 percent of the American work 
force toils at night. Owls - so-called "night people" 
- actually look forward to the after-hours as their 
day's most productive time. But there'9 an essential 
difference between insomniacs and "night people": 
insomniacs would rather be asleep. They need more 
Beyond warm milk: 
rules for better sleep 
Continued on page 10 
Gregg Jacobs, a psychologist and insomnia researcher at 
the Mind-Body Medical Institute at New England Deacon-
ess Hospital, preaches the following ABCs of ZZZs. 
• Use minimal amounts of alcohol, caffeine and 
nicotine near bedtime. 
• Exercise aerobically late in the day on a regular basis. 
This will help you fall asleep and sleep more deeply. 
• Allow yourself a regular wind~own period one to 
two hours prior to bed time. 
• Don't spend more than six to seven hours in bed. 
Restricting time in bed win make it easier to fall asleep and 
stay asleep. 
• Get up at about the same time every day, induding 
on weekends. This will help to synchronize your sleep 
rhythm. 
• Go to bed only when you are drowsy if you have 
problems with Nsleep-onset insomnia" ( i.e., initially 
getting to sleep). 
• Never Ntry" to sleep. If you haven't fallen asleep or 
back to sleep within 30 minutes, do something that is 
relaxing or distracting until you feel drowsy. 
• Keep in mind that research indicates you are probably 
getting more sleep than you think. 
IS YOUR SKIN 
TIRED & 
STRESSED? 
The Intensive Hydrating Masque gives your complexion a 
SURGE of moisture. 
This oil-free gel is formulated with organically grown herbs 
(grown without the use of petrochemical fertilizers 
or herbicides). It helps to reduce the redness and chapping 
caused by'dry winter air. 
Come in 'and try some on ... 
773-4457 
We're Maine's only AVEDA concept salon. 
ON lHE CORNER Of MIDDlE & EXCHANGE STREETS IN lHE OlD PORT 
for savings of 15-40% off on selected 
winter clothing and Arche Shoes! 
41 Exchange st .. Fbrtland. ME 04101 
772-4439 • parking stcrnps available 
Open dally 1().6. Thurs· SOt 10-9 • SUn 12-6 
'Sleep sliding away in Portland 
"To sleep, perchance to dream" ... 
but wait. You just can't seem,to fall 
asleep, you say? Instead of counting 
sheep, your brain keeps figuring the 
logarithm of their angles of trajectory 
as they leap? And even reading a Press 
Herilld account of the latest City 
Council meeting won't induce a 
snooze? 
Insomnia that strikes in the middle 
of the night can be rough on Greater 
Portlanders. We don't have all-night 
bus service in these parts. There aren't 
any all-night cultural offerings, not 
even an all-hours movie house. 
Abraham's House of Coffee, alas, has 
just closed its doors. Even the city's 
parks officially close at 10 p.m., so you 
risk being rousted by Portland's finest 
if you want to take a stroll. 
But there are still a fewalterna -
tives. If you've got the munchies, 
for instance, you're in luck. Denny's 
Restaurant at 1101 Congress St. (774-
1886) is open all night and serves up 
an all-American mix of coffee, 
burgers and other nocturnal nour-
ishment. But the real draw here is 
the motley crew of characters: 
cabbies, night-shift workers, 
partyers and concert-goers who just 
can't stop rocking, and a bunch of 
other folks who seem to surface only 
at those ungodly middle-of-the-
night hours. 
That's not the only place in 
Portland to raise your blood sugar 
during the wee hours, either. If you 
happen to have the heebie-jeebies at 
3 a.m. in the Old Port, fear not; the 
Home Plate restaurant at 5 Dana St. 
(761-9567), has just started keeping 
its door open all night Wednesdays 
through Saturdays, and has added a 
fabulous diner-style menu stocked 
with New England 'favorites. There's 
even vegetarian fare like vegetable 
lasagna, quiche and salad. 
Or how about dancing the night 
away? If you catch them on the 
right night, the good folks at Zootz 
at 31 Forest Ave. (773-8187) offer all-
night dance parties called "raves." If 
the pulSing psychedelic music, high-
energy "smart" drinks and masses 
of writhing bodies don't put you 
out, they'll kick you straight into the 
stra tosphere. 
But seriously. Let's say you still 
can't sleep and don't want to enjoy 
yourself. You Just want some shut-
eye. Well, there's still help to be had . 
The Maine Medical Center operates 
a sleep laboratory (22 Bramhall St., 
871-4535) where - if you can get 
your doctor to refer you - they 
might strap electrodes and other 
gizmos to you to find out just what 
the trouble is. 
If all this fails, go back to those 
sheep. Remember that "sheep" and 
"sleep" are basically the same word. 
Drink a glass of warm tryptophan. 
Make your bed and lie in it. Repeat. 
Go stare at the thermometer and see if 
you can will it above zero. 
With nocturnal diversions like 
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sleep than they get. They are reluctant 
fixtures of overnight culture. In many 
cases, insomnia can severely impede 
any pursuit of a "normal" life. 
The National Commission has heard 
nightmarish testimony that under-
scores the extent to which insomnia can 
consume - and shatter -lives. For 
instance, Marsha Reedhill of Arlington, 
Va., was forced to break off two 
engagements, each time because it was 
impossible for her to sleep in the same 
room as her fiance (his breathing, she 
said, kept her awake). '1 am desperate 
and tired," Reedhill said. 
The majority of insomnia cases are 
short-lived or, to use the language of 
sleep professionals, "transient." 
According to the 1991 National Sleep 
Foundation study, the most common 
problems associated with insomnia 
include waking up in the morning 
feeling tired (72 percent); waking up in 
the middle of the night (67 percent); 
difficulty getting back to sleep after 
waking up (57 percent); and difficulty 
getting to sleep initially (56 percent). 
What incites the Sandman to take a 
sabbatical? 
Many things. But a crucial point 
comes up repeatedly: like pain or fever, 
insomnia is a symptom, not a disease. 
"Insomnia always exists in re-
sponse to something else," says 
Aronoff. He cites four commonly 
identified causes: psychological 
factors, such as depression or acute 
anxiety; environmental factors, such 
as excess noise or heat; physical 
factors, like drug intake (including 
alcohol, nicotine and caffeine), 
eating too close to bedtime, or 
leading an overly sedentary life; and 
primary sleep disorders such as 
sleep apnea or narcolepsy. 
Almost everyone will suffer 
insomnia at some point in his or her 
life. When it strikes, experts say, the 
solution will often rest with a simple 
lifestyle change - say, cutting out 
alcohol before bed (liquor can help 
induce sleep initially, but can cause 
earl y waking as well) or caffeine 
after dinner (it stays in your system 
for hours). In many cases, insomnia 
comes in response to a brief, isolated 
period of stress - a job interview, 
an argument with a spouse - and it 
does pass. 
The key is not to let insomnia 
become a conditioned response. 
Experts call this '1earned insomnia." 
That is, by habit, people learn to 
associate their bed with sleepless-
ness. It creates anxiety. "The longer 
a person lies awake in bed, the 
harder it will be to sleep," says 
Carol Wogrin, of Beth IsraeL '1t can 
get to a point where the very act of 
getting into bed can create stress." 
When James Isaacs was 14 years 
old, his father woke him at 2:30 one 
morning to tell him that his grandfa-
ther had died. Isaacs was close to his 
grandfather, and he says he'll always 
remember the horror he felt when he 
realized that he wasn't dreaming. The 
event took on even greater signifi-
cance six years ago, when it struck 
Isaacs that he hasn't slept well since 
that night in 1962. He's 44 years old 
now, and although he has no trouble 
getting to sleep initially, he invariably 
wakes up a few hours later, and stays 
up for a while. 
In time, the original trigger is 
rendered secondary and the insomnia 
becomes an independent menace that 
feeds on itself. As in Isaacs' case, 
'1eamed sleeplessness" becomes fully 
ingrained. The key is to nip insomnia 
in the bud before it becomes chronic 
and severe. 
This is sometimes easier said than 
done. But, experts say, it is possible. 
Looking for sleep in 
all the wrong places 
Sleeping pills have been a recurring 
point of disagreement. Some doctors 
will prescribe them liberally, whereas 
others won't prescribe them at all. 
Most agree that the ideal sleeping pill 
hasn't been invented yet. Each one 
carries its own potential side-effects-
from daytime grogginess, to de-
creased motor coordination, to 
impaired memory, to confusion. 
Halcion was considered something 
of a wonder sleeping drug when it hit 
the market in 1983. It was relatively 
quick to metabolize and light on side-
effects; American doctors wrote eight 
million prescriptions for the drug in 
1990 alone. Even former President 
George Bush, the nation's former First 
Insomniac, was a nightly user for a 
while. 
But the drug became a subject of 
controversy when it was linked to 
hostility, violent behavior, and even 
psychosis. A Kansas City woman 
named Nila Wacaser claimed that 
Halcion led her to stab her two sons to 
death in a motel room in 1987. The 
drug has been banned or restricted in 
France, England, and Spain, and may 
soon meet a similar fate in this country. 
(Wffite House spokesman Marlin Fitz-
water announced last year that Poppy 
had stopped popping the pills.) 
One point of agreement on sleeping 
pills is that nightly use for more than a 
few weeks can lead to increased 
tolerance, addiction and a signifi-
cantly lower quality of sleep. But 
sleeping remedies can be helpful over 
short periods of time, and that's how 
most of them are used. According to a 
survey conducted by Dr. Mitchell 
Balter of the Public Health Research 
Center, in Washington, D.C., 70 
percent of sleeping-pill users will take 
them for less than 30 days a year. 
Nearly half of those patients will take 
the pills nightly for a week or less. 
Beyond pills, a number of effective 
behavioral programs have been 
developed in recent years. At Beth 
Israel, psychologist Carol Wogrin 
counsels patients on ways to "recondi-
tion" their sleeping habits. Her 
two-week program focuses on, among 
other things, good "sleep hygiene" 
(i.e., monitoring alcohol and caffeine 
intake, smoking, diet and exercise) 
and a religious avoidance of all things 
that might cause arousal -like bill-
paying, or watching a scary movie-
around bed time. Sex is a notable 
exception here, she says, but onl y if it 
isn't stressful. 
Dr. Gregg Jacobs, of the Deaconess 
Mind-Body Medical Institute, leads a 
comprehensive, 10-week program for 
bleary-eyed groups. Jacobs says the 
majority of his clients have been in-
somniacs for between five and 10 years. 
He claims a high success rate 
among his graduates. Three to six 
months after completing his program, 
he says, 75 percent of his patients 
report improved sleep. It was Dr. 
Jacobs' program that changed Donna 
Santamaria's insomnia saga. She's 
been sleeping between six and eight 
hours each night and says that the 
program was one of the best things 
she's ever done. 
In the program, which he devel-
oped five years ago, Jacobs focuses on 
sleep education, sleep scheduling . 
(minimizing time in bed, for instance), 
and relaxation techniques. He empha-
sizes sacred rules for better sleeping: 
never try to sleep. Don't go to bed 
until you're tired. And if you can't 
sleep, don't worry. "You'll survive," 
he says. 
I survived last summer, though it 
wasn't easy. Sleeping pills - Restoril 
and Xanax - helped a little, but made 
me foggy. Exercise - a half-hour of 
swimming or running after work -
proved more helpful in the long run. 
Eventually, sleep returned, time 
thinned and life resumed its normalcy. 
There's something wholly hum-
bling about not being able to sleep 
when you crave it most. The ordeal 
can underscore just how little control 
we can exert over mind and bod y. In 
William Styron's first-person account 
of his bout with depreSSion, he wrote: 
"Most distressing of all the instinctual 
disruptions was that of sleep ... 
Exhaustion combined with sleepless-
ness is a rare torture." 
Torture yes, rare no. But insomnia 
usually does pass, and help is avail-
able. One resource I discovered 
recently was the Sleep Line - (212) 
439-3200, ext. 757 - part of the Tel-
Med healthline service of New York's 
Lenox Hill Hospital. The Sleep Line is 
an eight-minute message recorded by 
an old (-sounding) man with the 
sleepiest, most sonorous voice I've 
ever heard. If the Sandman could talk, 
this is what he'd sound like. 
He orders me to relax: "Find a good 
position ... Lie entirely motionless ... 
Breathe out the clocks and the calen-
dars .. , Breathe in the cool 
moonlight. .. Golden blue moon-
light ... sip from the beautiful well of 
life ... drift... sleep will come ... now." 
If you ever call the Sleep Line, keep 
in mind that it's the most frequently 
called of the hospital's 300 Tel-Med 
lines. In other words, you're not alone. 
And if that doesn't help demystify the 
solitary drama taking place in your 
bedroom, try thinking about the 
California man who once stayed 
awake for 453 consecutive hours (he 
was in a rocking-chair marathon). He 
survived. And, as Dr. Jacobs says, 
you'll survive, too. CIIJ 
Mark Leibovich is II staff writer at the 
Boston Phoenix, in which this article first 
appemed. He lives lind sleeps in Cambridge. 
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We're counting on you, Bill Clinton, to bring 
changes to the United States ~~ changes that will 
help our country look forward to a bright future. 
We're counting on you to lead us, to put people 
first, to challenge our better selves, to build a 
new nation and a world at peace, to resolve con" 
fiicts creatively and constructively, without relying 
on weapons and violence. And you can count on 
us to continue our leadership in support of 
substantial cuts in the military budget. 
We're hoping with you, working with you, 
and we wish you well. 
o.bonh K. Ahn .. 
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"Just what a HOME SHOW ought to be!" 
Over 100 Exhibit Booths of Timely, Practical Infonnation You Can Use! .,...... 
A little home improvement ~A6 I W ksh T' 
goes a long way! 7fU!!';:. • or oPS, 00. 
Is it tilM for .. ntw kitchen or bath? WMlt to ,r. _ Saturday & Sunday 
~dd i Junroom? Build .lkck~ HOME EXPO is "! Y - Starting at 12 Noon 
the pbce toaatherthe infom\~ion)'OU n«d to 
gtl thai project llOin._ Pick up free brochuru 
10 bro~ throoih .. t leiwfe, Talk to bulldm 
imd ho~ imp~rU sptcYlisu. Attend 1M 
free Workshops ilnd Dt:mOlutrations. Ask lots 
of Questions. loo ... euy KCW to infonniltion 
and Ideas IS what HOME EXPO 15 aU about! 
Lots of ideas and free advice! 
Where do you stll1: if you want to build your 
OM'I home or remodel )'OUfexistinjl house? At 
HOME EXPO! You' l! be illjlr; 10 look throuafl 
the latest In ho~ products. learn ilbout how 
to make )'lOur home more eneriY effiCient. and 
mett u ta builders and cont~ctOB, Tlw:y'U bt: 
able to ilnswer you r queshon5, telllf)'Ol.Jr ldus 
are (euible, and illso show )IOU their work , U 
you want ill'\$wers. HOME EXPO has 'em! 
Discover the possibilities in 
s real estate and financing! 
The lime is riehl lor rul estilte, tspu:ial1), lOr 
fi~· ltme homebuyers and those looking to In-
vest In the future, There's a hl.lac iTWkei ottine 
properties to choose from o1nd lendini institu-
lions Me tHpOndinjl with s.omt ncellent plans 
for tinanclnll, You'll rtnd fntndl)' ru l u tAte 
broken &tid informative bank loan officers here 
al HOME EXPQ. They're Uitrlo iln$wtr )'Our 
QUestions OUld help)'Ol.I t.like :.dvant.lillt of lOw 
culTtnl lntmst !'lItu, They, like: all uhibitol'$ 
hert at HOME EXPO. art hilppy to stl'\lt )'IOul 
Door Prizes Daily. Food Concessions 
Special Guest! 
BOB THOMSON 
former host of "Victory Garden" 
"A Look Back on 
AmeriFlora '92" 
Sunday, January 24 
12 Noon & 2pm 
HOME EXPO brings you the kind 
of practical, USilble information 
you need to make decisions about 
improving your home and life style. 
Topics of interesl will include ... 
"Below C ...... Waterproofing" 
" Doolenlng with Handmade Tiles" 
" Homescaplng w;th Concme" 
"LogHome~" 
" Real Emle Buyin, &: Sellin," 
"Supe. lnadallon" 
"Flnandal Independence" 
And Much More! 
- SHOW HOURS -
Fri., Jan. 22 . 4·9pm 
Sat.,Jan.23 . llam-9pm 
Sun.,Jan.24· llam-5pm 
r------------------------------------
ADMISSION - $3.00 
Seniors Over 65 - $1.00 
Children Under 12 - Free 
See You There! 
- ADMISSION. $3.00 -
$1.00 OFT Admission 
from 4·9pm ONLY on 
Friday & Saturday 
January 22 & 23, 1993 
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Managing An Historic Park. (1 hr.) 
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You are invited to join WClZ 98 .9 
The Port ond Casco Bay Weekly 
every Thursday from 5pm to 7pm 
for our Personal Connection 
Happy Hour only at the Seamen's 
Club in the Old Port. Meet new 
people and reg ister for prizes in a 
fun environment. 
-Oft~WOmmDSMLsl------~ 
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No rest assured: advice for 
people who live with snorers 
• By Morgllll Baker 
If you have a sleep disorder, you know how it feels to have a 
bad night, and how exhausted you are the next day. But another 
group also has a hard time sleeping: the people who sleep with 
snorers. 
According to the American Academy of Otolaryngology / 
Head and Neck Surgery, Inc., more than 45 percent of adults 
snore periodically and 25 percent are habitual snorers. The 
problem is more prevalent in men and overweight people, and it 
intensifies with age. 
Michael Biber, M.D., of the Center for Sleep Diagnostics in 
Massachusetts, says that snoring is caused by a lack of coordina-
tion among the small muscles that maintain the degree of 
opening of the upper airway. The soft tissue around the narrow 
opening vibrates to make the sound. Poor muscle tone in the 
tongue and throat, extra-large tonsils or adenoids, a long soft 
palate or obstructed nasal passages can all contribute to snoring. 
The muscles naturally relax during deep sleep states, and the 
more relaxed the muscles are, the more the snorer snores. That 
relaxed state can be accentuated by alcohol or drugs; overweight 
people may also have bulky neck tissues, which cause more 
obstruction. 
The sm;)ller or more obstructed the airway, the harder a 
person works for air. The more he works, the more noise he 
makes. And the more trouble the snorer has, the more trouble his 
bed partner has. 
Eor some, a quick jab to the snorer's ribs may be a simple 
quieting technique. Making him roll over onto his side or 
stomach can also do the trick - people are more likely to snore 
while lying on their backs, as the tongue falls back into the throat 
in that position, causing blockage. 
But for some, the problem is constant and requires drastic 
measures. 
'1t's very irritating," says Diane (a pseudonym), of her 
husband's snoring. "He's terrible. He has low-grade snoring and 
he make sputtering noises." 
Diane reads to go to sleep, but Brian usually falls asleep 
before she does and snores while she reads. To stop him, she 
says, '1 rotate him like on a skewer. If he wakes up and the 
light's on, though, he snarls. I try to wake him in nice ways, so he 
won' t know I'm waking him. I rub his back, give him fake hugs. 
Anything to induce him to roll over." 
The worst snoring episode in her memory took place after 
Brian's bachelor party, three years ago. He arrived horne trailed 
by fumes of alcohol, professed his love for Diane, and promptly 
fell asleep. "He snored unbelievably:' she says. "No matter how 
I rotated him, it was a hopeless case. I left the bedroom, closed 
the door, turned on the fans to drown out his snoring, and slept 
on the couch." 
For some, sleeping in separate rooms becomes the norm 
rather than the exception. 
There is nothing regular to Jeff s snoring, Anne explains, no 
pattern, nothing to get used to. "You can't go with the flow. It 
can be incredibly loud and erratic. When he goes on all-men 
vacations, the men move heaven and'earth to get him his own 
room so they don't have to hear him," she says. 
Anne and Jeff have been somewhat fortunate: They've lived 
in homes where another bed has been available and Jeff has been 
good-natured enough to be the one who moves into what they 
call the "snore room." But, says Anne, '1t's a pity. There's a lot to 
be said for sharing. Relationships may lose something when 
you're not sharing a bed all the time." 
Alison (also a pseudonym) calls living with a snorer "grim." 
Her husband's snoring is worse during the dry winter months 
and intensifies when he has a cold. When that happens, the air 
mattress comes out and they take turns sleeping in the living 
room. 
'1 get claustrophobic," says Alison. '1 feel oppressed when he 
has a cold. I get really mad and start kicking. He rolls over, says, 
'Oh: and snores again. I don' t like the air-mattress remedy, but 
the alternative is worse. At the end of the day I want the privacy 
of sleep and feel assaulted by the snoring. It would be nice to 
have a room of my own. I'd probably love it." 
Stop that snoring 
What can you do if your bed partner snores? Accordin~ to Dr. 
Biber, some 16 dental appliances, which are supposed to help 
alleviate snoring, are currently on the market. Some of these may 
cause jaw pain, but it may be worth asking your dentist about 
them. 
You also can try to train someone to sleep on his side or 
stomach by sewing a tennis ball into a pocket on the back of his 
pajamas or by having him wear a belt pack to bed. 
To treat snoring, specialists first concentrate on nasal conges-
tion, treating any problems that may be present. If the snorer is 
overweight, they also recommend weight loss and an exercise 
prOgram to help develop good muscle tone. Most sleep experts 
will also encourage snorers to avoid sleeping pills, tranquilizers 
and heavy, pre-bedtime meals, and to establish regular sleeping 
patterns. 
In addition, altering sleep positions can help. Try sleeping on 
your side or stomach. Even tilting the whole head of the bed up 
can help. And allow the non-snorer to go to sleep first. 
"Every case needs to be individualized:' says Biber, who 
notes that snoring is far from a minor problem. Snoring can be 
disruptive of family life; it can lead to the deterioration of 
relationships; in its worst forms, it can even risk deafening the 
bed partner and the snorer, and put the snorer at high risk fQr 
hypertensiOn. "It's not an easy problem," he says. "If your 
snoring is very loud, bothersome or disruptive, you should think 
about seeing a specialist." CIII 
'1t's a loss," says Anne of her sleeping arrangement '1 regret 
that. I really do." Anne and Jeff (both pseudonyms) have been 
married for 24 years and Jeff has snored throughout. It hasn't 
gotten worse, Anne says, but "it hasn't gotten any better. We 
Tarely sleep in the same-morn·through the-night.!! - - '-'-
Morgan Baker is a freelance writer based in CAmbridge, Milss., and a 
new 7TUJther (a condition thAt some wmdd classify AS A sleep disorder). A 
- • - --similAr ~-of this.,tide ,ec8IIllYIlppeJIred-in the &stoll-Phoenix 
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... put it all 
together. 
Need a little help deciding 
what kind of rug looks 
right in your home? We'll 
help. We work with color 
and texture every day, and 
we are happy to help you ... 
at no charge. Stop by with 
fabric samples and colors, 
and we'll take the time to 
help you, with a broader 
selection at unbeatable 
pnces. 
Discover ... 
"The Maine Source of 
Oriental Rugs"© 
. .. and a little help. 
HARD CIDER 
FARM Oriental Rugs 
45 Middle Rd., Rt.9 
Falmouth, Maine 04105 
Appointments: (207) 775-1600 
In Maine 1-800-660-RUGS 
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617 
Hours: 10-5 Thes.-Sat. 
14 Ozsa> Blzy w.uly 
Jock ought to be strapped for this budget 
It took more than a week to fully digest Gov. John McKernan's new budget plan. And 
it was difficult to avoid gagging on the meanness and duplicity that filled the plan's 
three thick volumes. McKernan - a k a "The King of Pain" - has created a blueprint 
for hurting the state's neediest citizens. 
]n pitching his plan, McKernan stressed that Mainers have to share responsibility for 
the state's budget crisis. But his plan clearly calls for the state's most vulnerable citizens 
to share the burden of responsibility among themselves, while letting the state's 
wealthiest citizens off the hook. 
~ 
Some of McKernan's proposals seem specifically aimed at punishing the state's most 
vulnerable citizens. For instance: 
• McKernan wants to eliminate the state's general assistance program. The program 
provides Portland with $4 million to strengthen its safety net for impoverished citizens. 
The bulk of that $4 million' goes to rental assistance, food programs and shelters for the 
homeless. Without such aid, it's obvious that more people will be facing homelessness. 
At the same time, city shelters will be squeezed and 
I ., ! Ft ( ] 1 e 11 forced to turn people out. City Manager Bob Ganley j. ~ u' I [; was on target when he called McKernan's plan a "shell 
game." ]t takes a program funded by broad-based state 
taxes and bets that the city will pick up the tab by hiking the more regressive property 
taxes. In Portland, that hike would cost the average homeowner $130 a year. But Ganley 
and Mayor Charlie Harlow said the city won't pick up the tab, leaving general assistance 
recipients out in the cold. 
• While pushing an increase in local property taxes, McKernan also wants to cut the 
"circuit breaker" program which provides some tax relief for middle·dass homeowners 
in the state. The program currently provides rebates to homeowners with incomes under 
$5O,1XXl who pay more than 45 percent of their income for property taxes. McKernan's 
new plan calls for limiting the rebates to homeowners with incomes under $15,000 who 
pay more than 10 percent of their incomes for property taxes. This cut would eliminate 
rebates for 39,1XXl citizens. 
• While low-income Mainers struggle to keep a roof over their heads, McKernan 
wants to kill a pilot program that provides basic health care to citizens who can't afford 
it. The program curently serves 2,700 adults and is expected to serve an additional 2,500 
adults in February through a matching federal grant. 
• McKernan also hits the state's elderly citizens with a proposal to eliminate state-
subsidized nursing home services for elderly people whose income is more than $568 
per month. Since nursing home care averages about $4,000 per month, elderly citizens 
who can't afford the bills will have to stay longer in hospitals or g<? home and die. 
McKernan stressed that families should shoulder more of the cost of caring for their 
elderly. But it wouldn't take long for most Mainers to look at their personal budgets and 
conclude they'd be quickly bankrupt if they had to assume an additional $4,000 in 
expenses each month. 
• McKernan'S animus toward the poor is especially evident in his plans to cut Aid to 
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC). McKernan wants to deny extra assistance to 
AFDC mothers who bear additional children. This proposal seems particularly punitive, 
rather than substantive, since it would only save $146,000 in the first year of the budget. 
• To round out his assault on Mainers, McKernan proposes a 5 percent reduction in 
general aid to education, which amounts to $27 million less than the current fiscal year's 
education aid and a whopping $143 million cut in what the state's formula called for 
next year in general aid. Under McKernan's plan, raising property taxes will be the only 
way to preserve quality education in our communities. So McKernan is pitting school-
children against property owners in a fight for shrinking school funds. 
McKernan also proposes a 5 percent cut in the state's university system budget, 
which would hike tuitions at a time when course offerings are being trimmed. Again, it 
is Maine's children - and the state's future - he is jeopardizing in exchange for a short-
term fix 
'i 
These are just some of the painful cuts in McKernan's budget. There are plenty more, 
such as cuts in community mental health services and reductions in child care and 
family planning services. There's even a 66 percent proposed reduction in state aid to 
Pine Tree Legal Assistance, which provides help to Mainers who can't afford to hire 
lawyers (and is often critical of the McKernan administration). 
Yet legislators can avert these cuts by summoning the will to raise revenues. For 
instance, they can extend the package of temporary taxes passed during the last legisla-
tive session, which would add nearly $300 million to state coffers. Extending the taxes 
might be unpopular, but is anyone really hurt by an extra penny on the sales tax? 
Legislators can also raise more than $500 million by lifting the state's tax exemptions. 
They can extend the sale§ tax to amusements - such as plays, movies, concerts and 
sporting events - to raise an estimated $8 million. They can extend the sales tax to 
profesSional services - such as those provided by lawyers, accountants and architects 
- to raise an estimated $31 million. They can extend the sales tax to business services, 
such as photocopying and printing ($15 million); personal services, such as barbers and 
cleaners ($7 million); or interstate telephone services ($15 million). They can lift the 
exemption on equipment investments for large corporations ($10 million) or restore the 
top rate on income taxes to 1986 levels ($25 million). 
No one wants to pay higher taxes, but they're a far better solution to the state's 
budget woes than the alternatives proposed by McKernan. It's a ctuel game the gover-
nor is playing. Our legislators must not be suckered into playing along. (PK & BY) 
The way life should be? Dream on ... 
Last night I had the strangest dream. 
]t was January of 1995, and a blizzard that had dumped 
up to two feet of snow on much of the state forced cancella-
tion of the big inaugural festivities at the State House. So 
instead of being sworn in before a joint session of the 
Legislature, newly elected Gov. Tom Andrews took the 
solemn oath of office in the hastily decorated meeting room 
of the Peoples Building. Having defeated both Republican 
Ted O'Meara and Democrat Joe Brennan in a bruising 
November 1994 election, the pundits were nonetheless 
confident that Andrews would not have the gonads to 
break formally from the Democratic Party and declare 
himself the first independent governor of Maine since Jim 
Longley. 
How wrong they were. 
"Henceforth," Andrews declared in an inaugural 
address, delivered from the steps of Preble Street Resource 
Center to a joyous crowd, "the 'D' after my name stands for 
'Dirigo.'" Andrews called his new political party, to be 
formed out of what was once the progressive Dirigo 
Alliance, "the first real political party Maine has seen since 
the Muskie Admirustration." 
House Speaker E\iza Townsend announced that she and 
28 fellow Democrats in the Legislature were also defecting 
to the new party. She brushed off suggestions that she and 
Andrews were staging a "Portland coup," noting that 
Senate President Dale McCormick hails from central Maine. 
After all, ever since Bath Iron Works had stunned the natioll 
by winning the $13.8 billion contract from the Clinton 
administration to design Amtrak's fleet of high-speed rail 
cars at BIW's new facility on the former Loring Air Force 
Base in Limestone, the dailies had been full of headlines 
about the "Aroostook boom." 
Portland Mayor Orlando E. Delogu began drafting his 
soon-to-be famous "two Maines" speech, demanding that 
northern Maine share some of its lucre with the blighted 
paved-over south. At his day job, the law professor 
defended his school's move to the former Chandler's 
Wharf condo complex, noting that since the University of 
Maine School of Law has courses in admiralty and coastal 
zoning, the school was a marine-related use. Tom Ewell, 
who made prison reform his big crusade as executive 




announced that the old 
law school building 
would become a minimum-security, work-release halfway 
house from which inmates could walk across Deering 
Avenue and take courses at USM for free. 
Up north, Eagle Lake Postmaster John L. Martin refused 
comment on how the Andrews administration would affect 
The County's renaissance. Not much had been heard from 
the former speaker of the Maine House since early 1993, 
when he had resigned his powerful state post on the 
promise of an undefined federal job from President 
Clinton. Martin, the longtime landlord of the Eagle Lake 
Post Office, was now his own tenant. 
Naturally, the national press flocked to Maine to cover 
the political upheaval. The new gubernatorial press 
secretary, former radio gabmeister Al Diamon, struggled in 
vain to get the visiting journalists to focus on the substan-
tive policy aspects of the Andrews victory. On National 
Public Radio, Cokie Roberts told her "Morning Edition" 
audience that the explanation for these events was that 
"Maine people are just odd." The Press Herald put an AP 
story about Andrews on page 10, but ran a front-page story 
announcing that the paper's editor was demanding the 
new' governor appoint a permanent blue ribbon panel 
consisting of the Guy Gannett editorial board. 
Only Dennis Bailey of the New York Post, perhaps 
because of his former association with Andrews, sensed 
what was truly significant about the upheaval in Maine. 
"Maine turns red when boiled," blared the tabloid. 
"As long as I am governor of this great state," the Post 
quoted Andrews as saying, "Maine will no longer punish 
poor people for being poor." The paper noted that 
Andrews had issued an executive order abolishing the 
McKernan administration's mandatory blood donations for 
recipients of general assistance. The new governor also 
abolished his predecessor's policy of requiring all AFOC 
mothers to surrender newborn children for adoption. And 
Andrews eliminated the Department of Human Services' 
policy of cond ucting warrantless searches of the homes of 
all DHS clients. 
It was Andrews' proposed tax reform progt'am -
closing all those loopholes and adding a special state real 
estate levy on out-of-state owners of malls, shopping 
centers and department stores - that really got Rush 
Limbaugh going on the first edition of his new "Maine 
update." After the obligatory "dah-duh-Iup! dah-duh-lup! 
dah-duh-lup!" and a few bars of the "Maine update" 
theme song (Jonathan Richman's "Rockin' Shoppin' 
Center"), Rush got so incensed that he lost his power of 
speech and was reduced to a kind of rhythmic, rumbling 
incoherent bellowing. 
Then [ realized it wasn' t Rush at all- just the sound of 
someone in the next room snoring. Gradually [ figured out 
it had all been a dream - the state wasn' t going to stop 
punishing poor people, Maine wasn't getting a real political 
party, McKernan was still governor .. . and I had trouble 
falling back asleep. 
Donald Maurice Kreis pums to cure his sleep disorders by reading 
this issue of CBW. 
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She's got the 
/ 
third world 
in her hands 
Jane -Gilbert brings 
West Africa to Maine 
• By Ellen Liburt 
Beyond the bush, three do.ys' walk from Oshobo, there lived an 
old W077UIn alone. When she had eaten every millet seed and every 
kernel of com in her granary, Old Woman complained. "Pity me, 
pity me, I have no child to CIlre for me ... " 
Storyteller Jane Gilbert raised her voice into a crochety 
whine and hunched her shoulders into a rheumatoid curve. 
She plucked wi th long fingers at an imaginary millet seed, 
popped it into her mouth, then drew her hands in to her 
breast like a vulture folding its Wings. Smiling the crocodile 
smile of one who knows she deserves no 
sympathy, she repeated anxiously, 
HPity me, pity me ... " 
Resuming her 
natural form - that of 
a slim, upright woman 
in her '50s with gray 
hair and high 
cheekbones - Gilbert 
seated herself almost 
reluctantly, wary of a 
chair that might inhibit 
the expressi ve 
movements so key to the 
storyteller's art. 
Accompanying herself 
with sweeping hand 
gestures and a soft 
Oklahoma drawl, 
she began to tell 
her own story. 
Continued on page 19 
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'Nellness via a clearer neMJUS 
system. through )'Qu and Netv.ork 
Chiropractic. Please call to lean 
more. We oller pre-care Infor-
mation. we.ness ec:lJcatlon and 
a happier, hedthier )'QU. 
Please come to our open house 
on Sat. Jon.23rd 1 ()'3pm. 
(snowdate, SUn .. Jon. 24th 1-4pm) 
'}fJJ-284-n~ • Saco 
See This 
Diamond ... 
... before you make any Diamond 
Engagement Ring decision. 
We've just acquired a collection 
of our finest cut high white super 
clarity diamonds.. A .44 carat 
diamond mounted in our best 
quality 6 prong solitaire setting is 
just $2,125. Before you make any 
diamond decision you must see 
one of these microscope clarity 
diamonds. If you need help 
financing we'll do everything we 
can to find a way to make it 
possible. 
We Really Do Have the 




AI.delln The animated tale of a poor teenage boy who 
wins the love of 1I1e sultan's beautiful daughter with 
the help of a genie (the voice of Robin WlJllams). 
Features sIX new songs from the late Howard Ashman, 
Academy Award-winning composer of 'Beauty and 
the Beast: 
Aliv. An airplane carrying a Chilean rugby team 
crashes In the remote, sno~vered Andes moun-
tains. SUrvtvors are for<:ed to eat the dead to remain 
alive and, even worse. climb over a 13,OOO-foot 
mountain. Based on the non-fiction book by Piers 
Paul Read. Starling Evan Hawke and Vincent Spano. 
"-pen ~ Two young, good-looking men be-
come skllnstructors In Aspen. Colo., In this season's 
most politically Incorrect mindless movie. 
Body .... reI Whitney Houston, In a daring cas~ng 
move, stars as a black popular singer whose life Is 
being 1I1reatened by a crazed fan. Not to worry, she 
hires an ex·secret service agent (Kevin Kostner) to 
ensure her physical wel~belng. They fall In love. Bad 
movie, nice clothes. 
Body 01 EYldenc. Madonna stars as a femme fatale 
accused of murdering her lover. Wlilem Dafoe stars 
as the lawyer who sets out to prove her Innocent and 
ends up In her bed, compromising both their ethics. 
I don't think you know what pain Is. 
a,.m Stoker'. D.ecul. A vampire (Gary Oldman) 
joumeys from Transytvanla to London, drawn by an 
innocent )<lung woman (WInona Ryder) who Is the 
spitting Image of the love he lost four centuries 
ear1ler. The fate of mankind - not to mention 1I1at of 
Winona - Is In the hands of one man, Van Helslng 
(An1l1ony Hopkins), a vampire slayer. But can he 
serve up the stakes In time? Also stars Keanu 
Reeves. Directed by francis Ford Coppola. 
Chllplln Robert Downey Jr. plays Charlie Chaplin In 
this biographical drama, which uses original film 
footage and recreations of original film to explore the 
life, loves and art of one of the greatest talents In the 
history of movies. GeraldlneChaplln stars as Charlie' s 
mentally III mother. 
TIle CrylflII G_ A Bri~sh soldier (Forest Whitaker) 
Is kidnapped by the IRA but manages to befriend one 
of his captors. The captor becomes obsessed with 
the soldier, and later, 1I1e soldier's lover. Directed by 
Nell Jordan (. Mona Lisa·). Also stars Miranda 
Richardson. 
A Few Good Men When two Marines are court· 
martlaled for murdering a fellow corpsman. the 
government enlists Navy Lt. J.G. Kaffee(Tom Cruise), 
a slick Harvard lawyer known for his plea bargaining. 
He, In tum, Is bullied Into trying to discover 1I1e truth 
by another officer (Deml Moore). who suspects a 
cover-op. Jack Nicholson gives an Incandescent 
performance as a sincere but Irrevocably corrupted 
colonel. Rob Reiner directs. 
Fo-.r Yourc Mel Gibson stars as a daredevil test 
pilot who volunteers to be cryogenically preserved 
after he loses his true love. Aftyyears later a couple 
of kids de1h_ him, setting him adrilt In a strange 
new world. Elijah Wood, the child star of Barry 
Levinson's ·Avalon: gives a wonderfullyexpressJve 
performance. Jamie Lee Curos also stars. 
Hex.cl A hotel clerk gets more than he bargained for 
when he becomes Involved wl1l1 a beautiful but 
deranged fashion model named Hexlna. Need we say 
more. 
IIoIho Follows the rise and fall of teamster boss 
Jimmy HofJ'a (Jack Nicholson), beglnnlng In 1935 as 
Hoffa tries to entice a truck driver (Danny DeVito) to 
Join 1I1e teamsters and become his right·hand hench-
man, and ending In 1975 with Horra's mysterious 
disappearance. Nicholson's perfonnance Is rlvetlng, 
but David Mamet's sereenplayblurs the line between 
fact and fantasy to a disturbing extent. among other 
inadequacies. Directed by Danny DeVIto. 
Ifome Alon. 2: \.Det In N_ York Careless Kevin's at 
Itagsln. This time he loses his family at an airport and 
ends up alone for the holidays In New York City, with 
only his dad's credit cards to keep him warm. By a 
remarkable coincidence he runs Into the two Inept 
burglars he thwarted two Christmases ago. Stars 
Macaulay Culkin. Joe Pesel, Daniel Stem and 
catherine O'Hara. 
tIGw_ End In this adaptation of E.M. Forster's 
novel, the clash between different segments of early 
~tury BrItIsh society Is reflected In the reJa. 
~& between the bohemian Schlegel sisters and 
the conventional Wilcox family. ThoughtfUl examlna-
~ of Forster's philosophy ·only connect' - the 
Interconnectedness otllves - and otwomen's place 
In pre-Jlberatlon society. Stars Vanessa Redgreve, 
Anthony Hopkins, Emma Thompson and Helena 
BonharM:arter . 
LMt <II tile MohIc8n. Based on James Fenimore 
Cooper's classic novel about colonial America. In 
which 1I1e French and English, each allied with NatIve 
American tribes. waged a fierce and bloody battle for 
the new contlnent. Amid the conflict, Hawkeye, a 
fron~ersman born of English parents but raised by 
Mohicans. rescues and falls desperately In love with 
the daughter of a BtI~sh officer. stars Daniel Day-
Lewis and Madeleine Stowe. ·Mlaml Vice' creator 
Michael Mann directed and co-wrote the script VIvid 
and violent 
Leap <II Feith Steve Martin, In one of his finest 
performances, stars as ajaded tent·show evangelist 
who tools around the Bible Be~ staging fake miracles 
and bilking large, gullible crowds. When one of his 
·mlracles· tums out to be real. he's fOr<:ed to 
Question his lack offalth, Also stars Deborah Winger 
as his street-smart business manager, L1am Neeson 
as Winger's love Interest (check out his Southern 
brogue) and Lolita Davidovich . 
Uglrt Sleeper Paul Schrader's psychological thriller 
about a drug courier (WI I lem Dafoe) who goes through 
a mld·llfe crisis after his dealer (SUsan Sarandon) 
decides to Quit the business. Also stars Dana De lany. 
I.Dndon Kille Me Hanlf Kurelshl, screenwriter of 'My 
Beautiful Laundrette' and 'Sammy and Rosie Get 
laid: makes his directorial debut chronicling young 
homeless street hustlers who live by peddling drugs 
In London's NoWng Hili section. The action centers 
on Clint. a half-hearted dope dealer who yeams to go 
streight 
~o'. 011 Nick Nolte and Susan Sarandon star as 
devoted parents of a boy stricken with a fatal nerve 
disorder. WIth no formal training t'1ey circumvent the 
slo..paced medical establishment In their search for 
a cure. Based on a true story. 
TIle Lover A French schoolgirl/nymphet (Jane March) 
engages In a torrid affair wl1l1 an older Chinese 
aristocrat (Tony Leung) in French colonial Saigon, 
circa 1920. But their love Is doomed because he 
must many a Chinese woman to receive hi,S Inherit-
ance and she Is too young to realize the significance 
of her feelings for him. Based on Marguerite Duras' 
novel. Mythic In Its simplicity and power. 
TIle Mighty Due ... Emilio Estevez stars as a fonner 
hockey player picked up for drunk driving. Instead of 
being sent to the pen, I.e., the big penalty box, he's 
sentenced to coach a losing pee-wee hockey team. 
From Stephen Herak. director of ·BIII and Ted's 
Excellent Adventure.' 
Nvw ..... to Run Jean-CJaude Van Damme stars as a 
hardened criminal who breaks out of prison and 
hides out In the wine country of Northern California. 
He falls In love with a widow (Rosanna Arquette) with 
two children and help" them light developers. 
A RIMr RuM ThrouCh It Robert Redford directs 1I11s 
adaptation of Nonnan Maclean's autobiographical 
ncMtlJa about how he and his )<lunger brother were 
taught the art of life throullh fly fishing by their 
Presbyterian mlnlstert8ther. Set In Missoula, Mo., In 
the first quarter of 1111& century, ·Rlver" Is an absorb-
Ing parable about accep~ng life's rare moments of 
grace In the face ot Its Inexplicability. Brad Pitt plays 
the headstrong I~e bro1l1er, Tom Skeritt plays the 
fastidiously restrained father and Emily L10\1d makes 
the most of her somewhat undeveloped role as 
Norman's love Interest 
Scent ".. stars as a retired 
veteran who rebels against the small-town life pre-
scribed for him. With the help of a 17-year-01d prep 
student, who's been hired to take care of him, he 
escapes to New York City. Directed by Maron Brest 
(·Mldnlght Run'). 
Swoon In 1924 two young men, Nathan Leopold and 
Richard Loeb, with osten Ibly no motive other than the 
thrill of It all, kidnapped and murdered a young boy. 
DlrectorTom Kalin uses newsreel footage and actual 
trial transcripts to show how society used Leopold 
and Loeb's homosexuality to explain their crime. 
Toy. A toy manUfacturing tycoon dies and leaves his 
business to his brother,ageneral (Michael Gambon), 
who wants to retool the factory to manUfacture 
weapons. The deceased 'sson (Robin Williams) fights 
to save the cherished toy factory from his demented 
uncle's clutches - so that there can be peace. 
hannony and 'squeezable fun for everyone' In the 
world once more. Don·t bother. Even Williams can't 
save this one. Directed by Barry Levinson. Also stars 
Donald O'Comor. Joan Cusack and Robin Wright 
UMd ,...,.... On the day of her husband's funeral, 
Pearl, a 56-year-old Jewish mother from Queens 
(Shirley Macl..alne), finds herself being pursued by a 
Jove-crazed elderly italian man (Marcello Mastrolann I). 
who's been Infatuated with her for 23 years. Also 
stars Kathy Bates and Jessica Tandy. 
what's 
where 
Owing to scheduling changes after caw 
goes to press, movie goers are advised 
to confirm times with theatres. 
General Cinemas 
Maine Mall 
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland 
774-1022 
Dates effective Jan 22-28 
Leap of Faith (PG-13) 
1;30, 4, 7:25, 9:50 
Aladdin (G) 
12;30, 2;40, 4;45, 6;50, 9 
Home Alone 2: Lost In New York (PG) 
1:20,4;15, 7;30 
The Bodyguard (R) 
1, 3 :45, 7;15, 10 
Scent of a Woman (R) 
12:30,3;45,7,10 
The Lover (R) 
9;50 
Used People (PG-13) 
1:35, 4:20, 7, 9:35 
Hexed (R) 
12:45, 3, 5;10, 7:30, 9:40 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective Jan 22-28 
A River RUM Tivough It (PO) 
1, 3:40, 6:50 
Chaplin (PG-13) 
9:05 
A Few Good Men (R) 
12;30, 3:30, 6:30, 9:40 
Forever You", (PO) 
1;20, 4:10, 7, 9;10 
N_1Iere to Run (PO) 
1;40,4;30,7;10,9;30 
Alive (R) 
12:50, 3 ;50, 7:20, 9;50 
Body of Evidence (R) 
1:30,4;20, 7;40, 10 
Aspen Extreme (PG-13) 
1:10, 4, 7:30, 9;55 
Lorenzo'. 011 (PG-13) 
12;40, 3;20, 6:40, 9:20 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St., Portland 
772-9600 
Matinees Sat & Sun 
Light Sleeper (R) . 
Jan 20-24 
Wed-Fri 7, 9; Sat-Sun 1, 7 
London Kills Me (R) 
Jan 23-26 
Sat-Sun 3, 9; Mon-Tues 7,9 
Swoon (R) 
Jan 27-31 
Wed-Fri 7, 9; Sat-Sun 1, 9 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets, Portland 
772-9751 
Dates effective Jan 22-28 
Second shows Sat-Sun only 
Mighty Ducks plays Sat-Sun only 
No Sat-Sun, 1:30 showing of Last of the 
Mohicans 
Last of the Mohicans (R) 
1;30,4,6;50,9;20 
Mighty Ducks (PG) 
1:30 
H_lIrds End (PG) 
1:10,3;50, 6;30, 9;10 
The Crying Game (R) 
1:50,4:30, 7:20, 10 
Bram Stoker'. Dracula (R) 
1;20,4;10,7,9;40 
Hoffa (R) 
1, 3;40, 6:40, 9:30 
Toys (PG-13) 
1;40, 4:20, 7:10, 9;50 
Art 6' Soul continJUti on ptlge 20 
Gilbert tells her stories at Lewiston Public Library In the fall Df 1991, Photo/Jose Leiva 
JANE GILBERT 
Continued from page 17 
Jane Gilbert is a professional storyteller. The stories she tells 
are based on West African folk tales. Hearing a white woman tell 
African tales is unusual. What makes her choice of stories even 
more incongruous is that Jane was born and grew up in the 
segregated South. While Gilbert was growing up in 'a small, 
Oklahoma town, she never saw a black person. But she heard the 
word "nigger" a lot: White neighbors named their black dogs 
"Nigger," and referred to Brazil nuts as "nigger toes." 
Though Gilbert had no exposure to blacks growing up, she 
was sensitive to discrimination. Gilbert said her grandmother 
once overheard her mother telling a playmate she was part horse 
and part [American) Indian. Hearing her daughter admit she was 
Indian so infuriated the grandmother that she struck her 
daughter. She didn't seem to mind the part about the horse. 
'The thing that irritated me was that my grandmother was 
Cherokee," said Gilbert, "and she married white because she 
didn't want [her children) to suffer this kind of mentality ." 
The spanking didn't have the intended effect. Instead, 
Gilbert's mother relished being Native American even more and 
instilled this pride in her daughter. Gilbert's awareness of her 
heritage enhanced her receptivity to people of other cultures. 
Gilbert first encountered people of various races when she 
worked for the World Bank in Washington, D.C., in the '50s. 
When she returned to her hometown in the '60s, Gilbert was 
surprised to see black faces, since she couldn't remember ever 
seeing a black person there as a child. Her mother told her there 
had been an unwritten law that blacks weren't allowed in town 
after dusk. 
"'What a stinking little berg.'" Gilbert recalled thinking at the 
time. She returned to Washington, where as a single mother she 
was supporting her five 
children by painting 
commissioned portraits. She 
learned that her younger 
models would sit still only if they were entertained, so she sfarted 
inventing st0ries. 
EventualiJ she was remarried toa diplomat, and in 1969 they 
moved to Lagos, Nigeria, in West Africa . There Gilbert continued 
her art work, sketching in the marketplace. Again she used her 
storytelling to keep her models occupied. Since West Africa has a 
strong oral tradition, Gilbert's models also kept her entertained 
with stories of their own. 
"As the only outsider in the whole place," she said, "the only 
person with a paler skin, I would marvel at how very friendly 
and kind my darker brothers and sisters were .... Against the 
background of growing up in a segregated town, it seemed a very 
lovely thing. 
"So much in West Africa reminded me of [American] Indian 
culture; Both are rich in oral traditions, symbolism, the ancestor 
religions - believing there's life in the elements and animals." 
Gilbert found similarities between West African and American 
culture as well. "[West Africa) is a fun society," she said, "and 
we're vf!!l"j attuned to this because in our society there's a lot of 
West African culture -love of color and design, storytelling, 
music, clothing. Break dancing: They've been break dancing for 
hundreds and thousands of years in Africa." 
" , , 
I 
Eventually Gilbert's husband retired and the couple moved to 
Auburn, Maine. Gilbert brought her fascination for West Africa 
with her. But she soon realized that many children in Maine 
receive no more exposure to African American culture than she 
had growing up in the South. 
In West Africa, folk tales are used to introduce and reinforce 
customs. Four years ago, Gilbert began introducing children here 
to the tradition of interactive storytelling. telling her tales from 
beyond the bush in the Jilting cadence of West Africa. Soon she 
was receiving calls to perfonn in libraries and schools from 
Sanford to Bangor. Gilbert currently shares her stories with 
children in grades K-8 about five times a month. 
She brings along a huge rattan basket filled with West African 
artifacts, including instruments made of gourds and cowry shells; 
kenta (kinte), brightly colored wbven fabric; hats and other 
brilliantly patterned garments for the children to wear; and West 
African talismans. 
Her favorite is a small brass crocodile with two heads 
connected to one body, a symbol of unity. 'Though we speak 
different tongues, we have the same basic human needs," she 
explained, pointing first to the heads and then the belly. 
Gilbert is very taken with the idea of symbols, and wears' one 
of her own, a heavy silver Native American necklace with two 
hands cupped around a large turquoise stone. The outstretched 
hands seem emblematic of her mission. 
Although she's never received a negative reaction from 
African Americans, Gilbert admits that when she first began 
visiting local schools, she felt "presumptuous" as a white woman 
trying to represent black culture. 
However, when Gilbert invited an African friend to an Old 
Orchard Beach classroom recently, she noticed the white children 
were so absorbed in the visitor's black skin and accent that they 
weren't really hearing what he was saying. 
"I felt, I really can impart more to these kids than he could," 
said Gilbert, in a sad commentary on Maine's lack of ethnic 
diversity . "Maine is like me growing up in a society that was just 
so unaware - but not unwilling - to learn." 
The only time Gilbert's skin color has been an issue was on a 
recent visit to an innercity school in Baltimore. Surprisingly, the 
affronted party was not an African American, but a Native 
American teacher_ This teacher was "really put out," said Gilbert, 
that with her [Americanllndian heritage, she had come to tell 
African stories. 
Any doubts about the correctness of what she does were 
assuaged when Gilbert returned to Maine. She found a message 
on her answering machine from the NAACP inviting her to 
perform her folk tales, songs and dances at a celebration of 
Martin Luther King Jr.'s life the weekend of Jan. 15-16. 
"I'm not being cast out because I'm Caucasian, [no one's 
sayingll can't tell a story because I'm Caucasian," she said, 
sweeping her hands happily through the air. 
'What she's doing is needed here," agreed Janet Johnson, ' 
president of the Portland branch of the NAACP. "I think we most 
definitely do need someone to portray the [different] cultures. 
And it doesn't make any difference what race they are as long as 
they are bringing [anotherl culture into the U.S. and teaching 
people here." caw 
If you'd like Jane Gilbert to lning West Africa into your school 
or organization, call her at 7824676. 
]41fWJry 21, 1993 1.9 
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A SUB AQUATIC ALL NIGHT 
DANCE ODYSSEY 
7 OJ's 'rom London, Boston, 
New York and Dan Diego 
2 rooms-Tribal/Tekno/ 
Trance Rave Roaml 
Dancehall/Reggael 
Deep House 
12,000 watts of booning bass 
Brilliant, Intelligent Lighting 
Smart Bar, Rave Ware, Jolt Bar, 
Video Voyage 
This is a chern free event so 
ALL AGES admitted. 
Tix. $8 advance (Bad Habits, 
Zootz) $10 door 
14,000 sq. ft. warehouse 
located at 58 Fore St. Portland 






• The Secret Language of Wood: 
Portland author Monica Wood reads 
from her newly published novel, Seaet 
LAnguage, tonight at 7:30 at Raffles Cafe 
Bookstore (555 Congress St., Portland). 
Wood's work has been read on American 
Public Radio and appeared in magazines 
including Redbook, Yankee and The North 
American Review. Wood also won the first 
Casco Bay Weekly Relevant Fiction 
Competition in 1989, and is a judge in 
this year's competition. She is a native of 
Mexico, Maine, but has been living here 
in the big city with her husband for the 
past 16 years. 
The 
reading is free, 
and so is Wood's 
Signature - if you buy a 
copy of her book. 761-3930. 
friday 22 
• The night is falling, the night is falling: 
But don't be a chicken, go see "Night 
Must Fall," a murder mystery by Emlyn 
Williams set in England during the 1930s. 
See a clever psychopath murder two 
women for 10 bucks. Michael Howard 
EAT GOOD FOOD 
Be Infonned, 
get In"olved 
& stay amused. 
directs this production by The Portland 
Players. The theater's located at 420 
Cottage Road, S. Portland. Reservations: 
799-7337 or 799-7l.18. 
saturday 23 
• This is the year of the rooster, 
according to the Chinese calendar. 
People born in 1993 will be 
hardworking, talented, deep 
thinkers who prefer working alone 
to working with others. 
Celebrate these loners and the 





Spring St. Demos of Chinese dance and 
calligraphy, food, crafts, games and 
acupuncture are all on the menu. 
Admission is $1.50 per adult, 
$1 per child. 874-1130. 
sunday 24 
• Check it out 
Portland Symphony 
Orchestra presents 
'The Music of 
Czecho-Slovakia," 
featuring early works 
by three of the 
region's most highly 
regarded composers. 
Music Director Toshi Shimada conducts 
the orchestra as it performs Leos 
Janacek's Suite fur Strings 






(1985) and Antonin 
Dvorak's Serenade fur 
Strings (1875). Check 
in to the Eastland Ballroom 
of Portland's Sonesta Hotel 
(157 High St.) today at 2 or 6 
p.m. TIX are $20. Reservations: 
773-8191. 
monday 25 
• Good night for someone 
(hopefully you): 'The Music 
Man" oompahs into town 
tonight in a production by 
Musicals Americal. If you have 
your standards where shows are 
concerned, Portland Concert 
Association knows all about your 
standards - and is ready to meet them 
at 7;3() tonight in Portland City Hall 
Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St lix are $10-
$28. Reservations: m-8630. 
which sponsors a sda 26 
:~:~r ~= ~--",--tl!~ Y 
Culture from 11 :, .• Getting defensive: The Greater 
a.m. t02;3() p.m. . :-' . Portland chapter of the 
today at . '--~:. :::-;--' National Organization for 
Portland's :' :..~~~~~:.:.' Women holds a public forum tonight on 
YWCA, 87 - :::?~b;";~;,..:::-:-~ Personal5afety and Self-Empowerment 
"Cooking is like 
LO VE • it should 
be entered into 
with abandon or 
not at all." 
- Kitchen Graffiti 
"US and ha"e 
~\~ REAlLY tt 
GOOD BREAKFASTI 
New Menu Includes 
Our Own Granola 
and BircherMusll 
Breakfast M-F 6 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m. 
Lunch M-F 11 :45 a.m. to 2 p .m. 
Sat 6 •. m.-2 p.m. Sun 8 a.m.-2 p.m. 
Portland Street 'Portland • 773-2096 
AND THINK GOOD THOUGIITS. 
LIFE'S SIMPLE THINGS. By Emlyn Williams 
Directed by Michael Howard 
Jan. 22,23,24,29,30,31 
Feb. 5,6, 1993 
484 STEVENS AVE., PORTLAND 772-3961 
Fa< t_ & __ ion 
799-7337 • 799-7338 
420 Cattage Rd., Sou.th Portlanst. , 
for Women. Beth Toolan, services 
coordinator for the Rape Crisis Center, 
presents a program combining issues of 
violence against women with practical 
strategies for personal safety. Safeguard 
yourself from 7:30-9 p.m. at Portland's 
YWCA, 87 Spring St. 879-fJ577. 
wednesday 27 
• Meet the rabbi from Dixie, Marc 
Mandel of Portland's Shaarey Tphiloh 
Synagogue, who will introcim:e himself 
to community members and speak about 
his work as a rabbi 




also be on 





should head over to the Jewish Commu-
nity Center (57 Ashmont St., Portland) at 
1 p.m. today, noon for the pre-program 
luncheon. A $3 donation is requested; 
RSVP by Jan. 25. by calling m-1959. 
thursday 28 
• Family circle: Gather round to hear 
Port1ander John Preston read and sign 
copies of his latest book, "A Member of 
the Family: Gay Men Write About Their 
Families." Preston, who has AIDS, 
founded the first lesbian/ gay counseling 
center in the U.Sand is the former pres-
ident of the board of The AIDS Project in 
southern Maine. Meet him from 7:30-8:30 
tonight at Bookland Brunswick, Cooks 
Comer (725-2313), or at the same time 
tomorrow at Greater Bookland, MaIl 
Plaza, S. Portland (773-4238). 
m . great lood • great music • great beer & wine 
Tirun 1/21 THE HOlLY PALMER TlUO 
fea1url", Bill McHenry 00 tenor au 
}/oI/M.t from BoaIDO WOlf SOUP 
Sal 1123 
7Ua 1126 Publication I'lrlJ & &adl", 
STEVE LUTIRELL 
UIJd 1127 VioL Rep. Company'. 
·SEXlJA'L PERVERSITY IN CHICAGO" 
~ _Icome. cIoeII...-da,. 
20 daaforlh ... 772·1114 
friday 29 
• Royal pains: LA Public Theater, central 
Maine's newest professional theater 
company, opens its 
production of ''The Uon 












wife, Eleanor of 





explores the values, ambitions and flaws 
of Henry's royal brood-
Eleanor and sons Richard the Uonhearted 
and John, the king of Magna Carta fame 
- when they gather for a Christmas 
celebration at Henry's castle at Chinon, 
France. Just yer normal family gathering: 
Presents are exchanged, trees are deco-
rated, kingdoms are divided. 
'1t's as if Henry, in his later years, is 
dividing up the family business - in this 
case, all of England and half of France," 
said Vafiadis. HAs is often the case, not 
everyone is happy with his share." 
Though charity isn't one of the royals' 
strong points, the characters in this play 
make up for it with the kind of biting 
humor that made Goldman's "The 
Princess Bride" such a delight 
Track down ''The Lion in Winter" when 
he stalks the stage tonight at 8 at 31 Maple 
"'-- Nalive Ameriean Mwie---' 








• CD •• TAPES. VIDEOS· 
YARMOUTH MARKETPLACE 
24 US R11.~· ~11 . .1Comto 
- -- -. 
Aock together 
with these 
Chinese birds of a 
feather Saturday, 
Jan. 23. 
St, Lewiston. lix are $10; call 782-
3200 for reservations_ See Stage for 
further details. 
saturday 30 
• Mayday!'Mayday! Learn to cope with 
distressing situations at sea with a safety-
at-sea seminar entitled "Mayday! 
Mayday! Mayday! What Do I Do Now?" 
Despite the somewhat discouraging title, 
this seminar aims to teach boaters how to 
determine their location, radio proce-
dures, distress signals and basic 
firefighting tactics. 
The course runs from 8:30 a.m. to about 
2 p.m. today. The $25 fee includes 
breakfast, refreshments, handouts and 
certificates! (the best part). Really. Even if 
you're a grownup. 
Just think: This could be the spring-you 
actually make it out of Portland Harbor 
before having to call the Coast Guard 
Auxiliary for a tow. Send up a signal to 
767-9528, then bon voyage! 
Submissions for Entertainment 
Weekly sections must be received 
in writing on the Thursday prior to 
publication. Send your Calendar and 
Ustings information to Ellen Ubul't, 
Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress 
St., Portland, ME 04101. 
IF YOU'RE HOPING YOU'LL 
NEVER BE A RAPE VICTIM, 
YOU'RE TOO LATE. 
Maybe you leave wolk early 10 walk a 
co-wolker to her car. 
Maybe you've stayed hane instead of 
going 10 a movie alone. 
In our alOIltty, where a woman is I3ped 
every 6 minutes, your cauuoo is justified. 
But ooce you've used cauuoo in your daily 
life in an effon to avoid I3pe you've becane 
a victim too. 
We're aU victims - women and men alike. 
If you're tired of being a victim, call the 
Rape Crisis Center at 774-3613 fora free 
brochure 011 how you can help end violence 
against women. 
P.O. Box 1371, Portland. Maine 04101 
H)'OI1 orsomeone you know h. heal saually 
1SS1lI1tcd, please call our 24-hour Rape Crisis 
Noel ... "" 77+3613 (",-help. 
cheap thrill 
Home, home on the grange 
Return to the Maine of 
yesteryears Jan_ 23, at a bean 
supper at the North Scarbor-
ough Grange on Route 22 
(outer Congress Street). The 
supper honors Rose Marasco's 
photographic exhibition, "Ritual 
and Community: The Maine 
Grange.' Marasco will give a 
slide lecture after dinner on her 
work, which includes more than 
150 images of grange halls, 
ritual and historiC documents, 
and black and white collages 
combining her photos with 
historical materials. 
The Grange is an aSSOCiation 
of farmers formed in 1867 for 
mutual support and advance-
ment. At the height of its 
popularity in the 1920s, the 
Maine Grange had more than 
60,000 members. Today, its 
members number 12,500. 
From 1989 to 1991, 
Marasco traveled thousands of 
miles throughout .Maine, photo-. 
graphing 90 Grange buildings. 
Working with project scholar 
Elspeth Brown, she created this 
exhibit, which opened last 
spring at the Farnsworth Mu-
seum in Rockland and was 
awarded The New England 
Historical Association's 1992 
Exhibit Award for outstanding 
contributions to historical 
scholarship. 
Admission to the supper -
which runs from 4:3()'6 p_m. -
is $4.50 for adults, $2 for 
children under 12. Bean there 
for bean squares. For more 
information,. call USM (which is 
funding this and other related 
lectures) at 78()'5460. 
JAN. 20-24 a.· 
WED-FRI 7.9 . • .. , ... ........ 
SAT-SUN 1, 7 SLEEPER 





10 Exchange St., Portland 772,9600 
fM 
G 
The best place to be 
seen on a cheap date 
killing an hour while 






Life of the Spirit in 




302 Stevens Avenue. 
Portland. ME 04103 
207-772-8277 
Worship: lOam Sunday 
Rev. Ken Turley 
Childcare provided 
Magical Music (Sorry, but there's no "Best Radio 
Station" Category this year!) 
" ~ • • •• ~: ~ f ~. 4 -;r, &:..' _ _ ...;: .:::.:~..;:;.. __ _ ..;~.;.: .;.~ __ __ _ ..... ' .;.' .;.,' __ "';';.1 




03 MONTH TENNIS MEMBERSHIP 
6 Indoor Courts, No Court Fees 
includes Tennis, Racquetball, SWimming, ,Aerobics ancl Morel 
only$195°O 
O"Special Hours" 3 MONTH MEMBERSHIP 
only$15000 
tness Cemer 
I 20 Harpswell St., Brunswick 





Dr. Alexander Phillphose, RN, DC 
If you think chiropractors just treat backaches, disc 
pains sciatic problems or whiplasb, .. 
you don't know modern chiropractic. 
Headaches, sports injuries, work related injuries 
and a wide variety of functional disorders respond 
to chiropractic treatment. Why? Because .. , 
Today's chiropractic does much more than just 
get backs to work, 
Real Health Care For Real Problems 
778 Main Street, South Portland 828-1490 
Saturday and evening appointments aVailable 
Konica Film 
-and-
2nd set of prints 
EVERYDAY 





30 City c-.r, PortIlnd 772.72W 
71 U.'. R0UIe1, kIriIotough 18307363 
~IIY' FrldllY 7:30· .:00 
hturdIoy .:00 • 1:00 
Art & Soul continued from page 18 
stage 
'Allvel" SonUght Dance Company presents a lively 
program of multigenerationailiturgical dance Jan 24 
- Sun 3 pm - at the Church of the Servant, 35 
lafayette St, Portland, Donation. 773-1648. 
'The Bo."dw.k MeIodr Hclur Murden" at The 
Mystery Cafe Dinner Theatre. No Tomatoes Restau. 
rant, 36 Court St, Auburn. Shows every other Satur. 
day at 8 pm. For info and reservations call 1-800-
370-7469. 
'HecldIo a.bler" Portland Stage Company presents 
Ibsen's psychological drama of sexuality and de-
structlonJan 5-24 - Tues-Thurs 7:30 pm; Frl8 pm; 
Sat 5 & 9 pm; Sun 2 pm - at Portland Performing 
Arts Center, 25A Fo",st Ave, Portland. Tlx: $19.50-
$28. 774-0465. 
'1Ad1 .. FIrat" RObin lane performs a one-woman 
show dramatizing the lives of six of Ame~ca's first 
ladles Jan 24 - Sun 3 pm - at the YOlk Institute 
Museum, Main Street, Saco. Th: $5 In advance, $8 
at door. 283-3861. 
'The Lion In Winter" LA Pub Ilc Theater presents a 
comedy about power, greed, disloyalty and morals 
set In the 12th century Jan 29-Feb 7 - Thurs-Sat 8 
pm. Sun 2 pm - at 31 Maple St. lewiston. TIx: $10, 
$7 seniors and students. 782·3200 . 
'A Mldum ... ,NIght'. Dreem" USM's Russell Square 
Players present their version of the Shakespeare 
classic set In modem-day BeIIerly Hills Jan 22.24-
F~·Sat 7:30 pm, Sun 5 pm - at Russell Hall Main 
Stage, College Avenue, USM/Gortlam. TIx: $1, $6 
faculty, staff & seniors, $4 students with 10. 180-
5483, 
'The Mualc M .... There'll be trouble In River City Jan 
25 - Moo 1:30 - at Portland City Hall AUditorium 
30 Myrtle St, Portland. Th: $28, $23, $17 & $10: 
Children's tickets half·price. 772-8630 or 800-639-
2707. 
'NICht Muat F.I" The Portland Players present a 
murder mystery set In England during the 1930's In 
Which two women are brutally murdered b¥ a cunning 
psychopath Jan 22·24, 29-31 & Feb 5-6 - Frl-Sat 8 
pm, Sun 2:30 pm - at 420 Cottage Rd, S. Portland. 
Tlx: $13, $12 seniors and kids. 799-1337. 
'Noir Su.plclon." at The Mystery Cafe Dinner The-
atre, Sonesta Hotel, 157 High St. Portland. Shows 
every Saturday at 8. For Info and reservations call 1· 
800-370-7469. . 
'Poet Mort ...... Billy Bemis' autobiographical coml-
tragedy of five brothers and sisters discussing their 
life In a small Maine town In the '50s Jan 22·24 & 29-
31 - FrI & Sat 8 pm, Sun 2 pm - at the fonner 
IIookland at Maine SavIngs Plaza, Cong"'ss Street, 
Portland. Th: $7. 774-2718. 
"Sex ... ' Pervenlty In ChlcllCo" VIntage Repertory 
Theater presents David Mamet's one-act play that 
follows the ",laUonshlp of two couples through the 
contemporary sexual game Jan 2O-Feb 17 - Wed 8 
pm - at cafe no, 20 Danforth St, Portland. Tlx: $6. 
772-8114. 
'Shirley V.lentl"." The Theater Project presents 
this comedy of a woman with caustic wit, wry obser. 
vatlon, earthy charm and the mlddle-age blues Jan 
28-Feb 14 - Thurs·Sat 8 pm, Sun 2 pm - at The 
Theater Pro]ect. 14 School St. Brunswick. 729-
8584. rllC $10, $8 seniors and stUdents. 729-8584. 
·S ... ke T.lk: U,.ent M_ ... from tile Mother" 
LA ARTS presents A Traveling Jewish Theatl1l's one-
woman performance of humor, Insight, stories and 
song Jan 23-Sat8 pm -at Au bum Middle School 
Upper Court Street, Auburn. Th: $8. 782·7228. ' 
'SIeI/tII' Port'Star producUons se~ up dinner 
theater at The Baker's Table Restaurant, 434 Fore 
St, Portland. Shows every Saturday at 7:30. Th: 
$27.95 (Includes dinner). 715-0303. 
Subnyo The Maine Arts Commission sponsors 
Sukanya, who perfonns the classical dance of India 
Jan 23 - Sat 7 :30 pm - at The Center for the Arts 
at The Chocolate Church, 804 Washington St, Bath. 
Tlx: $10, $8 students and seniors. 442-8455. 
'TuecaolooN" Dinner theater featuring New YOlk 
Stories set to music at A City Squire Restaurant, 50 
Wharf St. Portland. Shows every Tues at 8 pm. Th: 
$8. 775-7994. 
auditions 
The Children'. Thell1: .. 01 MM". holds aUditions for 
adults, teens and children of all eges for Its March 
musical 'Really Rosie. 'Auditions are Jan 21·22 from 
3-6:30 pm at King Middle School, 92 Dee~ng Ave, 
Portland. No experience necessary. 874-0311. 
PortI.nd Stile_ COmpllny holds non-Equity aUdIUons 
for two roles In the upcoming premier of • Borders of 
loyalty· Jan 25 from 2·5 pm. Roles Include a woman 
eged 30-50 and a man In his late 30's. You should 
prepare two contrasting monologues, three to five 
minutes In length, and bring a photograph and 
resume. Call 774-1043 for Info and appointment 
Sweclenborll'" Church Is ",hears Ing production 
staff, musicians, singers, dancers and actors for a 
new contemporary musical based on Sampson & 
Delilah. Auditions will be held the first week of 
February. Call 772-8277 for more Info. 
concerts 
thurs.day 21 
UPS&&' 0 ....... (clasSical) 8 pm , Olin Arts Center 
Conoert Hall, Bates College, lewiston. Tlx: $8, $4 
students with 10. Advance reservation. 786-6135. 
friday 22 
Merlmllndera .nd De.namen (a capella) 1 & 9 pm 
Olin Arts CenterConcertHall, BatesCollege,lewiston: 
Fme with advance reservation. 786-6135. 
saturday 23 
Kllthryn L ..... nd M.rtln Perry (plano) 8 pm, Olin 
Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates College, lewiston. 
nx: $8, $4 students w~h 10. Advance reservation. 
186-6135. 
sunday 24 
PortI.nd Symphony O,ch .. tr. (music from Czecho-
Slovakia) 2 & 6 pm, Portland CItyHallAud~orlum, 30 
Myrtle St, Portland. Th: $20. 773-8191. 
• upcomzng 
~nceQoIIIn.nd Martin Perry 1/29/93 (violin & 
Plano) 8 pm, Cortheli Concert Hall, USM/Gorham. 
nx: $8, $4 seniors and students with 10. 780-5256. 
RIck Ch.rett. 1/30/93 (children) 1 & 4 pm, The 
Center for the Arts at The Chocolate Church, 804 
Washington St, Bath. TIx: $10, $8 seniors and kids. 
442-8455. 
a.roque ~ra (Ray ComUs, Bruoe Athlan, Th0-
mas Hellman, Anthony Allen & Gary Hodges) 1/31/ 
93 (Baroque) SI. luke's Cathedral, 151 State St, 
Portland. Th: $10, $5 seniors and stUdents . 871. 
9015. 
Kevtn Menner .. The Portllond Sy"1Ihony OIeheetno 
2/2/93 (classical) 7:30 pm, Portland City Hall AudI-
torium, 30 Myrtle St, Portland. nx: $10, $18, $24 
and $30. 773-8191. 
PhIal! 2/3/93 (eclectic alternative) 8 pm, Portland 
Expo, 239 Park Ave, Portland. Th: $16.50. 1-800-
828-7080. 
M.lne Storte Music Thelltre Ind The Portl.nd Sym-
phony Orchestr. 2/6-1/93 ("Evita" concert version) 
8 pm (2/6/93) & 3 pm (2/7/93), Portland City Hall 
AUditorium, 30 Myrtle SI. Portland. nx: $10, $18, 
$24 & $30. 773-8191 or 1-800-639-2309. 
clubs 
thursday 21 
The Holy Plllmer Trio Uazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth SI. 
Portland. 772-8114. 
Sh8Clow (o~glnal hard rock) Geno's, 13 8rown St, 
Portland. 772·7891. 
The tter.tIcs (hard-edged rock) Granrly Killam's In· 
dustrlal Drlnkhouse, 55 Market St, Portland. 761. 
2787. 
C_rII_ (rock) The living Tree Culture Club, 45 
Danforth St, Portland . 874-0022. 
Bicycle Thill/... Urne Rockets .nd The X-M ... 
(rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St, Portland. 774-
5246. 
True C-. (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444 . 
Sc:hooner F ... (folk) Raoul's ROadside Attraction 
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. ' 
Lazer Kllreoke with Rockll1: Rulty (karaoke) Spring 
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portlan!>. 767-4627. 
TIIA T·Blrds, 126 N. Boyd St. Portland . 173-8040. 
Open Mic with Lou Moore .nd The S koleton Cr_ 
(acoustic/dead) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port 
Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 175-1944. 
DeeJIIY lioii (cutting edge dance) Zoo12, 31 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-8187 . 
friday 22 
Bill ShllNllllUrI (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 769 Con-
gress St, Portland. 773-9873. 
Wolf Soup Uazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 
772-8114. 
D-..It JIm, $ubetttut. Pets .nd The X-Men (origi-
nal progressive rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 
772·7891. 
IIIIIken Men (dead cover band) Granny Killam's 
Industrial Drlnkhouse, 55 Market St. Portland. 761. 
2787. 
Art & Soul continued on pa~ 24 
MIchael Rose: ·Sometlmes I wear white 'cause anythIng bad that"comes around It 
deftects. If the nIght you come to see me I wear whIte, then you are fortunate.· 
Rose, rock, reggae 
The voice of Black Uhuru returns to Portland 
• By Patti Lanigan 
Guess who's coming to Portland? 
Michael Rose, former lead vocalist of 
Black Uhuru, who will perform two 
nights here during the first leg of a tour 
promoting his latest solo album, "Monkey 
Business." Rose wrote "Guess Who's 
Coming to Dinner," "General 
Penitentiary," "Solidarity" and many 
other hits with Black Uhuru from 1976 to 
1985. His mighty, distinctive voice and 
sharp political lyrics helped the Jamaican 
reggae group win the reggae genre's first 
Grammy for its 1984 album U Anthem." 
Rose left Black Uhuru in 1985 and has 
since released two solo albums in Japan 
and the United Kingdom, "Proud" and 
"Bonanza," With "Monkey Business," 
they will soon be released in North 
America. Recently Rose has performed in 
Peru, Jamaica and Canada, where he did 
a benefit for the people of Somalia. The 
tour he is just beginning will take him 
across this country. Canada and much of 
Europe. 
"Reggae is going places. Big things are 
happening! The root 
kids. "Monkey Business" basically refers 
to kids who take coke, so it's saying don't 
bother with that, take the monkey off 
your back." 
Growing up in Waterhouse, a 
Jamaican ghetto, Rose saw drugs and 
other monkeys up close, But he turned to 
music instead of guns and crime, writing 
"Guess Who's Coming to Dinner" as a 
teenager. Back then his only performance 
opportunity was as a singer of American 
dinner music for tourists. 
Rose said what he plays in upcoming 
shows in the States depends on "the 
crowds and the motion of the ocean." He 
will probably hit audiences first with 
new, dance-oriented material and then 
reprise old goodies from his Black Uhuru 
days. For the recording of "Monkey 
Business" Rose joined forces again with 
Sly Dunbar (drums) and Robbie 
Shakespeare (bass), the Jamaican 
powerhouse rhythm section that has 
backed Black Uhuru, Peter Tosh, Dennis 
Brown, Jimmy Oiff, Grace Jones, Ian 
Dury,Joan Armatrading, Robert Palmer 
boys are out," said Rose 
over the phone from his 
home in Jamaica the day 
before flying to New 
York City for the opening 
of his tour. Currently 
"Mr. Mension," a single 
from "Monkey 
music and Joe Cocker, to name a few, "It's like a resurrection," 
said Rose, referring to his 
reunion with Sly and 
Robbie. Unfortunately, the 
duo is too busy with studio 
work to accompany him on 
this tour. Instead, Rose will 
MIchael Rose performs 
Friday, Jan. 22 with ActIve 
Culture and Saturday, Jan. 23 
with Only Motions at The 
LIving Tree Culture Club, 
Business," is popular in 
Jamaica's dance halls and 
,45 Danforth St., Portland. 
874-0022. be backed by a band of 
moving up the charts there, Rose 
expressed confidence that his new album 
will' appeal both to today's youth and his 
fans from the Black Uhuru years, 
"My friends over the years also accept 
the [newl album because certain songs 
have the roots !influence), but you have to 
make kids' songs," he said. "Kids buy the 
records." Lyrically Rose's new songs are 
less overtly political than those he wrote 
with Black Uhuru. But he said he is 
aiming to reach and inspire the troubled 
youth of his homeland and the world, 
"Dance hall is the now beat, but I still 
put the reality in the dance hall," Rose 
said. And he explained his motive: "Help 
the kids because they have a future, We 
have to make the music to protect the 
". 
Jamaican musicians who have played 
with reggae star Dennis Brown. 
Rose has not performed in Portland 
since Black Uhuru opened for The Police 
here in the early '80s. Since then his 
dreadlocks have grown longer, his 
spirituality deeper and his voice richer. 
~ Rose.has never studied singing. He views 
his voice as a gift. Beautifully haunting 
and captivating (even over crackling 
phone lines), his unique vocal phrases 
embody past suffering and present hope. 
"Music is to make people happy. The 
guidance is there, The meaning of Rasta is 
love," he said softly, "We all have to pray 
for the world today because of what is 
happening. It's civilized time. It's no 
monkey business, you know." caw 
. . 
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ARE ABLE TO TOLERATE SPELT QUITE EASILY 
TRY ~W~I11f THE 
~~ ~~~£TITI\J1] 
• HIGHER IN COMPLEX CARBOHYDRATES 
• 40% MORE PROTEIN THAN WHEAT 
• HIGHER IN MINERALS & TRACE ELEMENTS 
• 65% MORE ESSENTIAL AMINO ACIDS 
• GREAT TASTE, MORE EASILY DIGESTED 
Available fresh-baked Tuesdays and Fridays at -
Port Bake House 
205 Commercial St., 773-2217 • 263 St. John St., 773-5466 
The Extended Teacher Education Program (ETEP) of the University of Southern 
Maine, in conjunction with parOlership school districts, offers a one-year intern-
ship program to prepare liberal arts graduates to teach at the elementary, middle or 
secondary levels. ETEP is a nationally recognized program which provides the 
education courses and training needed for state certification as well as graduate 
credit toward the master's degree in education. 
For morl! information, plt!ast! contact: 
Office of Graduate Education 
University of Southern Maine 
118 Bailey Hall, Gorham, ME 04038 
(2(J7) 780-5306 
Applications will bl! considt!red on a spaCt!-availablt! basis, 
o University of Southern Maine 
~skis 
told you is the Best-Kept secret in town. 
You've enjoyed our Lunch and Dinner specials 
- and our cozy atmosphere. 
But have you tried our Famous Breakfast? 
HOMEMADE MALTED WAFFLES - Served with Strawberries. 
EASY WAY OUT -1 Egg, Homefries & Toast. 
JUST ENOUGH· 2 Eggs, Homefries & Toast. 
CREAMED CIDPPED BEEF· Over Toast. 
RISE 'N SHINE· 2 Eggs, Ham, Bacon or Sausage, Homefries & Toast. 
HANGOVER SPECIAL - 2 Eggs, Hash, Homefries & Toast. 
FRENCH TOAST - 4 Golden Pieces ... with Ham, Bacon or Sausage. 
CREATE YOUR OWN OMELET - Egg stuffed with Cheese, and up to 
Four Items: Ham, Bacon, Sausage, Onions, Green Peppers, Mushrooms, 
Olives, Tomato, Broccoli, Pepperoni, Salami, Swiss, American or 
Mozzarella Cheese, Served with Homefries & Toast. 
FlLL ME UP, PLEASE· 2 Eggs, Hash, 2 Pes. Bacon, 2 Sausage, 
Homefries, Toast. 
FlSHERMAN'S SPECIAL· 8 oz. Sirloin or Cajun Steak, 2 Eggs, 
Homefries & Toast, 
EGGS BENEDICT - 2 Eggs with Ham served on an English Muffin with 
Hollandaise and Homefries, 
-KITCHEN HOURS, 
Monday - Thursday: 7am-llpm 
Friday & Saturday tam - Midnight • Sunday: Noon - Ilpm 
Happy Hour: Monday - Friday 4·7 
Well Drinks $1.75· Daily Beer SpecialS $1.45 
212 Danforth St. Portl ME· 774-7604 
Olt Tltallk Heaven 
,", " .. ; :::' : 
SfDpIl'l---.. til '" with qualltyCtTtXI gasoline ""'* IaIdtV MaItage DI_'''' DeItI" $Jet1*! 






ALL GREETING CAR 
60% OFF 
BLUE MOUNTAIN ARTS 
PORTAL, FARSI DE, 
POPSHOTS,RECYCLED 
PAPER COLLECTION 
Art & Soul continued from ptlge 22 
clubs 
MlchMl R .... Ind Active Culture (reggae/ska &. 
funk) The living Tree Culture Club, 45 Danforth St, 
Portland, 874-0022, 
Bicycle TI .. ..,. (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St, 
Portland. 774·5246. 
True CoIow (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 77 4.()444. 
The Zen TrickaWra (Dead cover band) Raoul's Road· 
side Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
The ae_ (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, 
S. Portland. 7674621. 
DeeJ8J Ken II ...... (dance rock) T·Blrds, 126 N. 
Boyd St, Portland. 113-8040. 
Tom DhJrberJ (acoustic) TlpperiW}/ Pub, Sheraton 
Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 115-6161. 
Juotlce (hard rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port 
Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 115-1944. 
saturday 23 
Pet. Black (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 169 Congress 
St, Portland. 113-9813. 
Woll Soup Uazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 
112-8114. 
Idle Handa and Mechlnery Hall (original soft rock) 
Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 172-1891. 
Shockra (psychedelic funk) Granny Killam's Indus· 
trial Drinkhouse, 55 MarketSt, Portland. 161·2787. 
Mlch ... ROM Ind Only MotION (reggae/dance 
rhythm) The LlvlngTree Culture Club, 45 Danforth St, 
Portland. 874-0022. 
Blcyde TI .. ..,. (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Marllet St, 
Portland. 114·5246. 
True Colour (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 114.()444. 
The Zen TrickaWra (Dead cover band) Raoul's Road· 
side Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 113-6886. 
The ae_ (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, 
S. Portland. 7674627. 
DeeJ"Y Ken Gardner (dance rock) T·Blrds, 126 N. 
Boyd St, Portland, 113-8040. 
st .. 1t/It lAce (pop) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton Tara 
Hotel, S. Portland . 115-6161. 
J_ (hard rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port 
Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland . 115-1944. 
DMJIIY ... _ (worldbeat) lootz, 31 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 113-8187. 
sunday 24 
Dleco"1IM (disco) The Living Tree Culture Club, 45 
Danforth St, Portland. 814-0022. 
MIchMI Whiskey's Local Color (rock) Old Port Tav-
ern, 11 Moulton St, Portland . 114-0444. 
The Story (acoustic) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 173-6886. 
Daft Clmpbelllnd DIl" R .... (acoustic rock & folk) 
Spring Point Cafe, 115 Pickett St, S. Portland. 761· 
4627 . 
...... ,_ Comedy "'~ with Billy Martin (comedy) 
T-8lrds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 113-8040. 
SolstIce (acoustic and electric) Wharfs End, 52 
v.Mrf St, Portland. 113-0093. 
DeeJ8J Bob (request night, no cowr) loott, 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 173-8187. 
monday 25 
MIchMI Whhlkey'. Loc., ~ (rock) Old Port Tav-
ern, 11 Moulton St, Portland. 174-0444. 
Opan Mic with Rlndy Mor_o (b.y.o.) Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
6886. 
Opan Mic with Ken GrlrnaI., (acoustic) Wharfs End, 
52 Wharf St, Portland. 113-0093. 
llueet DMJ"Y (alternative Industrial grunge) loott, 
31 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
tuesday 26 
Sute stJHt T~I Jarz Bond (New O~eans 
Jazz) ~Ie's Bistro, 51 Wharf St, PortIIand. 775-
6251. . 
Opan Mic with EY ....... Band (b.y.o.) The living 
Tree Culture Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 874-
0022. 
The Look (rock) Old Port T8\lem. 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 114-0444. 
LIN o.llInt Ind Plm _. (folk) Raoul's Roadside 
Attractlon, 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 113-6886. 
OpanMlcwlth Pet.II'-on (b.y.o, acoustic) Spring 
Point Cafe. 175 Pickett St. S. Portland. 7674621. 
Jim Dully (acoustic) Wharfs End, 52.Wharf St, Port· 
land. 113-0093. 
....,.. (Industrial) Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. 
113-8181. 
A sense of place, a sense of solitude prevail In both Richard Estes' M34th Street ManhattanW (011 on canvas, 1979, left) and 
Tom Crotty's MWolfe's Neck IIw (011 on C/lnvas, 1992). 
Changing landscapes at PMA 
Maine artists explore their nature 
• By Margot Brown McWilliams 
The American landscape - from the man-made canyon of 
West 34th Street, to a bucolic cow pasture on Matinicus 
Island, to therSOaring Royal Arches of Yosemite Valley-
dominates the Portland Museum of Art at the moment. The 
landscape in all its wonder is presented in three locations 
throughout the museum. In the main gallery it is offered in 
the mystical black and white photographs of Ansel Adams. 
In the lobby it is expressed in oil paint by seven outstanding 
contemporary artists. And on the third floor it is presented, 
again in oil paint, in "Nature's Mirror: American Landscapes, 
1820-1940," 
Most exciting about the museum right now are the two 
new exhibitions of American paintings, Works by 
contemporary Maine artists Donald Resnick, Conley Harris, 
Alan Gussow, Dozier Bell, Eric Green and Thomas Crotty 
currently adorn the lobby, joining the grand photorealistic 
painting of Manhattan's 34th Street by Richard Estes (which 
has graced the lobby for about a year). 
These six Maine painters represent the Maine landscape in 
entirely different ways, 
Donald Resnick's '1sle au 
Haut, Maine II" is a rather 
traditional, painterly portrait 
of granite shelves adorned by spruce trees and surrounded 
by the sea. Similarly Conley Harris' "Grass Thicket, Dunes" 
represents a softer, lusher aspect of the coast. 
Then there's Alan Gussow's "Beach Boulders and Seal 
Ledges." This abstract work, with its thick globs of paint, is 
impassioned rather than intellectual. It's big and strong and 
mighty, and entirely unse)fconscious. And it's not so much 
place-specific as it is a painting about the feeling of place. It's 
about power, turbulence and the eternal, restless motion that 
is the sea. The boulders, foam and spray all come .tumbling 
into the foreground of the canvas, while a radiant and distant 
horizon remains the stationary focal point. 
On the opposite wall three painters share a mystical 
understanding of their sense of place. Eric Green's 
"Causeway" is a symbolic, even generic place, the origin of 
which is perhaps in a dream or a combination of childhood 
memories; and Dozier Bell's "By Sea" is metaphysical 
musings expressed in vaguely recognizable forms of land, 
sea and sky, 
Thomas Crotty's "Wolfe's Neck II" is the most plac:e-
spedfic of the three, though this too has a metaphysical 
primary message, Crotty is also depicting a mood in his 
meticulous painting of a silent stand of trees through which 
the viewer observes a quiet, semi-enc1osed body of water 
under a setting sun. The mood is introspective, somber 
without being melancholy, and has a strong sense of solitude. 
Crotty shows an uncanny deftness at replicating the 
mutability of light, espedally when the warm but faded light 
of a lowering winter sun is reflected in identical mood by the 
deep and silent snow, 
The changing concept of nature in the early 19th century is 
as fasdnating as the concept itself. Prior to the 19th century 
the natural world was not considered to be a subject for 
serious artistic or scholarly consideration. But when 
neoc1assidsm was replaced by the more riotous romanticism, 
that changed - especially in the New World, where the raw 
power of the natural landscape came to represent for its 
inhabitants the raw power of their indpient nation, The 
landscape became idealized, to the unending satisfaction of 
future art aficionados, 
"Nature's Mirror" is a superb exhibition, demonstrating 
the evolution of the artist's - and sodety's - view and 
understanding of the natural world. Paintings in the exhibit 
range from the dramatic and idealized renderings of early 
19th-century painters such as Charles Cod man and Thomas 
Cole, through the more light-hearted and people-dominated 
mid-century paintings of Winsl0:-V Homer, to the tightly 
fOOlsed and abstracted works of painters like Marsden 
Hartley. 
As a comprehensive retrospective of the role of nature to a 
nation and its artists, this exhibit is extremely good. Portland 
Museum of Art - our museum - is currently imbued 
with a sense of purpose and a clarity of focus, It is well worth 
a visit. CBW 
Problem SoIYIngforWriters Willis Johnson teaches an 
eight-week workshop entitled 'wtry Doesn't This Story 
Work?' Thurs evenings from 6-8 pm starting Jan 21 at 
the Maine Writers Center, 12 Pleasant St. Brunswick. 
The workshop addresses nagging fK:tion problems 
encountered by many writers . Cost $lOS, $85 MWPA 
members. Registration required. 729-6333. 
Rec:rNtIoruIl Are. In M.lne Mike Perry, l.L. Bean's 
Outdoor Discovery Coordinator, presents a slide lec-
ture on enjoying and preserving recreational areas 
across the state, from the mountains to the coastJan 
21at7 pm at The Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congress 
Square, Portland . The lecture Is free with museum 
Writing Workshop Mred DePew teaches a workshop 
on 'Journal Keeping' Jan 23 from 11 am4 pm at the 
Maine Wr~ers Center, 12 Pleasant St, Brunswick. The 
workshop Is designed for both seasoned journalers 
and beginners and discusses different techniques, 
Including free writing, Imaging, and dialogue. Cost: 
$35, $30 MWPA members. Registration required . 
729-6333. 
Adult Sc ... nlng Clinic on the last Wed of every month, 
for blood pressure and testing for sugar, anemia and 
cholesterol, from 11:30 am·1 pm at the Peoples 
United Methodist Church, 310 Broadway, S. Portland. 
Fee for services. 767·3326. 
Aikido is a martial art used to Increase flexibil ity, 
stamina and promote a sense of well-being. Adult 
classes: Mon and Wed, 5:30-6:15 pm and 6 :3()'7:3O 
pm; Frl, 6:30·7:30 pm; Sat 2 :30-3:30 pm and 3 :45-
4:45 pm. Children's classes: Sat, 1:15-2:15 pm. 
Classes held at Portland Aikido, 25A Forest Ave, 
Portland. 772·1524. 
admission. 115-6148. 
~ ... ~ ~ ..... 
wellness 
AbundIInt UvI,.. Support Group Do you want more 
health, more money, more love and more joy? Abun· 
dant living Support Group meets weekly to share 
spiritual practices to align with the abundant flow of 
the spirit Thurs evenings from 6:~:30 pm at 16 
Columbia Road. Portland. 167-3626. 
The AI ... nd. Technique addresses functional dlffi· 
cultles due to faulty habits of posture and movement. 
Free consultations each Frl from 10 arn·2 pm through-
out Jan. Call 729-0839 for appointment. 
Art & Soul continued on ptl~ 29 





The National Stullering Project is 
a self-help organization for people 
with chronic stullering problems. 
We publish up-to-date informa-
tion about stuttering, provide a 
monthly newsletter and maintain 
numerous self-help chapters 
across the country. 
For information, support and 




2151 Irving St., #208 
San FranCISCo, CA 94122-1609 
Tel: (415) 566·5324, FAX 415-644-3721 
A non- proll t orgamzatlon Since: 1977 
CERTIFIED PERSONAL TRAINING 
& NUTRITION GUIDANCE 
Only $15.00 
Per 1 Hour Session 
e.u 282-2904 

















25A Forest Ave. 




AIKIDO - The marttal art for flexIbility, 
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Find out what's good for you! 
-NEW--
A HEALTHY DAY FOR 
MEN AND WOMEN 
Who writes the Book of Love? 
• Saturday, March 3 
8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 
USM Portland Campus Center 
Tuition: $68. (includes a hearty. 
healthy lunch) 
Join uS for a healthy, enlightening. and 
enjoyable look at today's issues in health. 
Workshops wilI be offered in: 
• Neuromuscular therapy· Chinese 
regimens for health longevity· Building 
bridges between men and women· What 
to do when your relationship hurts· Pain 
management· Cooperative games· And 
a whole lot more! 
You do! 
Chapter 1: 
Compose your valentine and send them 
to Casco Bay Weekly by': February 5, We will 
publish your love notes (FREE!) on 
a first come - first served basis, so 
plan to get yours in early. Keep it 
short and sweet: no more 
than 50-60 words. 
Chapter 2: 
Next week, listen to WCLZ 98.9 THE PORT 
for great prizes. Fax your valentine to WCLZ at 1-725-5121 
(They will send it via Cupid to Casco Bay WeekJy.)All notes faxed 
Call today for a conference brochure: 
to WCLZ will be eligible for a drawing to win fantastic prizes. Be sure 
to get your valentine in by the deadline - February 5th. listen to 98.9 WCLZ 
THE PORT for details. If you don't fax; then send your valentine to CBW, 551A Congress 
St., Portland, ME 04101. CBWwill publish your valentine FREE in the Book of Love on 
February 11 tho 
Community Programs. 780-5900 
ThiJ conftrmce is sponso"d by USM 
Community Programs, and Mercy Hospital 
(.) University of Southern Maine Don't forget to send in your valentine for 
The Book of Love on February 11 tho 
Itfj(lj:Elij 
11,1(44 n ,IJ 
'aew England's 
premier collectiOlJ 
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FASHION ACCESSORIES & GIFTS 
Seven Mou~on Street. Portland. 761-4681 
9 MOULTON SfREIT • PORTI.AND. MAINE 
OPEN lHURSDAY till 9 
'207.871 .0775 
ANDOVER COLLEGE 
CONTINUING EDUCATION-WINTER PROGRAM 
Andover College believes in educating the working population to give them the opportunity for 
advancement and caree. change. The Continuing Education Department also supplies the general 
population with up-to-date skills in the fields of computers, medical office needs, and English grammar. 
Class sizes are small, which enables the students to have a one-on-one contact with the instructor. 
WORDPERFECT FOR WINDOWS 5.1 - CE 258 
This course will develop a working knowledge of 'M>rdPerfect for 
Windows. Windows simplifIeS word processing while adding many more 
desktop publishing options. The topics covered in this course will include 
working with a mouse, working with muHipie windows. and inserting and 
deleting text. Students will also be creating. saving, retrieving, and ed~ing 
documents. as weH as using the spell check. 
Date: January 25 
Time: 5:30 - 8:00 pm. M9l1day & Wednesday 
DEVELOPING WRITING SKILLS FOR BUSINESS AND PERSONAl USE - CE 259 
This course will focus on the writing process w~h emphasis on style and 
form. Special forms of writing to be covered will include writing business 
letters. memos. resumes. and short reports. Other related topics will 
include proofreading, ed~ing and utilizing a computer when developing 
writing skills. 
Date: March 1 
Time: 5:30 - 8:00 pm. Monday & Wednesday 
SEMINARS 
MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY 
This is a three-hour introduction seminar in basic medical terminology focusing 
on prefixes and suffixes. The participant willeam to recognize many prefixes 
and sumxes. At the end of this seminar. you will know meanings of some 
medical words just by recognition of the prefix and suffix combined. You will be 
more eflicient and productive when dealing with medical terms, This seminar 
will be olfered on February 17 & March 5. 
Duration: 3 hours. 
TYPING FOR SPEED AND ACCURACY - CE 142 
Reach new heights in keyboan:ling skills with Andover's Typing for 
Speed and Accuracyl Specially designed drills will improve your typing 
accuracy and speed. You will also lea-n to format and edit copy for 
better presentation. 
Date: March 1 
Time: 5:30 - 8:00 pm. Monday & Wednesday 
MEDICAL OFFICE AUTOMATION - CE 800 
This course is designed to familiarize the student with the design of 
medical office billing systems using the Medical Manager 5 .3 . 
Emphasis will be on insurance billing. statements. encounter forms, and 
custom reports of all kinds. Also included will be appointment 
schedulig, recalls. automated daily reports. practice analysis: I.e. 
productivity, patient demographics, and marketing. Electronic claims. 
management, and receivable tracking for individual and insurance 
carriers will be covered. 
Date: March 1 
Time: 5:30 - 8:00 pm. Monday & Wednesday 
IMPROVING YOUR TELEPHONE TECHNIQUES: 
This seminar will focus on irrproving all aspects of your telephone techniques 
including comrrunicating elfectf/ely on the telephone. handling incoming calls, 
making outgoing calls, and handing special calls. This seminar will also provide 
up-ta-date information on telephone equipment and service. This seminar will 
be olfered on April 7 & 14. 
Duration: 2 sessions @ 3 hours each. 
Excellence in Business Education 
774-6126 or 1-800-639-3110 




Monday, Tuesday, ~esday &: Thursday 
GOOD TIlROUGH FEBRUARY 
The <iood Table Restaurant 
,~[\ ing hreakfast, IUII(h & diluter: Sun hrunch 
( ape fUl.aheth • "99 GOOD 
Art & Soul continued from page 27 
wellness 
Brighten You, Smile The Westbrook College Dental 
Clinic Is taking appointments for comprehensive 
dental care at affordable prices starting Jan 25 and 
running through the first week In May. Patients 
receive a complete examination. teeth cleaning and 
ftuorlde treatment. The services are provided by 
dental hygiene students under the close supervision 
of dentlsts and dental hygienists. Cost: $15 adults, 
$8 children. 797·8999 for Info and appointment. 
Buddhl,t·Or!ented MedltaUon Group meets ~ery ' 
Sun from l<H1 am at 1040 Broadway, S. Portland. 
Small donation. 839-4897. 
Community Health Service, sponsors adult health 
screening for diabetes. anemia, colorectal cancer, 
high blood pressure and cholesterol at the following 
locatlons: Jan 25 fron) 1·3 pm at Scarborough Town 
Hall: Jan 27 from 9:30-11:30 am at 'St Anne's 
Church. Gorham. Fee for services. 775-7231. 
F," Style Dancing Join us every Wed at 6 pm in the 
Elm Street United Methodist Church. 168 Elm St, S. 
Portland. Children are welcome . Donation. Call 799-
1902 for more info. 
FrI_ 01 the Westem Buddhl,t O,der invite all 
interested Individuals to a period of medttation and 
study of Buddhist concepts and practice. Meetings 
are on Mon eves, from 7:15-9:15 pm . 642·2128. 
Hnha Yoga Clinic Portland Yoga Studio presents a 
Hatha yoga clinic to explore pain as a guide in yoga 
Jan 30 from 8:30·11 am at 616 Congress St. 
Portland. Cost: $35 . Pre-registration required . 797· 
5684. 
H .. .tllneCardlllC Rehabilitation USM lifeline offers 
an exercise program for people Who have had a heart 
attack. angina. bypass surgery or angioplasty or are 
at rtsk for heart disease. Classes are ongoing Mon· 
days, Wednesdays and Fridays at 7:30 am and 6 pm 
at Portland Campus Gym. Falmouth St. Portland. 
7804649. 
H .. .t s've, Cou .. e USM Lifeline offers a CPR adult 
and pediatric heart saver course Feb 2 from &9 pm 
and Feb 9 from &9 pm atthe USM Portland Campus 
Gym. Falmouth St, Portland . Registration deadline Is 
Jan 22. 78().4170. 
Lakot. Splrtt ... ttty David M. McCart presents an 
evening of Lakota spirituality Jan 22 at 7 pm at 
Northeast Metaphysics, 33 High Rd. Cornish. Cost 
$10. 625-7447. 
_tc8I SemIna .. Brighton Medical Center presents 
'A Time For You," a medical seminar series to allow 
women to better understand the physiology of their 
own body and the changes they may expect. The 
WOII<shops are conducted In an Informal setting with 
medical profes.ionals. The next program Is ·The 
Myth and Reality of Menopause· on Jan 21 at 7 pm 
In the Third Floor Board Room. Brighton Medical 
Center, 335 Brighton Ave. Portland. Free . Call 897· 
8035 for reservation. 
Meditation CIn ... TIbetan Buddhist meditation 
master Chogyam Trungpa Rlnpoche teaches a five. 
week introduction class on the practice of meditation 
at the Brunswick Dharma Study Group. 98 Maine 51. 
Brunswick. Cost: $25. Free open house Jan 27 at 7 
pm. cali 725-8473 for more Info. 
Net.... F_, Solutions Leam all about the pur· 
chase and preparation of whole foods vegetarian 
meals In your home. 774-8889. 
Pulmonary Re118b"tt8t1on USM Lifeline offers a pro-
gram designed for Individuals with various lung dis· 
eases Tues and Thurs from 11:15-nooo at the U:lM 
Portland Campus Gym, Falmouth St. 78().4170. 
SlngJte Medltnlon Meet Tues from 8-9 In Falmouth 
to sing rounds. chants and songs. 781-()944. 
SpInal Eumo Chiropractors in Partnership with the 
Community offer free exams In exchange for canned 
goods and clothing, which will be donated to the 
Portland Preble Street Resource Center. 879-5433 
(Portland). 84&1481 (Yarmouth) or 883-5549 
(Scarborough). 
Sufi Meditation Join the Portland SufI Order for 
meditation sessions based on the wor1<s of Hazrat 
Inayat Khan and Pir Vllayat lnayat Khan. Experienced 
teachers offer sessions wor1<lng with creative vlsua~ 
izatlon. breath, sound, light and divine qualities. 
Sessions ongoing and open to all; no experience 
necessary. Bring a meditation pillow or ben<:h if 
desired , No tee, but donations accepted. SeSSions 
at Expressive Therapy Center, 150 SI. John SI. 
Portland. 657-2605. 
T'" ChI Ch • ... n is an ancient Ch inese martial art 
based on mental and physical balance. Irs good for 
spiritual growth. physical health and for reducing the 
effect of stress and tenalon. Beginners through 
advanced classes ongoing. 772·9039. 
n.. T .. n/youn. Adutt Clinic is a place to go If you 
have a health concern or medical problem, need a 
sports/school physical done, or have birth control 
Issues to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21, every 
Monday from 4-8 pm, at Maine Medical Center, 22 
Bramhall SI, Portland. Walk· Ins seen tI they arrNe by 
7 pm. 871·2763. 
V ...... n Society oA MaIne meets the third Mon-
day of every month at 6 pm at 35 Sau nders SI. 
Portland, for a potluck get together, vegetarian sup-
port group meeting and planning meetlng. 773-
6132. 
Wlshcrllft/Teamworka Support team 01 motivated 
people Who want to make things happen. Through 
giving support. Ideas. accurate steps and the faith In 
one another's ability to succeed, we won't let you 
quit. 773-6226. 
W-', tt.1th Cou .... Christiane Northrup. MD, 
presents a series ofwomen's health courses: 'Cre· 
atlng Health for Women: The Basic Course' Jan 27 
& Feb 3, (4:30-5:45 pm) or Feb 24 & Mar 2 (4:3()' 
5:45 pm). orone-daysesslon on April 14 (9 am·3:3O 
pm); 'Creating Health fo, Women: Nutrition Basics' 
Feb 11 (4-6 pm). All wor1<shops are held at Camp 
Hammond, 74 Main St. Yarmouth. Cost $35 per 
58$&lon/$85 one-<lay session. 84&3895. 
Women'. Meditation Workahop Learn to listen to 
your inner voice. 781-0944 , 
Women OVer 50 A support group facilitated by Louise 
Bennett will explore this vital time of Itle and those 
that follow. 772·1910. 
family 
Aerobic, lor Kid, Children ages 7·11 can leam funky 
new steps and get great exercise each Wed from 
5:15-6 pm at the Reiche Community Center. 166 
Brackett SI. Portland. Cost: $12 first month, $10 
each month thereafter. 874-8873. 
Baoknball Clinic Portland Recreation teaches the 
fundamentals of basketball for kids age 7·10 Jan 23 
and 30 from 11·11:45 am at the Reiche Community 
Center. 166 8rackett St. Portland . Cost: $12. Regis· 
tration required . 874-8873. 
Children'. Mu,eum of Maine invites kids to partic~ 
pate In the following actlvltles: Pre·school Computer 
Worksnop - a variety of computer software learning 
packages for pre-schoolers and parents to leam and 
share every Tues from 10 am· 12 pm; After·school 
Computer Workshop for elementary school children 
every Wed from 3:15-4:15 pm: Ancient Vietnamese 
Tet Celebration Jan 25 from 1()'11 am (pre-school) 
and from 3:30-5 pm (after·school); Munchers game 
for practicing vowel sounds and number facts Jan 27 
from 3:15-4:15 pm; From Owls to Archaeology Pro· 
gram Jan 27 from 3 :15-4:45 pm. The museum is 
located at 746 Stevens Ave. Portland. 797·5483 to 
pre-reglster. 
F,lday NlghtSpecla1 Portland Recreation offersorga-
nized gym programs for middle school children at 
Riverton Community Center. 1600 Forest Ave. Port· 
land. Cost: 5O$/visil. 874-8793. 
Gym" Swim Portland YMCA offers gym & swim for 
preschoolers to develop beginner dance. gymnastic 
and swimming skills through guided discovery and 
play. The YMCA Is located at 70 Forest Ave. Portland. 
874-1111. 
Hoat Families The Academic Year in America Schol· 
arshlp Foundation Is looking for families to welcome 
visitors from abroad Into their home during a semes· 
ter at public high school. Call 871-()682 if Interested. 
Milke a LIttle MagIc The Children's Museum of 
Maine Is starting a month~ magic club for children 
age 7 and older. The museum Is located at 746 
Stevens Ave, Portland. 797·5483 for more info. 
MunJoJ Branch Ubrary offerj; a public story hour for 
children ages 3-5 each Wednesday at 10:30 am at 
44 Moody SI. Portland. 772-4581. 
M .. tc lor Kkk Starbird Yamaha Music School offers 
classes for children age 3-9 starting Feb 1. Classes 
Include basic keyboard, rhythm training. expressive 
singing and note-reading. 775-2733. 
PerformIteAIts Workshop Entertainer Louls·PhIIi ppe 
conducts a ten-week performing arts wor1<shop for 
children age 8 and up Saturdays from 1·3 pm begin· 
nlng Jan 30. The WOII<shop covers several of the 
performing arts Including singing, movement. writ· 
Ing, storytelling, poetry and acting, Classes are held 
at Warren Memorial Library, 479 Main St. Westbrook. 
Cost: $1 per class. 854-5891. 
P.ortIand Public Ubrary Invites children to enjoy Its 
upcoming programs: Tales for Twos Jan 22 at 10:30 
am. The IIbrary's located at 5 Monument Square. 
Portland. 871·1700. 
Riverton UbrIIIY off ... Toddler TIme for 1· to 2·~ar 
olds. Including games. stories and songs. Wed at 
9:30 and 10:3Oam & Frl at 9:30 am; Preschool Story 
Hour for ages 3 to 5. Frl at 10:30 am. The IIbrary's 
located at 1600 Forest Ave. Portland. 797·2915. 
Rollerokatina leuona Kids can spend the morning 
learning how to rollerskate Jan 23 and 30 at Happy 
Wheels, 331 Warren Ave, Portland. Portland Recre-
ation offers lessons from 9-10 am. followed by free 
skating until 1 pm. Register before Jan 7. 874-8873. 
Silty Saturday, The Portland YMCA presents a series 
of WOII<shops for pre-schoolers. 874-1111. 
Student FIlm Fftttval You ought to be in pictures ... 
and now you can bel The MalneAliiance of Media Arts 
announces the deadline for the 16th Annual Maine 
Student Film and VIdeo Festival is 5/15/93. The 
festival Is open to any Maine resident age 19 or 
younger. Entry forms are available from Maine Stu· 
dent Film and Video Festival. Box 4320, Station A. 
Portland, ME 04101, 
T .... Open Gym Teens ages 13-18 play basketball. 
whiffle ball, floor hoci<ey and more Mons & Weds 
from 7:30-9 pm at Reiche Community Center. 166 
Brackett SI. Portland. Cost: SOC . 874·8873. 
Volunt .. ,Coach .. S Portland Par1<s and Recreation 
offers a National Youth Sports Coaches Association 
Clinic Jan 21 from &9 pm at 21 Nelson Road. S 
Portland. The $150 fee Includes certification and 
membership benef~s. including liability insurance. 
767-7650. 
W .. little Baoknball Portland Recreatlon teaches 
your little one the basics of basketball while having 
fun Jan 23 and 30 from 9-9:45 am (3-4year-<>lds) and 
from 10-10:45 am (5-6 year-oldsl at the Reiche 
Communlty Center. 166 Brackett St. Portland. Cost 
$12. Register before Jan 5 . 87~873. 
W,1t. N_ The Children 's Theatre of Maine Invites 
children up to 18 )'ears of age to enter Its second 
Annual Young Playwrights Contest Your original ptay 
can be any length and about any topic. Entries must 
be submitted by March 1. The Children's Theatre of 
Maine will produce the winning ptay In the spring. 
874-<>371. 
Youth Indoor Soccer Pr.,.m at Portland YMCA for 
children &11 years of age. Registration Is ongoing. 
874-1111. 
Art & Soul continued on page 30 
Now 
Open! 
DinMr 5·9. Tues· Sal· DiMer 5·8. Sunday 
RlUrlialioM Appreciated 
Irr 123. NO. HA.RPSweu., Me· 729-9673 
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1\ If 11 T):'lELY 
lVJ[~HAIR 
.------------ .. I Cutting & Styling I 
I Coloring. Perming I 
I Waxing • Ear Piercing I 
I Manicures I 




13 Roya Ave., Freeport 
865·9214 
Mon-Thu 9·6:30 
Fri 9-4:30 • sat 8·3 
For Clip & Save bargins 
check out page 12. 
WINTER CLEARANCE 
SAlE 25-50% OFF Starts Saturday, Jan. 23 
I ct\ftTrRlftl O~JrCTS 
NEW, VINTAGE & CONSIGNED CLOTHING 




Shiver me timbers! 
Feast your eyes on buckets of oysters, 
dozens of steamers and platters 
full of Maine seafood. The galley is open from 
11 am till midnight. 
Aye Matey. 
And wet your whistle with one of the finest 




Maine's 1\ Authentic 5 Portland Pier • 772-4828 
Oyster Bar 
21 PLEASANT ST. PORTLAND 
114·0016 
LUNCH DINNER 
MON - FRI EVERY NIGHT 
11:;50-2:30 5-11 
~MON-FRI 6:4'J-11 
UOOU SAT & SUN 7-2 
~ 
BEST BREAKFA5T! BEST DINNER! 
CBW READERS' POLL 
2 YEARS IN A ROW! 
BREAKFAST. LUNCH" DINNER: 
J SPECIAL MENUS •.. 
with DAII.'!' SPECIAU 
: r 
I 









1 , r 
: I 
1 









Starts January 18. 
Ends January 3D, 
Cookware. Cutlery 
Housewares. and More", 
Free Parking 
369 Forest Ave .. Ptld 
772-9784 
M-F 8-5. Sot 9-12 
Visa. M/C. Disc & Amex 
~inter Wellness C 
~t eq 
;;.," USM Lifeline jl~~ 





















Call 780-4170 today for more information. 
17 Years of Excellence in Health & Fitness 
Lifeline is a Public Service unit of 
() University of Southern Maine 
r:---- ----, 
• PARENTS AND STUDENTS: • 
1 The college financial aid 1 
I 
application process 
has changed! 1 
liT IS TIME TO APPLY FOR FINANCIAL AID 1 
1 If you are (1) currently in college, (2) plan to begin college in September 1993, or 1 (3) the parent of a student who will be continuing education this fall, it is important 
to know that the time to begin preparing financial aid applications is now. During the 
1 past year, the application process has changed. As a result of these changes, more 1 students and families than ever before will be eligible to receive federal student aid. 
Students must file their financial aid applications promptly and accurately. That is 
1 where we can help. 1 The Finance Authority of Maine (FAME) and the Maine Association of Student 
1 Financial Aid Administrators IMASF AA) are working together to make sure that students and families get the help they need in applying for financial aid for higher 1 education. By calling the Finance Authority of Maine 's Financial Aid Hotline, you can 
1 request information about state and federal financial aid programs. Students and 1 families can also get answers to their questions about guaranteed student loans, state 
scholarships, grants, and other types and sources of financial aid which are available to 
1 help students and families pay for education beyond high school. _------'1 1 EXPANDED HOTLINE HOURS: 0... _-----
I Typically, FAME's Financial Aid _--~----;~;_A"O": \111 Hotline is available during regular II ,OR ",ORI ," h'Scouponto: 
b · h . turn t 1 usmess ours. However, dunngJanuary I ecaU,orre. {Maine .' 'on I 
1 d b I Pleas thOr1ty 0 e Dl~lSl I  an Fe ruary, the Hotline's hours will be I finance [>.u . n [>.ssistanc III d d I £,ducatlO expan e to 8:00 p.m. on Monday and I Maine court 
1 Thursday evenings. During these \ 1 we:!~:, ME 043
30. IIIII 
expanded hours, financial aid officers and \ [>.ug 
staff from FAME's Education Assistance \ Name I '1 Division will be available to take your \ \II~ 
calls and answer your questions about \ [>.ddress 
financial aid for higher education. \ 
1 If you have questions about \ \ college financial aid, or if you would like I 1'e\ephone -------------iii 
to receive financial aid information, I _--------
1 please make plans to call the Financial L------ ~ 1 Aid Hotline: 
'~ 1 '-800:22-.-3734 ~~ 1 
I. ...................... .. 
Art & Soul continued from page 29 
sweat 
Adult Coed Volleyblll The Portland YMCA Is accep~ 
Ing registrations for ~s volleyball league. 874·1111. 
IIM:k Country SkHnl Explore the natural beauty of 
southwestern Maine with guided cross-country ski 
touring In the White Mountains. Dally gUided tours by 
appolntmentorspeclal weekend packages. For more 
Info call Back Country Ski Excursions 62fH1189. 
Baokftblll lor Adulta Plck-up games (N8ry Mon &0 
Wed from 5:15-7:15 pm at Reiche CommunltyCen· 
ter. 166 Brackett St; Tues & Thurs from 6-9 pm at 
Riverton Community Center. 1600 FO(est Ave; and 
Tues 6:3()'8:3O pm at Peaks Island Community 
Center. reaks Island. Cost $2 residents. $3 non· 
residents. call 874-8793. 
EICII.h Country Danclnl with live music by the 
Merrymeeting Musical Menagerie Jan 24 from 7·10 
pm at the BowdOinham Town Hall, School St. 
Bowdoinham. All dances taught. Cost $4.50. 666-
3090. 
Ev.ry~ Poikal The Copenhagen Cafe Orchestra. 
a flddler/gultar/bass trio on tour from Europe. per-
fonns for an evening of traditional New England 
contra and square dances. polkas. waltzes and other 
couple dances Jan 23 at 8:30 pm at Chase Hall 
Lounge. Bates College Campus. Lewiston . Cost: $4, 
$2 students with 10. 786-6330. 
Ic. 51c.otlng .... _. Portland Recrea~on offers pr, 
vate or group lessons at Portland Ice Arena. 225 Pari< 
Ave. Portland . For mO(e Info call 774-8553. 
Indoor Socc .. Pick-up games every Frl from 6-8 pm 
at the Reiche Community Center. 166 Brackett Sl 
Portland. Cost: $2 residents, $3 non-residents. call 
874-8873. 
Jltterbul 5wl", Da~ Cut loose to solid '50s rock. 
rockabilly and classic swing recordings the second 
Friday of each month at Casco Bay Movers Dance 
StudiO. 151 St. Joh n St. Portland. Beginner work· 
shop begins at 8 pm, Dance from 9-m Idnlght. Smoke 
and alcohol free. Cost: $5. 725-8216. 
LNml",T_ Ski Days The Maine Nordic Ski Council 
and the Maine Forest Products Council hosts a 
series of ski days to benef~ Project learning Tree. an 
environmental education program. Each ski day In-
cludes a skllngsemlnarfrom 10 am·1 pmfol_by 
family skIIng. Cost: $12. $6 kids 12 and under. The 
following ski days are planned for this wInter: Jan 24 
at Natanls. Augusta; Jan 31 at Carter's Farm. East 
Bethel; Feb 7 at The Birches. Rockwood; Feb 14 at 
Katahdin Country. Millinocket; Feb 21 at Bethel Inn. 
Bethel; Feb 28 at Sugarloaf. Carrabasset; March 7 at 
Saddleback. Rangely. 824-3694. 
MIII .. ~AdvenbftC".br1ngs together people 
who enjoy the outdoors. MOAC offers trips and 
events to people of all skill levels. beginner to expert 
Uocx>mln.: Jan 24. skIIng at Sunday RI_ (781· 
2812); Jan 31. skIIng at Sunday RI_ (283-0595): 
Feb 3. monthly meeting at 7 pm at North Deering 
Congrega~onal Church, 1364 Washington Ave, Port· 
land; Feb 5-7, Rangely camp skIIng &0 snowshoeing 
(828-1532); Feb 13. Haystack Notch cross-country 
skIIng ( 874-00(7); Feb 13-15. Lake Moxie camp 
cross-country skIIng & snowshoeing (772·2311); 
Feb 13-15. cros&<:ountry skIIng at Millinocket Lake 
(777·1767). For updated trip Info. call the Outdoor 
Hotline at 774-1118. For club and membership 
information call 781·5033. 
Nanllc Ski R.port Call 800835-0232 to leam nordic 
ski conditions throughout Maine. 
Outdoor Trip Une FO( the latest bicycling. hiking and 
other outside ectlvitleS info. sponsored byCasco Bay 
Bicycle Club and Maine Outdoors Adventure Club, 
call 774·1118. 
PllCldl .. porta Slide Show a Open H_. Maine 
residents Tony Simpson and ""ark Becker present 
slide shows on Antarctica. paddling around Maine 
and canoeing from Colorado to Maine Jan 30 from 9 
am-4 pm and Jan 31 from 12-5 pm at the open house 
atSaco River Outfitters. 127 Marginal Way. Portland. 
Free. 773-0910. 
Roiling a SuIuoy.k R .. .,... Clinic. sponsored by 
Saco River Outfitters. run Sat nights at a cost of $40. 
Call Saco River OutfItters at 773-0910 fO( more Info. 
seUM .... _ Portland Recrea~on offers ongOing 
lessons at Riverton Pool. 1600 Forest Ave. Portland. 
799-7990. 
Senior FItn ... tor M.n a Women SS+ USM lifeline 
offers classes Mondays. Wednesdays & Fridays from 
10:30-11:15 am at the USM Portland campus gym 
on Falmouth Street. Program consists of progressive 
exercises. Reglstra~on is ongoing. 78().4170. 
Senior Stretx:h a Step S. Portland Parl<s &0 Recre-
ation offers stretch & step exercise classes on 
Mondays and fridays. call 767·7650 for detailS. 
SERVE/Mllin. VoIunt .. r Dlrectoty lists volunteer 
opportun~les throughout Maine with state and fed· 
eral natural resource agencies. Opportunities In· 
clude "adop~ng" hiking trails and streams, working 
on water quality Issues. coordinating natural .... 
source volunteers. conducting environmental com· 
pllanoe surveys and working as conservation educa-
tors. Projects require volunteers with skills and 
ablll~es ranging from enthusiasm and Interest In 
nature to highly trained professionals. For more 
Information. or to obtain a copy of the dlrectOl}'. call 
or write to LIbbey Selgars. SERVE/Maine. Maine 
Dep·t of Conservation. Station 1122. Augusta, ME 
04333. 287-4945. 
Speecllkatlna The Maine Speedskatlng Club holds 
weekly practice sessions at various rinks. January 
practices will be Jan 24 from 12:5Q.l:50 pm at the 
Alfond Ice Arena In Orono, and Jan 30 from 8:15-9:15 
pm at the Bowdoin Arena In Brunswick. Cost: $13. 
$10 children. Hockey or figure skates are flne. 926-
4608. 
Sparta of All Sort. The Boys & Girls Clubs of Greater 
Portland offers a variety of actlvl~es for adults. 
Including swImming, basketball and volleyball at 271 
Cumberland Ave. Portland. 874-1070. 
Step ... erobIc. Plu. USM Lifeline offers a l().week 
session to shape. tighten and deflne your muscles 
starting Feb 8 . Classes are Mon, Wed & Frl from 
6:15-7:15 am and 5:J0.6:3O pm at USM campus 
Gym. 96 Falmouth St. 7804638 for registration. 
Volleybllil Plck·up games every Tues & Thurs from 
7:3()'9:3O pm at the Reiche Community Center, 166 
Brackett St; Wed 7·9 pm at Peaks Island Community 
Center, Peaks Island. Cost $2 residents. $3 non· 
residents. Call 874·8793_ 
VolleYMIl Tou"u"nent USM lifeline sponsors the 
Wlnterfest Volleyball Tournament Jan 23 from 9:15 
am-5 pmatUSMcampusGym, 96 Falmouth st. Each 
team must have three men and three women on the 
court at all times. call 78()'4170 for fee Infonnatlon 
and registration by Jan 15. 
W.lk/Jog/ ... eroblc. USM lifeline offers a lO-week 
session of walking, jogging, mu~Hevel aerobics. 
stationary cycling and rowing starting Feb 8. Classes 
are Mon. Wed & Fri at a variety of times and loca~ons. 
78().4638 for Info and registration. 
W.llaybllil Casco Bay Bike Club hosts infonnal 
walleyball games every Thurs at 6:30 pm at the 
Racket and Atness Center, Outer Congress Street, 
Portland. Cost: $5. 712-8465. 
W.t .. Cour ... Portland Recreation's Aqua~c Dlvl· 
slon Is accepting registration forthe following courses: 
Red Cross Water Safety InstructorCourse (starts Feb 
22); Red Cross Lifeguard Training Course (starts Feb 
24): Adult Swimming lessons (starts Feb 23). All 
classes are held at the Riverton Community Pool, 
1600 Forest Ave. Portland . 874-8456. 
Winter Ecology W.lks The Maine Audubon Society 
sponsors a Winter Ecolol!\' Walks Program for groups 
of all ages through March 26. Walks are conducted 
on the Gllsland Farm Sanctuary In Falmouth . School 
groups. scout troops. neighborhood groups and all 
others are Invited to make a reservation for the 1993 
season. 781·2330. 
Women'. Rugby The Portland women's rugby team 
welcomes new and old players. Join us for practice 
Tues & Thurs from 5:3()' 7:30 pm at Baxter Boulevard 






Bean Supper The Blue Point Congregational Church 
Invites you to attend a baked bean supper Jan 23 
from 4:30-6:30 pm at the North Scarborough Grange 
Hall, Route 22, N. Scarborough . Enjoy two kinds of 
baked beans, brown bread. franks. American chopped 
suey. cole slaw, rolls and homemade pies. Cost: 
$4.50. $2 children . 767·7604 . 
p .. ta Dlnn .. The italian Heritage Center sponsors a 
pasta and meatball dinner Jan 24 from 12·3 pm at 40 
Westland Ave. Portland. Cost: $5, $3 children. 
Volunt .. r C ... ter needs book sorters and playroom 
supervisors. 874-1000. 
etc 
... CT UP/Maine (AIDS Coalition To Unl ... h Power) 
Is a diverse group committed to nonviolent, direct 
action to end the AIDS crisis . Our goals include the 
establishment of a Maine AIDS ReSource Center and 
the self-empowerment of People Living with AIDS 
Community. Meetings open to the public and held 
every Mon from 7·9 pm at 72 Pine St. Portland 
(Andrews Square Building). New members welcome. 
Wheelchair accessible. For more Info write ACT UP/ 
Maine. P.O. Box 5267. Portland 04101. 774-5082 
0( 828-0401. 
... CT UP /POItland Join us! We're the people who get 
condoms to high school students. help prisoners 
with AIDS. demonstrate for universal hea~h care. 
fight discrimination and tonnent George Bush every 
time he comes to Maine. Straight or queer. boy or girl, 
pos~ive or negative, black. brown or white - if you 
want to act on your beliefs in a dynamic. nonviolent 
grassroots organization committed to direct action 
against AIDS. ACT UP/Portland Is the plaoe for you. 
We meet every Sunday at 7 pm at the YWCA. 87 
Spring St Portland. Wheelchair accessible. 828-
0566. Address letters to 142 High St. #222. Port· 
land . ME 04101. 
"'dopt • Greyhound and make a fast friend . Meet 
greyhound placement service volunteers and retired 
racing dogs Jan 23 from 11 am·3 pm at the Ecolol!\' 
House. Maine Mall. S. Portland . 846-5759. 
Con .. for Kid. Surprise your sweetie and help out 
Malne's handicapped youngsters at the same time. 
Friendly Restaurants will give you sheets of rIVe kld's 
valentines 0( adult coupon books redeemable for 
free Ice cream cones . sundaes and french toast 
breakfasts fO( a $1 donation to Easter Seals through 
Feb 14. All proceeds benefit the Pine Tree Camp for 
Handicapped Children. 
Dlvorc. Perspectlv .. Bob O'Connell discusses 
"House Smarts' and Joelleeman and Dana Scott 
present "For Men Only- Suddenly Single" Jan 27 at 
7:30 pm at Woodfords Congrega~onal Church . Sup-
port group fO( people facing problems In divorce 
meets year·round Weds at 7:30 pm In Woodfords 
Congrega~onal Church. 202 WoodfO(ds St. Portland . 
Donation of $1 .50 requested. 774-HELP. 
Enriched GoId ........ C.nt .. lnvltes men and women 
60 and over to dally luncheons at 297 Cumberland 
Ave, Portland. Meal at noon. The following programs 
are offered at 12:30 pm: music program by David 
Moore, Jan 27; "Home Alone' video and refresh· 
ments. Feb 3 ; Valentine party with card exchange 
and entertainment, Feb 10; slngvlong with Janet 
Moore and origami. Feb 17; February birthdays with 
music by Beau & Dave Feb 24. Donation : $2.50. 
774-6974. 
Femlnl.ta Ageln.t R.pe (FAR) meets Tues at 7 pm 
for discussion and planning. Join us ~ you are a 
feminist determined to help make Portland a city free 
of sexual violence. 799-7242 or 772·5941. 
Aght Discrimination The Maine Civil liberties Union 
is Interested In hearing from any Portland resident 
who feels that she or he has been Illegally dlscrlml· 
nated against In housing. employment or credit on 
the basis of sexual orlenta~on. 774·5444. 
",,-t .. P ..... t Orl ... tatlon Casey Family Services, a 
private. non-profit agency placing children In long-
tenn foster care, will be conducting an Orientation 
series for long-tenn foster parents startlng Jan 26. 
Call 7724110 fO( mO(e Info . 
Fr .. port HI.torlcai Society presents 'New and Re-
cent Additions to Our Collections .• from 10 am·5 pm 
at the soclety's Harrington House, 45 Main St 
Freeport. 865-3170. 
Frlendo of the M.ln. YoutII Cent .. are Interested In 
meeting with others who are concerned about the 
effects of budget cuts on the center. 854-9872. 
Gr.ndp .... "ta Support Group meets to provide emo-
tional support and action the last Mon of each month 
from 7·9 pm at Keeley's BanquetCenter, 178 Warren 
Ave, Portland. 797·9227. 
Hom. Sw .. t Home Find everything you'll ever need 
to make Improvements at the Portland Home Expo 
Jan 22 from 4-9 pm. Jan 23 from 11 am-9 pm and Jan 
24 from 11 am·5 pm at the Cumberland County CiviC 
Center, 1 Civic Center Square, Portland. The show 
Includes demonstrations, financing workshops and 
exhibits by iocal building supply companies and 
appliance, carpeting and flooring suppliers. Cost: 
$3. $1 seniors and kids . 356-7750. 
Magic a Corned)' B ... eftt The Arthritis Foundation 
presents" Magic. Comedy and Miscellaneous Non· 
sense: entertainment by Wooay Woodward Jan 23 
from 9:30-11:30 am at 75 State St. Portland. Pro-
ceeds from the eIIent benefot RSVP volunteers. Muf-
fins. ju Ice and coffee will be served. $3. 50 dona~on. 
775-6503. 
MIIln .... nI",.1 SanctUllry meets Jan 27 at King 
Middle School. 92 Deering Ave, Portland. Anyone 
Interested In animal welfare Is Inv~ed to attend. 772· 
1465. 
M.ln. Mecil. Women meets Jan 21at5:30 pm at47 
Middle St. Portland. Dave Mishkin. owner of Just 
Black and White, will talk about photography. Cost: 
$2. $1 members. 871·7277. 
M.rln. Workohop Maine Maritime Museum offers 
workshops throughout the winter months on a variety 
of marlne-relatad subjects. Giffy Full Instructs on 
basic marine surveying, Including hull construction 
and design. Jan 23 from 8 am·5 pm at the 
apprentlceshop. 243 Washington St, Bath. Cost: 
$55. Reglstra~on. 443-1316. 
Miracle Bell The Second Annual MDA Miracle Ball Is 
Jan 30 at the Sonesta Ballroom. 157 High St, 
Portland. Festivities begin at 7 pm with a social hour. 
followed by dinner at 8 pm and dancing at 9 pm. 
WGME Newschannel 13 personalities Kim Block and 
Doug Raffertyare the pr9-(jlnneremcees, and Daphne 
Perkins and 11m Moore of WHOM 94.9 serve as after· 
dinner emcees. Proceeds benefit the Muscular Dys-
trophy Association. Cost $100. l -8OQ.339-3749. 
Out for Good Lesbian discussion/support group 
meets each Thurs from 7-9 pm In 5aco. Non·smok· 
Ing. $1 donatIon. 247·3461. 
Parllment.rl.n Meeting Attention all you 
Parlimentarlansl The Maine Dlrlgo Unit holds a regu· 
lar meeting Jan 25 at 10 am at the Woodfords 
Congregational Church. 202 Woodford St. Portland. 
839-3878. 
R.fug.. Reaetttement Pro"am Volunteers are 
needed to help welcome European. Asian and African 
refugees. Register now for upcoming volunteer train-
ing Jan 22 from 6-9 pm and Jan 23 from 10 am-5 pm. 
871·7437. 
Right NOW The Greater Portland ChOlpter of the 
National Organization for Women holds a public 
forum Jan 21.from 7:30-9 pm at the YWCA. 87 Spring 
St. Portland. Beth Toolan. Services Coordinator for 
the Rape Crisis Center, presents a program on 
personal safety and self-empowerment for women. 
879{)877. 
SHARE The support group for separated, divorced 
and widowed people holds ~s next rneeang Jan 22 at 
7:30 pm In the Meeting Room of Sacred Heart 
Church, 80 Sherman SI. Portland. 775-4347. 
Sing a SOng Edith Barnard Doughty conducts ~ 
seven-week adult madrigal singing class starting Jan 
21 from 7-9 pm. Folks will learn singing. breathing 
and slght·readlng using madrigals (four·partharmony 
songs) and rounds . Classes are held at 88 String 
GuitarTheater.l00 Front St. Bath . 443-9603 for Info 
and registration. 
S",.II Busl"" ... The Small Business Development 
Center at USM has two Lotus/IBM Learning Centers 
available to help people in business leam how to use 
lotus 123, One-Write Plus and Lotus W<>rI<s soft· 
ware. 7804420. 
Sw .. t Adell ... Invite Interested women to weekly 
rehearsals Thurs at 7:30 pm at the Frank Harrison 
Middle School. McCartney Street. Yarmouth. All 
women who enjOy singing are Invited to a chorus 
guest nlghtJan 21 at 7:30 pm. 8464726. 
Th. Tax",.n MajOr IRS offices in Maine will remain 
open each Tuesday until 6 pm for the remainder of 
the tax filing season to assist Individuals with tax 
questions and preparing their tax returns. The S. 
Portland office Is located at 220 Main Mall Rd, S. 
Portland. 01. 
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SPEAKER SERIES 
Environmental Policy in a New Administration 
compelling voices in the environmental debate 
February 11 
Energy Policy, Amory Lovins 
March 18 
Sustainable Development, Donella Meadows 
7:00 p.m., First Parish Church, Portland 
$20.00 for one session; $30.00 for both 
Vice President Al Gore has been invited to be the third speaker in the series on March 19. !fhe 
accepts our invitation people who register for the first two sessioflS will receive passes. Other seats 
will be available to the general public. 
for more information, call 780-5900. Cosponsored by the USM Muskie !f1Stitute of Public Affairs 
Department of Community Programs 
A Public Service unit ofUSM 
Q UnM!rsity of Southern Maine 
It's Magic! 
Preserve the Memories 
The color and softness o/your 
bridal bouquet will last as 
long as your memories, 
Harmon's & Barton's now has 
the special processing to preserve 






584 Congress Street 
Portland' 774-5946 
Fru ParkA"", al both locatiON. 117 Brown Street 
Westbrook· 854·2518 
All major cr~dit card 
accepted on pIIOM on:Ur.t. 
Gift Certificate 
This Certificate entitles you to one year of 
Practical Self Defense Training 
Please respond before 211193 
$520.00 Value!! 
·uniform not included • 
• You are the only one that can 
protect yourself! 
• Self-Confidence & Self-Esteem 
are gained by knowing you can 
protect yourself in the event of a 
threat! 
• Classes, semi-private and 







Police Say Use II/ 
Hot Stuff Is the premh.m 
less·than·le1hal defense 
weapon. When used as 
directed, Hot Stuff is a 
humane means of deali ng 
with aggressive persons or 
animals. Hot Stuff uses a 
unique fonnula of oleoresin 
capsicum in a hannless 
carrier. A one second burst 10 
the face will de1er an assailant 
w~h a coughing, choking 
spasm and involuntary closing 
of the eyes. 
When used properly, the 
immediate SWelling of mucous 
membranes. ayes and 
mopiratory system prvvents 
an attacker from continuing 
aggressive activity for up to 
thirty minutes with no harmful 
aftereffects. 
For more info call 
828-4626 




People ore getting away from it 011 by heading north, souil, 
or 10 a kx:aI im for the weekend. ~ Ilem geIowoy from it 
all by advertising in Casco Bay Weekly's GeIoways sectioo_ 
Getaways ":'IlS EMlr)' oiJerweek through April 22.lt's a great 
opportumty 10 tell those people who have their suik:ases 
pacIced, where 10 go , what 10 do and haw 10 get there.; 
I 
J 
Doo't miss this timely ~nity 10 advertise. COlkxt)QJr 




Portland's Largest Adult 
Entertainment Center! 
Offering a huge selection of videos, 
magazines and toys for the 
discriminating· adult ... 
PORTLAND 
• VIDEO EXPO. 





At These Prices 
Why Rent?! 
Also in KITTERY 
• VIDEO EXPO. 
Route 236 - 439-6285 
Open M-Th_ 10-10 • Fri.-Sat 
10-11 • Sun. 12-9 
VIDEOPo~i~ . 
Lower Lobby ·151 Middle St· Portland ME • Open 10-10 • 773-1 
APPEARING JAN. 19-23 






~ [BlONDAGE ~ 
THE ULTIMATE LOVE SET! 
Covergirl 
California Movie Star 
Penthouse Pet 
200 RIVERSIDE ST· PORTLAND ME 207) 772·8033 • 1·800-992-0006 
MON.-WED. 4PM·1 AM;THURS.,FRI., SAT. NOON -1 AM 
#1· II F: 
URE 
ELL 
OVER 100,000 READERS CALL 775-1234 OR FAX 775-1615 
bulletin board 
ADOPTION: ANew England couple wishes 
to share our cozy home in the country and 
our vacation home at the ocean with your 
baby. We will provide IoYII and happiness 
and opportunity 3Swe grow togeIher. Ex-
penses paid. Please cafl Cathy & Dave 
anytime at 1-800-982-3678. In corT1lli-
ance with Titis 22. Chapter 1153. 
ADOPTION: From diapers to diplomas, 
we're ready! We're awell-«lucated. gentle 
couplewhowould pr<widea I<wing. secure 
home for your baby. Pleae cafl Cliff and 
Madayn. (800)392-5310 anytime. 
NO JOB? NO MONEY? No place to live? 
We can help. Gall 775-5884. 
WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU 
HELPED save a life? Do it this week by 
donating blood at the Red Cross. For 
more information call us at 1-800-428-
0734 or 775-2367. 
-FREE HAIRCOLOR-
models needed for advanced 
salon workshops. 
For more information, call 
Panache Salon 
Portland .. Haircolor Specialists 
772-5767 
lost .. found 
LOST- FEMAlE COON-TYPE CAT. toston 
Woodfords.Black& brown. Call 874-9086. 
rldeshare 
AUGUSTA -> PORTLAND. MON.-FRI.. 
leave 7:00 am. return 5:30-6:00 pm. 
Alternate vehicles? Share expenses? Nt 
S. I have parking!!! Gall 437-2813. 
help wanted 
$5OOWEEKLY. NEW! EASY! Stay home. 
any hours. Easy Assembly ... S21.000; 
Easy Sewing ... S36.600; Easy Wood As-
sembly ... $98,755; Easy 
Crafts .. . $76.450; Easy Jew-
elry ... SI9.500; Easy Electron-
ics ... $26.200; Matchmaking ... $62.500; 
Investigating ... $74.450; TV Talent 
AgenI...S40.900; Romance 
Agent ... S62.500. No selling. Full guar-
anteed. FREE information- 24 hour 
holline. 801-379-2900. copyright 
IME011451. 
SSOOWEEKLY. NEW! EASY! Stay home. 
any hours. Easy Assembly ... $40.900; 
Easy Crafts ... $76.450; Easy Wood As-
sembly .. . $98,755; Photography ... 
$36.600. No seiling. Fully guaranteed. 
FREE information. 24-hour hottine, 801-
379-2900. copyrightlMEOl1402. 
ASSEMBlERS: Excellent income. easy 
work assembling products at home. 7 
days. 24 hr. service. Info 1-504-646-
1700. Dept ME-5086. 
AillNTIONSCARBOROUGH, WIMlHAM 
AND GORHAM RESIDENT5- PART TIME 
JOB-Earn S2G-$30 perweek for 4-5 hours 
deiivering Penny$aYers and Mag32ines. 
Walking and driving routes available. Gall 
Advanced Delivery 883-1735. 
CRUISE SHIP JOBS-Upto $90CYweekiy. 
Free roorrVboard. now hiring skilled! 
unskilled. mer/Women. No experience 
necessary. 818-960-9144. ext. C909. 
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! A:rr 
semble products at home. CailToll Free 
1-800-873-6365 ext 1379. 
EXPERIENCED ADVERTISING SALE5-
PERSON for local. growing Real Estate 
monthly magazine. Flexible business 
relationship. Gall 874-9730. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ASSI5-
TANCE regarding the investigation of 
financing. business opportunities and 
work at home opportunities. Casco Bay 
Weekly urges it's readers to contact the 
Better Business Bureau. Inc .• Maine Di-
vision . 812 Stevens Ave .• Portland. ME 
04103-2648. 
GIRLS WANTED FROM ME. NH & MA-
Between 7-19. to compete in thisyea(s 
4TH Annual 1993 Portland Pageants. 
Over $20.000 in prizes and scholar-
ships. Call today 1-800-PAGEANT Ext 
1376 (1-800-724-3268). 
GUARANTEED WORK AVAILABLE-
Make S100+ per day for EASY 
homebased work. Phone (207)828-
1428. H&J Enterprises. P.O. Box 18628 
Portland. ME 04104-8628. 
LADIES- EVER WANTED TO WORK on a 
phone fantasy line? Work from home, 
have fun! Great Pay! 708-654-3813. 
help wanted 
WANTE()'INDlVlDUAL proftcientwith Mac 
Design program for T-shirt logos .. Must 
have computer. 774-3369/878-2438. 
WOMAN.SEMf-LlMfTED PHYSfCALLY. 
needs person to share home as com-
panion. Person could wo rk. go to school 
by day. sharing home at night. Will 
exchange free rent in attractive setting 
with ocean. beach at hand. for minimum 
timelenergypositionwill need. Personal 
interests. presence at night. and own 
car required. Ideal for woman wishing 
to extend monthly social security in-
come. To exchange personal details. 
please call 883-6538. 
positions wanted 
CNA: NEED A BREAK. dinner. evening 
out. weekend shopping? Have a loved 
one who needs care? Call Donna. 828-




seeking short and long-term positions 
within 25 miles of Portland. Excellent 
references. Leave messages for John. 
874-1030(day). 772-1831 (eves.) or 
write: 135 Main St. Belfast. ME 04915. 
PERSONAL CARE COMPANION for eld-
e~y- Part-time. Like cooking. cleaning. 
Flexible hours. Referencesavailable. Call 
774-8889. 
child care 
BEARS & BlANKETS Licensed Home 
Daycare. owned & operated by licensed 
nurses. Faith. fun. home-like environ-
ment Lots of lLC. Off outer Forest Ave. 
797-6397. 
Advertlslnq Account Executive 
Casco Bay WeekTy has an opportunity for an energetic 
account executive to join our sales team. 
We are looking for an experienced, dynamic and 
highly motivated sales representative to pioneer and 
maintain new accounts as well as service existing ones. 
You must be organized, creative and possess excellent 
interpersonal skills. You will work as an integralJ'art of 
the sales team while a~ressively developing an 
independently managmg your own territory. 
Familiarity with Greater "Portland market will be a plus. 
This positivn pays a base salary plus cornmision. An 
ambitious sales person will earn 18K-40K plus health 
coverage and benefits. 
If you are enthusiastic about advertising sales send a 
cover letter and resume outlining why you'd like to 
work for Casco Bay Weekly. 
Send it to: 
1I':1If:J'."'O""{o.jr.l:f11 . .. II SS1A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 
I I Ie""" m Attn: Larry Haws, Sales Manager 11.1" 'I CBW is an Equal Opportunity Employer 
CHILD CARE- Convenient location in quiet 
neighborhoodwithfenoocHnyard.l1 years 
experience. Reasonable rates. Drop-ins 
welcome. Monday-Friday. Call 775-0515. 
MOTHER OF lWO WClU.D LOVE to care 
for your children. Supervised in- and out-
doorplay in a happy. healthy environment. 
FUll-time rate: $45weeldy. 772-4177. 
WANTED: CHILD CARE WORKER for 
Sunday mornings and Weds. eves. $!>' 
hr. 883-0211. 
roommates 
ASHMONT ST .• PORTLAND- Male room-
mate. 2 BR duplex. Off-street parking. 
WID hook-up. oil heat. very Quiet loca-
tion. NID. responsible only. S325/mo. 
+112 utils. Gall 780-1415. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY-Seeking Nt 
S. mature MfF. prefer 25+. to share 2-
story. 38R house near USM w/law stu-
dent. teacher and friendly. quiet dog. 
Washer. fireplace. backyard. storage. 
S29!Wmo. +oil heat. Call 871-7212. 
DHS AREA- Two professional males 
seeks one MIF. 25+. to share nice apt. 
yard. off-street parking. 1-112 miles to 
USM. S285/mo. Heated. 773-7838. 
EAST END- 2BR. 2 floor house. share 
with NtS GM. Skylights. yard. parking. 
S27!>'mo. +112 utils. Must like pets. NtS 
only. 773-8922. 
EAST END- NtS FEMALE to share large 
2BR on quiet street near water. Sunny. 
2nd floor. some hardwood. $275/mo. 
Heat1-lW included. 761-6931. 
EAST END- Prefer professional F. chem-
free. to share quiet apt. S24CYmo. +112 
uti Is. Off-street parking. pine floors. fur-
nished except your room. water view & 
2 cats. 761-4556. 
EASTERN PROM. 1270-50' deck. ocean 
view. tenniscourts. 1 housemateneeded. 
S337.50/mo. + 113 uti Is. (gas heat). 775-
2787. 
EASTERN PROM. OVERLOOKING HAR-
BOR- Share spacious. sunny apt with 
professional 40s woman. Lots of plants. 
cat. and room foryourthings. Easy-going. 
envi ron mentally aware NIS preferred. Park-
ing. $32!>'mo. +utils. 775-4941. 
FESSENDEN ST. - Mature NIS. respon-
sible. clean. somewhat quiet MIF stu-
dent/professional to share sunny. at-
tractive 2BR apt. Includes heat HW. 
S325/mo. + security. 871-8230. 
GF. 25. SEEKS NIS ROOMMATEto share 
sunny. spacious apt in N.Yarmouth. 
20mins. to Portland/lewiston. Biking. 
skiing trails. yard. deck. storage. S35CY 
mo. +112 uti Is. 657-3649. 
GF. PROFESSIONAL. see~ing NtS F to 
share spacious West End apt. 2 BR. 1st 
floor. hardwood/carpet. WID . gas hea~ 
modern facilities. parking. S3oo/mo. + 
112 utils. Avail. immed. 775-5112. 
GM. NtS. 2 BR HOME on Gasco Bay. 
Portland. $265/mo. +utils. and deposit. 
Parking. yard. beach. design your own 
lease. 871-9940. 
GORHAM- Share farmhouse. 3 miles 
past USM on RI. 25. MfF. smoking O.K. 
2 rooms available 211/93. S25CYmo. +11 
4 utils. Must like music and dogs. Call 
Kristen. 839-4732. 
INTOWN- Slightly insane female stu-
dent seeks same to share expense of 
new 2BR apt Humor. Rolling Rock, 
WBLM! S225/mo .• $225 sec.dep .• heat/ 
HW/parking. Amy. 774-3692. 
MAINE MEDIUSM AREA- Responsible. 
non-noisy. professionaV grad student. 
NlS men and/or women wanted to share 
spacious 4BR house in quiet neighbor-
hood. No pets. S206.2!>,mo. +114 heat & 
utls. Call Rick. 775-3875. 
MALE STUDENT SEEKING ROOMATE 
to share apt. next to USM. Hardwood 
floors. skylights. heated. off-street park-
ing. on-site laundry. secure building. 
S400/mo. includes utils. 774-6408. 
NORTH DEERING- Seeking 3rd room-
mate. NlS. 25+. for large colonial. Off-
street parking. WID. bUsiine. convenient 
location. deck w/large yard. $2851mo. 
includes all except gas. 878-2312. 
PORTLAN()' Roommate wanted to share 
comfortable 3M apt. in duplex near USM. 
Looking forNIS F. over30 preferred. $27!>' 
mo. includes utils. Call 871-0252. 
PROFESSIONAL FEMALE SEEKS MIF 
roommate. Stevens Ave. area. Sunny 
apt. hardwood floors. WID. off-street 
parking. prefer NtS.$20CYmo. +1/3 utils. 
775-6378. Terri. 
PROFESSIONAL, discreet GM. 34. seek-
ing NtS. responsible MIF. GIS room-
mate for large. modern house 3 acres. 
WID. fireplace. own bath. S3251mo. in-
cludes heaVcable. 892-1056. 
RESPONSIBLE NlS FEMALE seeking 
sametoshare2 BR. cozy apt. Hardwood 
floors. Park Ave. $2501mo.lncludesheat/ 
HW. Must see1 Available2l1. 828-0769. 
SINGLE. WORKING MOM TO SHARE 
large household w/otherfemales in safe 
Portland neighborhood. Reasonable 
weekly rent includes everything. Take 
your pick of rooms. Students welcome. 
772-1402. 
SOUTH FREEPORT- Share large ocean-
front house with 2 people & dog. $3t51 
mo. Gall 865-1618. 
STATE/SPRING STREETS- Large quiet 
roomw/hardwood floors. sharekilchen & 
bath. Convenient to colleges. S2501mo. 
includes all. 828-5138. leave message. 
WEST BA TH- Male professional looking 
for MfF roommate. professional. Cozy 
3BR house. beaumul wooded locaton. 
deck. WID. $450/mo. includes utils. 30 
mins from Portland. 442-9495. 
WESTBROOK- Share huge 3 BR house. 
plenty off-street parking and storage. 5 
mins. from USM. on bus route. S24!>' 
mo. +1/3 uti Is. 856-7315. 
WESTERN PROM- Female to share 
pleasant sunny 2 BR apt Hardwood 
floors. yard. parking. $285/mo. includes 
heat. Lindsay. 774-8734. 
WINDHAM. OFF RI. 302- Responsible 
MfF wanted to share 2BR townhouse. 
off-street parking. WID. Must like cats. 
$325/mo. includes al l. Available imme-
diately. Call 892-7225. 
WOODMONT ST .• USM AREA- Beauijful. 
large. spacious 1st floor of house. NIS. 
mustlikecats. Quiet beaumul street S3O(Y 
mo. +112 utils. Gall Tyler. 774-1183. 
apts/rent 
BACK BAY AREA - Water views. deck. 
newiy renovated. new hardwood floors. 
2 bedrooms. off-street parking. $4651 
mo. plus utilities. 767-4279. 
EAST END- 1st floor. 5 sunny rooms wi 
full bath & WID hook-up. Parking. yard. 
storage. $495 tutils. 772-7916. 
FESSENDEN ST.- Near USM. spacious. 
modern. br ight 3 BR apt. DIW.laundry. 
parking. gas heat. $SSO/mo. 284-2359. 
LAROSE GARDENS. Westbrook! 
Gorham line- 1-2 bedrooms. RINNAI 
GAS HEATERS. Clean. modern units 
with dishwashers. disposals. parking. 
coin laundries. professional manage-
ment. $475-$560. Gall 874-7724. 
PARKS IDE- Large 2nd floor. 3BR. hard-
wood floors. parking. laundry. fenced 
yard. storage. Lease & sec.dep. No pets. 
$570/mo. +utils. 1-363-5544. leave 
message. 
PORTLAN()' USMIME Mad Area. 1 BR 
effie. Hdwd floors. sundeck. yard. freshly 
painted. a~et. non-smoker. nodogs.S3ffi 
incl. heat & HW. 767-28441780-4642. 
ROOM FOR RENT- No deposit needed. 
Daily. weekly. monthly. Including cable. 
phone and utilities. Vouchers welcome. 
775-5884. 
SHERIDAN ST.- 3 BR. off-street park-
ing. oil heat. newly renovated. 1 st floor. 
NtS. no pets. SS65/mo. Lease. refer-
ences. sec.dep. Avail. 3/1 . 871-1534. 
SOUTH PORTLAND. CALAIS ST.- On 
dead end. 2BR. clean & insulated. Pro-
pane g as heaVHW & cooki ng. Stove and 
refrigerator included. WID hookup. 2 
car parking. yard. 10 mins. from mall or 
downtown. Pets OK. Sec. 8 accepted. 
SSSO/mo. plus heat/utils. 767-2280. 
SOUTH PORTLAND. COUNTRY SET-
TING- Beaubful new 1 BR apt. Garden-
ing. beautiful backyard and barbecue 
patio. $450/mo .• all uti Is. included. NtS. 
799-2764. 
CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM BY PHONE: 775-1234 BY FAX: 775-1615 
categories check one the sure sell your ad: 
D bulletin board D business services 25 words ••. $11 per week 
D lost & found (freel Ollnanelal additional words ... 50¢/wordlweek 
D rldeshare (free) o stuff for sale BUY 3 WEEKS, 4th IS FREE! WHEELS DEAL: $25 run 'til it sells! 
D help wanted o yard sale 
o business opportunities D give awert (lrae) get it to us 
D positions wanted o wanted By Phone: 775-1234; or for long distance 
D child care D arts & crafts 1-800-286-6601 (visa/mc) 
D roonvnates o theatre arts By FAX: 775-1615 By Mail: The Sure Sell, 551 A Congress St. 
D aptstrant o fairs & festivals portland, ME 04101 
o housastrent Dmuslc By Hand: 73 Oak St., Portland 
Off Congress, behind the Magic Muffin Number of words· 
D .. asonaVrent o wheels 
deadline . Number of weeks· D art studlos/nmt D boats Phone #. 
First 25 words 
D buslne .. rental D recrestlon Monday, 6PM, pre-paid Name' $11 per week: $ 
D real estate Dleamfng fine print + add. words @ 50¢ ea.: $ Address: D land for sale D publications Buy 3, Get 4th FREE: $ 
D mobile homes Denlmals Oassiled ads must be pad fa n adva-lce wlh cash, p<n<>naI cIlecI<, fTlOOO'J Old .... ..,.. Of Mastercard. Loot & FOUld item. listed Wheels Deal 1-. a89S1fied ads ..., non·relcndable. caw _ not be Nable IOf o visa 0 me expo date $25/ run 'til it sells: $ D auction. D legal notices '"' = .... oIcaI """"'. orrissions. 0< ch3lges In the ad which do not eel \he vakJe 0< content 0< IIlilstanttarry dlange the """"*'II 
o body & sout D dating services or the ad. CredIt wi! be ISSJed v.I1en WIble ""'" h.. bem # Total: $ det......ned .. 1tW1 one _ of po.bIcatkln. 
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Weekly· Wellness· Directory 
Women's Healing Groups 
Your Uniqueness will be honored. 
Your Pain will be atlended. 
Your Rage will have expression. 
Your Shame will be shed. 
Your Wonderfulness will be celebraled. 
Three openings, Monday evening on-going group 
New group forming for survivors of incest 
and childhood sexual abuse, 16-week minimum, 
Contact Lynda Despres, MSW 883-5597 
KATIlLEEN LUKE, M,A, 
799-4927 
Psychotherapy 
Past Life Therapy 
way of Women 
~ Pamela Jackson 
\tlHealth Kinesiology 
Energy Balancing 
Casco Bay Midwifery Nutritional Support 
LESBIAN 
THERAPY GROUP 
Ongoing lesbian thmpy group 
accepting new members in FdmIary. 
Dealing with a variety of issues. 
Tuesdays, 5::m-7:30 p,m, 




• Individual & Group 
Counseling 
Dru Myers, 
LSAC, NCACII, NCADC 
774-4564 
Call McKenney Counseling 
t Heart Centered 
~olarity Therapy 




h rth Stress Reduction 
Explore your options in c ildbi ·:;[§d~~~;:;::==:=;~~~~r;:;~J:5.2JIJUii1ZIil::2J~i1222l~:::;·llE~Lh~QEiitJ' 
• Informed childbirth education ," 
• Home birth 
• Cervical Cap information 
and fining 
• Information on cootr:iCeptive 
choices & well-woman care 
Contact 
Schyla St. Laurent 
799-4467 
Making Sense of 
M 0 N E Y 
Money In Our Lives 
An.ieti ... Fean. Q"'!Stions.1 
Continuing Recovery 
Workshop/Group lor Women 
8 Evenings in Jan,/Feb./March 
fOCUSing on: 
• Self Esteem' Family Issues 
• Relationships' Spirituality 
• Dealing With The Inner Critic 
• Empowerment 
Call 
Keziah Hlnchen MA, LSAC, LPC 
78 Main Street, Yarmouth 
846-4748 
Someone safe to talk to ... . r.-;....;",;;",,;,.;...;..;~-~'--....;.;,-..., 
Divorce Strategy Group 
Individual Counseling for Women 
Sk'il r_ Ongoing 1\Je9days Money f s IX 5:00 pm - 6:30 pm 
Debt Management Claiming & Using Your 
Po_r During Divorce 
A Power Workshop 
for Women 





Announces the relocation of 
her psychotherapy practice to: 
723 Congress Street 
Portland,Maine 04101 
207 - 780 -1232 
"HEALING FOR HEALERS" WORKSHOP 
A Safe Place for Helping Professionals 
Integration Through Core Energetics & Healing Science 
with Pamela Chubbuck 
Pam is on the faculty of the Core Energetics Institute, NYC, 
and is a nationally recognized 
ThetapistlI'eacheriHeaIer with over 20 years experience 
March J3 & 14, 1993 ill Portland, MaiM· 846-3341 
$190, Limited 'Moilment. CEU. awulabk 
• ALSO 
CORE ENERGETICS CLASS 
"TIUs is 1M class you've bun waiting /or!" 
Begins February 9 • 12 weeks, Tuesday evenmgs 6;30-8:30 
$240. This class[Uls quick/y, register soon! 
846-3341 
• IUlTtuTing massag~ • 
lhuClpeullC touch,facilJt massage 
lin Shin Do acupressure 
Gift Certificates Available 
Traditional Chinese 
regimen for nourishing 
physlcal and mental 
health 
• 0; Gong Class 
February 6, 10:30-12:30 
Call to register 
142 High Sll53!i 
Portland 
Counseling & Therapy 
for 
In(hviduals, cooples, groops & flml hes 
Over twenty ya.rs uperience 
Linda Albert, MEd, CRC 
879-0241 
Energy Field Practitioner 
The body holds the 
answers. 




G~nt/e. raaxtng, healing 






Trust us wlth your body 
Meet Those Challenges 
Wonned &; Empowered 
• 12-weel< Groups • 
Pamela M. Leone, Ph.D, 
Licensed Psychologist· 773-7993 
Mark S, Perron, MS LCPC 
Psychotherapist 
• Anxiety Disorders 
• Stress Management 
• Sexual Abuse Treatment 
797·3457 
812 Stevens Ave, 
Portland, ME 
'1 \III'lsd,om'. Way 
- WIsdom Colloquia -
BI-weekly Seminars 
I',·; IIColnrtll,ndng Februaty 7, 1-3 p.m 
Call 823-8602 for dates. 
Reglstratlon; $5/ocmInar, 
Pariah House, wuu.ton-Wcst Chun:h 
321110""'" St, Portland, ME 04101 
*+*+*+*+* 
Hypnotherapy 
takee you ta your eouree 
where you can reclaim 
the incredible freedom 
of beingfuUy younelf. 
Chooaing your actio ... 
and taking charge of 
your life by intention, 
you become free of 
old limitatio ... and 
di.coverthe ""hiliration 
of embracing alivene .. , 
Barbara Jordan 
761-5642 
Initial interview at no cost 
Professional Theraputic 
Massage Training 
Polarity Certification Program 
Part-time 
Brunswick, ME 
Polarity Realization Center 
1-800-497-2908 
If YOIiIlYe thinking Ilbollt self-i1l1prlTve11lellt, tnJ Ilny one of the variolls lU'alth practitioners fOllnd ill CtlSCO Btly lVeekly's l:I.'llIress J?irectory, 
If keeping YOllr imsiness lU'tlltlry is YOllr intent, thel1 advertise in tire Weekly Wellness Directory, Call i75-1234, ask for SIU'r/tl or Mrc/l(lel, 
apts/rent 
SOUTH PORTlAND, WILlARD BEACH 
Ml£A- Sunny, n931 & quiet21lR, parking, 
WID, owner«cupied bUilding, Available 
2115. $575/mo. plus. 7!J9.{)287. 
SOUTH PORTLAND-lstfloor, lBA. ex-
cellent location, clean, sunny, prtvate 
parktng, stor30e, WID hook-up. No pets. 
S485/mo. +utils. 883-9616 lilies. 
SOUTH PORTLAND-1st Hoor, 5 rooms, 
excellent locabon. $500/mo. plus utlls. 
799-39361883-5038. 
ST ATE ST.-2apls. -1 }3-41lR, largeldl:hen, 
DR, LR, storage, parking, $400'mo. +; 2} 1 
BR, large LA. kitchen, storage, parking, 
$29OImo + sec dep., lease AVillable I"" 
mediately. 878-8419 or 7~5574 
STUDIO APARTMENT in well-main-
tained, quiet, West st. VlCtonan. Heat & 
uillities tncluded. Lease, deposit and 
good references required, Avail. 211. 
$395/mo. Call 761-1622 .• 
WANTED TO RENT: Looking for lBR, top 
ftoor, qUIet sunny, waterview, year-rou nd 
. mntaIforSingle,maturefemale.ws.c~ 
free. No pets. Kathy, 282-2050 
WILLIAM ST., 68- 31lR, 2nd floor, DR, 
LR, back porch, parl<ing, small pet O.k. 
$575/mo +uWs (011 h931), sec.dep., ref 
& lease. Sec. 8. 772-6136. 
WOODFORDS DUPLEX- 1 BR, DR, LR, 
kitchen, bath, storage, parking, WID. 
Recently repamted, hardwood floors. 
Small pet negotable. S4651mo. 871-
7142. Lealie message to call. 
houses/rent 
NORTH DEERING- 2 BR ranch,largeLR, 
formal DR, kitchen/dining area. Oil heat 
$700lmo. +utlls. References and de-
POSIt. Call 797-8630. 
PEAKS 1SLAMl- 31lR RJRNISI£D year-
roond home. Largeyard, waterVlew,beach 
nghts $6OOImo. +ubls Sec.dep, refer-
ences, lease. AVilI. Feb 1 sl 766-2260. 
onlces/rent 
OFFICE SPACE BY THE DAY- Furnished, 
professional office In 4-roomsullB, shared 
waiting araa, appropriate lor counselor, 
consultant e~. Pari< St Rental: 1 daylwk.-
SIOO1mo., etc. m-2545. 
PORTLAND, HISTORIC BUILDING-
Small ollice sUite perfect lor alternative 
heallh care providers, massage thera-
pists, etc. Reasonable rent heat 10-
cluded, parl<lng. 772-6005. 
SPACE AVAILABlE fOR HEALTH CARE 
provider to share WIth same In Old Port 
With adlacent parl<tng. PT- W, F, Sat 
SJOOImo.; FT, $4OO1mo. Call 774-9666 
weekdays, 865-9316 weekends . 
THERAPIST WANTED TO SHARE bnght 
attractive, Portland office space. SoCial 
worker, physical theraPist, etc. S81hr. or 
base rate. Everything tncluded. Some 
referrals Dr. Robinson, 773-5573 
BEST FIND SINCE 
'olliE DEAD SEA SCROLLS 
Historical, Old Port office 
space offerin9 big 
business amenities at a 
sm~II, sinQie office 
prices. Receptl 
Secretary. Conference 
Rooms, Fax & Xerox 
plus more, from $200 up. 
Call 772-8667 
and ask for the Landlord who 
was around when they 
copied the book of Isaiah, 
real estate 
DO YOU HAIlE A HOUSE FOR SALE? 
Why not advertise It Ihrough THE SURE 
SELL? Call 775-1234. 
ELEGANT NORTH CONWAY, N.H. TIME 
SHARE for sale. Untt is available tn late 
Nov. for the nest of one's life. " tnter-
ested, please call 874-2452 to discuss 
other details. 
flYNN IS IN! $59,000- 2 South Port-
land homes that represent a real value. 
Donl wait the ~me IS now! Jeff Aynn, 
ERA Home Sellers, 774-5766. 
A. mo.I IS IN! $69,900, GORHAM- Pic-
ture-perlect Norman Rockwell far~ 
home With a Curner & Ives garage, set 
arrong g reenliekfsorSllON-1XMtI'ed coo n-
tryside- depends on when you buy! Jeff 
Rynn, ERA Home Sellers, 774-5766. 
flYNN IS IN! $69,000, SOUTH PORT-
LAND- 3BR famly home, new furnace, 
new windows, needs decorating. Don1 
sitonyour hands and letthisgo by. Jeff 
Flynn, ERA Home Sellers, 774-5766. 
... U"~'JJ \l~~ ~"I;.t,') f;.( 
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FLYNN IS IN!AlI offersconSidered,ALL!! 
I ntown condo, 21lR expansive floor plan. 
I've been told to create some excitement 
here! Or else! Help me keep nny good 
name! Jell Flynn, ERA Home Sellers, 
774-5766 
NEW WINTERIZED, Lake front cottage 
10 Burnham. Pnvacy, well landscaped, 2 
BR, kitchen, Itvlngroom, bath & 
bu nkroom. Dock and many extras 
$~,OOO. Call 813-791-6062. 
PORTLAND, $76,100- Big house, 3BR, 
bath, den, family room Elegant liVing, 
immaculate, perfect condition! -Where 
There's a Wills, There's a Way!' SHANE 
WILLS, ERA Home Sellers, 774-5766. 
SOUTH PORTl.AN) OPEN HOUSE, 111 
Bonnybriar- January 24, 1 :00-3:00. Fan-
tastic starter, r&bremen! home, condo al-
ternatiVe. Pnsbne condlbon, nlm gas fur-
nace, totally updated. Must beseen! Gloria 
MacGregor, Marl< Stimson. 773-1990. 
WANTED:3-12FAMILYBUILDINGtnneed 
of n&palr. Willing totakeowne(sfinaOClng 
or banks. Property rrust be 10 Portland, 
City water, sewer. All replies confidential. 
Reply: Occupant 62 Veranda St, apt 4, 
Portland, ME 04103-5320. 
land lor sale 
FLYNN IS IN! S25,OOO- 4.7 acre buildtng 
lot Close to Portland, close to nny heart 
live here and commune With nature-
grape nuts IS the cereal of nny chOice! 
Jeff Flyn n, ERA Home Sellers, 774-5766. 
body Sa soul 
ASTROLOGY REPORTS- Natal, Con1lat-
lbility, Forecasts. Your birthchart can tell 
you more about yourself, your relation-
ships, and yourfuturethan you rmythink. 
Accura1B, personal and tnaxpenSlve! As-
trofogy Services (O.O.B ), 934-4889. 
CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL 
GROWTH. Call Tyler 774-1183. 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE-KarenAus1Bn, 
MA, LM. T., LICensed Massage Thera-
pist. AllOIIlaie chronIC backaches, head-
aches, neck and shoulder stillness, SCl-
atica, stress, IfT1l'lMI ftexlbility, rruscIe 
tone, cln:l,jabon, athletic performance. &i 
appointment, 865-ai72 
EUROPEAN PSYCHIC- Jonathan Marks, 
MSO-Predicting & analyzing past happen-
ings, present problems and future lIIIents. 
112-hourl hour S8SSIons. Psychic, Tarot & 
Counseltng. Portland, 775-2213. 
FREE ACUPUNCTURE CONSULTATION I 
Call lhe Portland Center of Classical Acu-
puncture, 77$.0058, for an appOtntrrent 
GAY MEN'S SUPPORT GROUPS- Cov-
enng positive gay identity, comng out 
homophobia, personal growlh. Ten ses-
sions, Mondays, 1 0.3Oam-noon; Thurs-
days, 7:30-9:oop.m. Call 773-0191 . 
IMPERATIIlES OFTHE HEART: Authen-
tiCity and Vocation. May 7, 8, & 9, t993 
weekend retreat Call (603}253-4366. 
OPENINGS AVAIlABLE IN ON-GOING 
MIXed TheraI1l Group (Tuesdays, 4-6pm). 
Lead Irj stephen Aronson, PhD. Insurance 
r8lmborsable. For IOfo, m-3176. 
REBUILDING AFTER YOUR RELATION-
SHIP ENDS- Groupforgay/straight men! 
women who are putting th8lr lives back 
together and trying to heal. Call Carne, 
773-9625. 
mobile homes 
SHIATSU OR SWEDISH MASSAGE. 
Shiatsu IS Japanese-style massage. 
Special tntroductory offer of 20% off 
regular fee. Keilh Htntz MST 828-2023. 
Portland license. 
SUNRAY MEDITATION SOCIETY 
PEACEKEEPER MISSION: Rhythms of 
Right Relationship, Feb.5-7, weekend 
IntenSive, Cherokee and BuddhistTeach-
lOgs. Taught under the guidance Ven. 
Dhyant Ywahoo. Gtna, 773-7152 
TAl CHI CHUAN IS an ancient Chtnese 
Marnal Art, based on mental and phYSI-
cal balance One learns to blend With an 
opponents force to control It TAl CHI IS 
a flUid syslem based on meditation 10 
movement ExcelientforsPintual growlh, 
radiant phYSical health and unequaled In 
reducing the effects of stress and ten-
sion 10 ones hfe Be<Jtnners through 
advanced classes, Including Push-
Hands VIsitors welcome. For tnforma-
tlon call Gene Golden, 772-9039 
TAROT FOR BEGINNERS. Inlroductory 
Tarot classes sponsored by Tarot SoCI-
ety of New England. Ten-week sesSion 
be<Jlnnlng week of January 25th. For 
tnformatlon call Jeanne, 799-8648 
TEXAS RIO GRANDE RIVER EXPEDI-
TION- ReYltaltzeyourmtnd & body. Learn 
paddling skills In beautiful natural sur-
roundtngs. Plenly of warm sunshine 
Now booking fourtnpsin March &Apnl. 
Bigelow Boaters, Box 845, Glen, NH 
03838. (603}383-4468. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE AND BODY-
WORKforwomefl (malecltents accepted 
on referral only): Recovery Issues, 
slress, body awareness, health matnte-
nance. Gift CertifiCates Available An-
drea E. Prtce, L M T. 871-0121. 
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION-TM, 
the most scienUlical1y researched, ef-
fective techntqueto remove stress and 
to unfold full potential. Classes can be 
offered in your home. Call Don at 865-
3467 for more Information. 
WOMEN OVER 35- New women's 
therapy group starnng In February to 
deal wrth relationships, farrily of origin 
issues, children, sexuality. Meeling in 
BrunSWICk, Wednesdays, 5.30-7:30 pm. 
$75/mo. Rachel Sager, M.A. 729-726tV 
775-7927. 
WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP- A safe 
place 10 bnng your issues. Call Carrie at 
773-9625. 
WOMEN'S THERAPY GROUP With Jane 
Galr. Insurance rBimbursable, sliding 
scale. Call for details and schedule free 
interview. Also available for tnd,vldual 
and couples therapy. Some scholar-
ships 774-8633. 
business services 
CAN BUILD THAT SPECIAL PIECE of 
furniture or cabinets to your needs. Also 
remodeling work. Free es~mates and 
designs. Call Roy 773-0372. 
CARPENTRY- ALL PHASES, no Job too 
small or large. 20 years expenence, 
references available, reasonable rates 
Call Bob Thompson, 775-6309. 
CONNOLLY'S PLUMBING & HEATING 
SERVICE- Remodeltng, electrIC to oil 
convefSlons, BurnhamBollersinstalied 
Fully Insured. Quality work at reason-
able rates References from sa~sfled 
customers. 883-2213. 
DIRTY, HARD-TO-CLEAN BATHTUB? 
Restore any bathlub Easy cleantng, no 
tOXIC odor, no mess, no peeling, n9 
down~me. Lilebmewarranty. Poly-Tub 
Restoration. 774-8184. 
ECONOMY DOWN- Will barter for some 
serviCes Light trucking, rubbish re-
moval, landscaping, tree work, garage, 
barn, attic demollMn Fall cleanup, pro-
fessional moving. Call 761-0193. 
ELECTRICIAN- CALL -FORREST" at 
Town & Cou ntry Eleclrtc for lowest prtces 
in town. Specialty: fuses to breaker pan-
els. licensed & insured Contractors-
CALL US! 772-5257. 
EXCEPTIONAL HOMES- Housekeeping 
weekly, bl-weekly, monthly.AreyouUred 
of dotng It all? Or argUing over who Will 
clean what? Call now! Esllmates, refer-
ences 934-5853. 
EXPERIENCED MOVER Will move small or 
large loads locally or Iong-iiistance Ga-
rages and attiCS cleaned also Excellent 
local references a nd low rates 774-2159 
FROM THE BASEMENT TO THE ATTlC-
Turn unused space Into lIVing space 
BUilding & remodeltng, all phases In-
sured.797-6809. 
HATE TO WALLPAPER? From baths 10 
ballrooms, we'll tackle It for you. Years 
of expertence, free estimates & many 
references Call Harbor Hang-ups now. 
773-3340. 
HOUSE & OFFICE CLEANING- Afford-
able rales, free esllmates Weekly, 
monthly, or special OCCasSIOns! New 
clients currenlly schedultng, 655-5419 
MASTER PLUMBER looktng for extra 
worl<ntghtsandweekends CltyorCoun-
try plumbtng. lnsured, reasonable rates 
767-5233. 
MATURE, RESPONSIBLE PERSON to 
clean home. Flex. hours, affordable 
pnees, free esbmates. Call Wendy If 
tnterested,828-1918. 
NEED ELECTRICAL WORK DONE? EIest 
deals on servicechanges, -Fuses to Break-
ers" Ceiltngfans-you buy, I assenilleand 
hang. Anything electncal, no lOb too big or 
small. QUality worl< at very reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Master ElectrICian, 
insUred. Gerry's Electnc, 773-5fNT. 
NEED HELP? Certified Parale<Jal can help 
With Wills, power of attorney, living Wills, 
livtng trusts, bankruptcy, divorce, word 
processtng, taxes. Carolyn Pardi, 772-
6620. Reasonable rales. 
Only those who yank and slam on Wtn-
dows and doors should respond. Nocall 
10 small. Repai rslReplacement and Q ual-
Ity Wealherslripptng THE DOOR DOC-
TOR 839-3204. 
PEOPLE'S PAINTING- 25 years expert-
ence Insured. Free est mates 774-7254. 
SUNSHINE CLEANERS- Housecleantng, 
weekly or bl-weekly, by profeSSionally 
tramed slaff. 16 years expertence. Af-
fordable rales, excellent references, 10-
sured! bonded Free es~mates. Greater 
Portland 799-5323 
TIRED OF HIGH LIGHT BILLS? Electnc 
heat klllmg you? Call for new LASER 
HEATER Average cost. S450/season. 
K-l kerosene fuel. Automatc setting for 
night/day. 772-5257. 
TUCKER'S LIGHT TRUCKING- Matnte-
nance & furntture movlng- Painting, 
house cleaning, odd Jobs, landscaptng, 
tree work, rubbish removal, handyworl<. 
Cleantng attics and basements. Free 
estimates, low rates. Call 761-0193 
S27KORBESTOFFER-I9906Ox142BR PARKWAY, 1984- 15'x 76', deck front & 
Bu~ington home. Very clean. Scarbor- back, 2BR, 2 bath, wli~pooI bath, adu~ TUCKER'S TRUCKING- Local or long diS-
ough adult park. Mobile Home Brokers, park, furnished many extras. Will pay 80- tance. General truCking & prof8SSl0nai 
Unlirrited.883-8474. trancefee.$45,OOO 883-5065I892-21n. rT'OIlng of all types. Rubbish removal, 
basements, attICS & garages cleaned, 
FLYNN IS IN! $28,000, STANDISH mo- SALE EM>S THE 21st- Reetwood, 2 BR, frright hauling 8 to 24 footers availabie 
bile on ns own land! Here is a chance to $13,395, $125 for 180 monihs, $1,350 Best rates around. ProfOSSIonal serYIce. 
start out OWning, not renting! I have down, APR 95'k Sale tndudes all stock Fall clean up, call 761-0193. 
seen thiS home! Belllllle me when I say horresfromChafT'CllOn,DUlch,Reetwood, 
"What an opportunity! !" Jeff Flynn, ERA and NOrriS. LUV HOMES, 1049Washtng- TUCKER'S USED FURNITURE, 235 Con-
Home Sellers, 774-5766. ton St, At. 202, Auburn, r.t: gressSt,Portland, 761-0193.Selling used 
. furniture CASH PAlO. Open dally, dritvery 
FLYNN IS IN! STANDISH, $22,000- serYIceav3lIable.ConSignmentsweicorre. 
Mobile home Site ready to go! Rare AttICS, basements & garages cleaned 
opportUntty. Pristine senl ng. Jell Ayn n, 
ERA Home Sellers, 774-5766. TUNES"R" US OJ SERVICES- All CD's, 
r-----------------------, 10,000+ song playllsts, lighting, fog, 
SAVE BIG BUCKS NOW! 
Sale ends the 21st. 
Fleetwood 2 DR, $13,395, $125 for 180 months, $1,350 
DOWN APR. 9,5% sale includes all stock homes from 
Champion, Dutch, Fleetwood, and Norris. 
Daily 9-6, Sunday 11-5 
Rte. 202, Auburn, ME 
207-786-4616 
bubbles, 1800+watts. Call the pros. $99 
special, some restncbons. 775-6443. 
Pager, 1-800-639-7707. 
VIDEO TAPE CONVERSION- American! 
Forrign orForrigniAmencan vtdeo trans-
fers. PO. Box 1479, Scarborough, Me. 
Phone/fax 207-883-5575. 
VIDEO TRANSFERS- Amencan-Forieg n, 
Fonegn-Amencan. Scarborough, ME. 
(207}883-5575. 
WINTER IS HERE! So call on us, we do 
winter deantng, light trucktng, rUbbish 
removal, yard raklng,landscaplng,lawn 
I nstallation, attics, basements & garages L-____________________ --i cleaned. Call 775-7972. 
MONEYFORCOLLEGE-CALL 1-800-228-
3734. Are you looking for finanCial aid 10 
help pay coflege bills? Do yoo need help 
fill 109 out financial aid and scholarshill 
forms? ~ so, please make plans to calilhe 
FinanceAuthonty of Maine's financial Aid 
Hoijlne at 1-800-228-3734 on Monday 
and Thursday lIIIentngs from 5:00p m to 
800p.m. dunng the months of January 
and February. The call and thetnformaUon 
are free. 
stull lor sale 
ATTENTION FERRETS OR other compo 
antmals For sale, 1 fabulous ferret 
.condo Some W/W carpet, 112 bath, 4-
storys of lush liVing, asking $150, B 0 
797-3499. 
CASIOCZ-l01DIGITALSYNTHESIZER-
16 mternal sounds With unlimited cus-
tom sounds. MIDI compatible, pilch 
bend, portable Excellent condition, all 
manuals included. $100 Call 767 -6012 
after 6pm or on weekends. 
DELTA 824 PHONE SYSTEM WITH 14 
PHONES, Includtng two speaker and 
one secretarial phone. Asktng $1900. 
Call 775-5227, days 
FOR SALE- 4 CEMETERY LOTS AT 
BROOKLAWN. tO'k below current sale 
pnce Call 774-6779. 
GE 25' CONSOLE TV- Dark wood cabi-
net aboutlwo-yearsold, wIre mote, $300 
or B.O.; Klng-SizewaterbedwI12-iirawer 
base, new heater and mattress, big 
lighted vlctOrtan headboard, $400 or 
B 0 934-7579. 
GUARANTEES ARE ONLY AS GOOD as 
the company that offers them. Watch 
out for "money back' offers from un-
known compantes. 
HOME ELECTRIC PIANO, Yamaha HP 
3700, walnut, lists over $3000, WIll sell 
for$1600; BUSHNELL TELESCOPE, With 
altachments, Itke new, $75. 929-4803 
LOOK LIKE A PRO- OffiCially licensed 
NFL, NHL, NBA, MLB and college ap-
parel and novel~es. Free catalog. New 
England Sports Connection, 55 Lorraine 
Terrace, Dept. PS, Middletown, Ct 
06457. 
MATTRESS, BOXSPRING or complete 
bed. King, Queen, full or Twtn Size. 
Delivery available Call Paul 828-0715 
MATTRESSES & BOXSPRINGS & 
FRAMES- New. liqutdatlng complete 
inventory. Twtn- Full- Oueen- King Cel-
lular telephones also. Call for details, 
772-5737, 776-81~ 
ONE DOZEN LONG-STEMMED ROSES 
and one pound gourmet chocolates. 
$24.95 Delivered 10 Greater Portland. 
Call "Just Because-, 797-6091. MCand 
Visa accepted. 
PIONEERSTEREO-120watt,left& right 
equalizers, dual cassette, Anv'Fm ste-
reo, 6-dlsc CD player, cabinet, two 
monlhs old, $500. 856-6773 
RAVISHING RECALLS, 101 CONGRESS 
ST - A new & used clolhlng conSlgn-
mentstore.Jewelry & accessones. Open: 
T ues -Sat, 1 Oa""5pm. Accepti ng larger 
women's clothing. Let's make money 
together! Cashorconsignment. Call 874-
9305. 
FOR SALE- SPINET PIANO by G. Steck 
Excellent condition, $1000. 874-0074, 
lilies., 775-7822 days 
PIANO LESSONS- Portland and Gorham 
stUdiOS Allageswelcome Expertenced, 
colle<JlHlducated teacher Call for ap-
pointment P. Gates StudiO, 839-6141 
Keep Irytng. 
WANTED-GUITARISTfororiginal band 
Rythm section tntact We really want 
Jim Jones, Marc Rtbot or Zappa, but 
you'll do Ca1l874-4916 
wheels 
BUICK SKYLARK, 1970- new brakes, 
new duel exhaust, new Ilres, new 
waterpump radltor, some rust, needs 
some work but runs well Asking $1 ,500 
or BO. Great deal I 642-5335 eve. 856-
6356 days Dwig ht 
CHEVY BLAZER 4x4, 1984- AutomaUc, 
tilt-wheel, low miles, chrome wheels. 
Great shape, must selP $5,400 883-
3883. 
CHEVY CAVALIER, 1989-Gray, newAnv' 
Fm cassette stereo & tires, exhaust. 
Standard, sporty, cream puff No rusl, a 
beautiful car! sa,900 or B.O 883-9042. 
CHEVY S-10 BlAZER 4x4, 1989- Navy 
blue, 5-speed, 2 BL, 81,000 miles, 24 
mpg, roofrack, Anv'Fm, great condition 
$6,500 1-247-4069 
CHEVY SILVERADO 4x4, 1992- Short 
bed, pick-Up w/bed liner Every opllon, 
fancy wheels, super clean, low miles 
Paid $22K, must sell $16,900. 883-
3883. 
CORVETTE, 1986- Black, auto., low 
miles ConSider Interesting '60s-'70s 
muscle car 10 partial trade. Best reason-
able oller. 774-3643. 
DODGE DAKOTA, 1988-4 cyl.,5-speed; 
long bed, stereo cassette, cloth seats, 
nlm tires, 56,000 miles. Well cared for. 
sa,900. 1-737-8763 
ECONOLINE VAN, E-25O, 1989- Lots of 
extras $7,900. Good condillon, ntce 
Interior. 799-8638. 
FIREBIRD TRANS AM, 1991-Low miles, 
forest green metalliC T-\op, aulomatic, 
V.8, AlC, perfect condiUon. Must sell 
due to transfer. $13,800flrm Call Pete 
797-6350. 
FORD DUMPTRUCK, 1971- 6 yard ca-
pacity New power take-off on dump, 10 
top running condition With only 18K 
onglnal miles. Please call 799-3631. 
FORDESCORTWAGON,I986-Automatlc, 
front wheel dnve, 1 owner, excellent care, 
runs well Inspected, 90,000 mles, Sllver-
blue. $1,600 or B O. 76HJ038. 
FORD LTD 1985- Needs some basiC 
maintenance, good condition, 76,000 
miles, P/W, AMIFM stereo. Aski ng 
$1,000, book value over S2,OOO. 799-
4034 call anytime. 
SEARS BEST HEAVY DUTYlarge capac- FORD TEMPO, 1990- All-wheel dnve. 
Itywasher/dryer,likenlm. Call eventngs, $8,645 Call 892-5170. 
865-9316. 
TUCKER'S USED FURNITURE- 235 Con-
gress St. In Portland BUYIng & seiling 
anUques and used furniture, delivery 
service available, a little bit of l1Iery-
thing. 761-0193 
wanted 
BUYING USED FURNITURE & AN-
TIOUES that are in good condlbon. Top 
dollar paid, also house hold Items, baby 
clolhesand furniture. Call 761-0193. 
arts Sa cralts 
COUNTRY WOODCRAfTS- 229 Con-
gress St. Portland, 871-1350 Large 
selection of wood products, also basket 
weavtng SUpplies, stenCils and paints. 
Open 10-5 Mon -Sat. Classes Available. 
theatre arts 
CASTING CALL! Producbon staff, musI-
Cians, singers, dancers, actors needed 
for new mUSical, contemporary setting 
loosely based on Samson & Delilah, 
addressing gender stereotypes and peer 
pressure. AuditIOns 1st week February. 
Performances April 23-24 and last week 
June Call 772-8277, tell us your inter-
est Swedenboroian Church. 
GMCS-15JIMMY4x4, 1989-V.6 auto, AI 
C, cruise control, ASS, stereo-cassette, 
46,000 miles, good tires, roofrack, rear 
defrost doth seats $9,800 or 8.0 443-
1063. 
HONDA PRELUDE Sf, 1989- Red, auto-
mabc, AlC, bH-wheel, Anv'Fm cassene, 4 
speakers, new rear bres, sunroof, 35,000 
miles, perfect $12,500 firm. Call 642-
5035. 
NISSAN SENTRA, SE-R, 1991- White, 2-
door,lape deck, sunroof, 5-speed, 6,700 
miles. Fast! Asking $10,200. 929-4803. 
NISSAN STANZAXE, 1985-5-sP88d, 4-
door halchback, 82,000 miles, newtlres, 
red wIg ray velour Intenor, good condi-
tion. S2,500 or B.O. 284-7421 . 
OLDSMOBILE 98,1982- V8, brand new 
Inspection stcker, rebUilt engine, approx 
56k miles, good condition, power, PN/ 
FM stereo. Also '79 280Z needs body 
work, both for $2.000 799-2736 
PONTIAC GRAND PRIX SE, 1991- Red, 
fully loaded, ready for excitement. 3.1 
fuel-tnjected engine, 13,000 miles. 
Sticker pnce $19,800, only asktng what's 
left on loan. 828-0024, ask for Jon. 
SAAB 9OOS, 1990- 3-door, 5-speed, 
loaded. Sunroof, heated seats, airbags, 
Am-Fm cassette, factory warranteed 
Must sell, $12,750 or B.O. 846-1015 
anytime. 
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Call 1-800-244-8822 TODAY! 
Priv;ate== 
Jazz • Blues • Rock • Theory 
Beginner to Professional . 
17ym leoching ex~rienre. 
also ... 1<iq& Gull"'!' (USOIlS 
Portland 773·3444 
WHY PAY 
Dale Carnegie Prices? 
Hand-Tuning 




280 Longfellow Street 
Westbrook. MaIne 04092 
• Tax Planning 
and Preparation 
• Computerized Monthly 
Accowlting 
• Financial Statements 
• Accounting Systems 
• Consulting and Planning 
GoodlnelMcAfee772-7475 
.:. .. '" .... ':. :.' 
INCOME TAX PREPARATION 
QUICK REFUNDS 
WI1H ELECfRONIC FILING 
1-2 Day Check with Refund 
Anticipation Loan 
Other Filing Options Available 
Many Returns Completed 
While You Wait 
• Reasonable • Prompt 
• Experienced • Confidential 
For estimate or appoinunent, call 
John Hudson at 772·1199 
7 a.m. to JO p.m. ·7 day •• week 
EMERSON & FRAZIER, CPAs 
Individuals • Partnerships • Corporations 
879-1690 
Initial One Hour Consultation Free of Charge 
~ 
PERSONAL ENHANCEMENT SYSTEMS Ifmlt22858f28:ZJ:7sstX?::!/1 BE 
HERE 
NOW! 
Put the Casco Bay Weekly 
Services Directory to work 
for you for as little as $20 per 
week_ Call 775-1234 and ask 
Sheila or Michael how. 
Akxal'lde, FltJ~roldaJ J w«u, 
EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS 
501 Cumberland Ave. 
Ponland 775-6301 
Tappi1l8 YOIIT /umtJvI poItnJia/ through 
audio and vidto CQ.!stltt COlllles. 




Ilfisidfillfiul l fOllllllf'rl'ial 
:.: ';" :,: ':, :::, . " 
\..,~r\ F. BL"q 
~ ~ PLUMBING AND HEATING ~ 
INC. 
"Quality Work Quickly Done" 
A family tradition for over a century 
Fred Blake 
sn Aubum Street 
Portland, MaIne 04103 
Telephone 
797-0508 
LOPI CLEAN AIR 
WOOD STOVES 
10,50().63,100 BTU's Per Hour 
(EPA Tested) 
750-1,400 Square Fool 
Heating Capacity 
• Automatic Delivery 
• 24 Hour SeIV\ce 
W .1." . Equipment Sales & SelVice rIuBDP . Guaranteed Maximum Price 
ENERGYFtELS • Budget Payment Plan 
• Competitive Cash Price 
Randall & McAllister Oil 
93 Kenoington s_, Portlorod 
ernie aak BII Ll{nda Barnl 
'( I..~NOp.. \D f IN "'''( ''''''D'( W"'G4'p.I~ ~,. R.."I' #J \C,1' 
morn C\O~+ \IKe me III SptC\o.l Ecj, \ S£!,Y 
I \ilif.. S~K\o.l Ed She sa~s that-S 
beCClu'Oe there\;' SOMtthln0 WrOfl'j 
with IjOu \ SG\~ thill Wh~ I liKe 
Specit.\ \ to.. (Y\~ SiSter ma.r/~s I~, 
embarra.ssed of It GlISa She saw 
I Shol.\ Id Beg IY\r File TO let l"rIe 
co 1M, \?tl[ Ie I 
Be.:! him ar-d She w,\1 loeB ~if)'l c/l<;o 
Qhd mom InJI/I IAir, h tt nOre 1'11.1111 
\ Sa~ J:)2 fYWJ. \'00 M 9ol/l.q bile/( 
to Mg f=l/e Mqn I'f\~ !'fIOM S"a~) 
qvir Sa-0 i()g mar) I Sa~ 1M.£) {\'lOll! 
MCH'l~ She Called the SChool 
511e Bor Mr file ttl sa(cJ ~e'd 
ta lie Y'r'e ~tlCK Ih a wh ile, To! d 
fhom IWtls smart man butEmofioN}((' 
,J.(stvrbed h\tI (l , " I 
lJ./l .• ~<?-i"", ~ )\\t 
In TlI~ beo.~ I jP lC' ill Ed Wifh 
rnlj bea,l.\tlfl.t! teacher O,,,d ""8 bettL!-
htl-\I trf!r.os spvr~ eL.\es GI G I and 
BC\b~ Clifton and Mar 1011 no thinkS 
h tiS Bo BO the 90(0( lil fr'DIYI OUr zoo 
,soJUSI- call hiM ~oBOllh mlj 
ioet.tlAtifu.\ SleCi al ed I fuJ 50 
0.11 ri8ht- I love When W( sin8.!f L 
1tJ1H ~ , 9b- If 1 ~ (6.. 
I£LwJil ~ ~ Qh I:.d-gill tj@ 
eVlr~+bi~ So I ~ +0 qe + 
fMl1 email an a ll~/rbea Of'then 
else 1+5 Mr File. \ told GIG! ofld 
SavoY Clifton and BoBo ftlVJ p(rJbJeM 
At- fece ';is. The';! saicl COIY\€ elver Pt:) 
the Bushes,theY) Spaz eljes Gt'GI 
ShoWS t1\e hoVJ tv 5ha ke Shd ke 
Shl( Ke Clt\d B~b0 Clifton sr:Ab 's j 
\'fie how to la V\ 01'\ the qroV/\ aNI 
~oBo ShoWS rile -the 'P~te BaW<M 
fa w(\jCn rile t"'roLlgr. the wlnilow 
IY\R FILe,See 1'lf'I too Niesred up fur Yot{. 
wheels 
VOLVO 245-DL WAGON, 1976- In-
spected, rubber, needs work or parts 
$500. 799-0639 
VW Gn, 1986- While, 2-door, 5-speed, 
sunroof,NC, newsticker,112,ooo miles, 
clean, great condition $2,500 or B.O 1-
783-{)775. 
VW PASSAT 1991- 5 spd, 46,000 ml , 
loaded, sunroof,am-fmcassette, power 
everything. Even lhe seals heat up! 
512,500. Will negotiate. 865-4549. 
learning 
PHONICS- FIRST CLINIC- If your child 
has failed to read with the guessing 
game of the "whole language· method, 
try intenSive phonics. It works! Diag-
nostic Testing. Certified, Lenora, 727-
3312. 
REDUCE STRESS, BURN CALORI ES ON 
A HORSE! The very finest instruction In 
the art of ndlng, lumping, dressage, 




D1AL-A-DATE! SEXY SINGLE. AWAIT! 
t-9OO-289-444O, S2.4!!1rnn. 18t The 
Hottest and Most ExCiting People in 
Portland! 
DROWN IN ECSTASY, SWEET AGONY! 
HI1JO-72-ERICA. S2.991mn. Vlsa/MC 
FOR LOVERS ONL Y- Portland's #1 Date-
line, t-900-288-2575, $1.991mm LIVE 
l~n-l TALK, 1-900-288-2595, $2 991 
min. Sev Oem., L.B., N Y. 18yrs.t 
HEAR TALKING PERSONALS- 1-900-
884-8500,521mm (18t) OR: TALK TO 
LIVE G1RLS- 1-900-884-1220, $2.991 
ITIn. (18t). CONNECTIONS USA, Ft. 
Laud., FL.lnfo: 305-525-5433 (x9122). 
HOT & WILD!! 1-900-903-8008, $15-
18yrst 900 Amer.ll.V,NV. 
HOT SEXY SINGLES! AVAILABLE tN 
PORTLAND! Make the call tomght! 1-
900-448-n70, $2.4!!1mn. Adunsonly, 
24 hours. 
LOCAL WOMEN- With phone numbers! 
1-9OO-884-DA TE, ext. 428., $2.9OIrnn., 
18t. (T V., Fort Myers, FL., Lt.) 
MORE THAN A DATELINE- Fun! ExCit-
Ing! AVailable Portland Singles awaot 
your call! Also, get horoscopes, sports 
IrSTHECATSPAJAMAS-Bed & Break- updates! 1-900-99(H)580,S2Imm. t8t 
fast for cats, offering NO-CAGE Don't delay, go for.t! 
accomodations. New, large outdoor SEXY, SWEET & AVAILABLE GIRLS In 
enclosed play area and TLC for your cat Portland Get thar home phone num-
while you're away. Call 883-9611. bars now! 1-900-287-7867, ext 11. $2J 
TEACH YOUR DOG TO OBEY. 6-wooks ITIn. 24 hours, 18t. 
beginner course, $25. Puppy classes, 5 SINGLE?SEXY?SMART?CalI !hePORT-
weeks $t5. Also advanced classes. In-
structors with 30 yrs. combined expen- LAND dateline, 1-900-884-1585,$1.991 
encehandhngavantyofbreedsDogsln min. live l-on-t, 1-91JO-884-t595, 
Training, Portland. 839-8439, 926-3174 __ $_2._9~_m_n._R_an_d,_S_.D_., _CA._18_+ __ 
or 693-6912. STOP CALLING DATELINES!! Learn 
dating services 
what Women Really Want NOW! Actual 
Live recorded interviews, 1-900-40-
PICK-UP (7425-8), ext. 174. 51.991mln. 
18t 
TALK IS CHEAP, S6/CALLI For Intros 
and live l-on-1 talk I, 24 hours, 1-900-
42O-t212, flatS6. t8t.Amenca's Infor-
WILD, SEXY PERSONALS! Portland's 
OWn SinglesDateline All lifestyles. Use 
home phone number, oryour own per-
sonaIVolceMa.1.24-hours,7-days, 18t. 
1-90Cf.329-3033, 111..277. Touch-tone 
phone, Avalon, Ft. Laud.305-76Cf.9848 
LIVE PSYCHICS INlERPRET 
YOUR PAST, PRESENT, & 
FUTURE THROUGH THE POWER 
OF THE TAROT 
1·900·933-4445 





UNock the _CftIta cI you' .,...,. 
for InoIgIIt.lnto 'fO'I .... _____ .,.1 ECKANKAR, 
lIe.gion dille UghI _ Sound of 
God. 




Talk LIVE fo America's 
Leading Psychics 
We off", many",.". option': 












in the U.S. 
CUPID'S DATING SERVICE- Convenlen~ 
personal, reasonable Southern Maine 
& N.H. Foran appointment nearyou, call 
Ro berta at 282-5460. mation Network, ChICago, IL customer Mull be E'Ilh1een 
adun services service #312-229-0000. SponlOred by Inl'l Home Video. Inc. TRUE LOVE AWAITS Y~ CALL! More Cuetomer Servic.: 
ladies than any other dateline. Make the (212) 642-8438 
·SOULMATES·-A uniqueon~medat.ng 'caI~n~ON~!I~-900-~n~6-~7770~,S2.~4W~rn~·n~t!8t~. ========::::! 
service. The exc.ti ng, safe and conve- r 
ment w~ for SI ngles to meet lhat special 
someone! Place your ad or listen to 
talking personaisNATIONWIDE.241hrs , 
to meet your Ideal SoulMate In your 
areal Call Now! 1-900-285'{)200, $2.4!!1 
rnn.18t. 
1-900-288-ERICA (3742).. 52/mln 
Adults Only, NewNumoor! -ALEGENDI-
Romanbc Stones. EPS Co. 708-882-
7873 




AS SEEN ON lV! The Leading VOice Per-
sonals In the Country- Personal Connec-
tions Plus Any lifestyles' Call now! Fun, 
Romance m your area! 1-900-3<9-3279, 
S2.95Irnn., 18t,lnt1-Hom&-Video. 
Call for Horoscope and More! 
1-900-446-3070 
l~ ~~ ............... 
Classic hits 
Drop a pfinnig into the jukebox and 
try to match each of the lettered 
classical or operatic works with a 
numbered composer. You can enter 
your solutions on the keyboard at 
the bottom. 
Jamulry 21, 1993 37 
Who writes 
the Book of Love? 
You do! 
Chapter 1: 
Compose your valentine and send it 
to Casco Bay Weekly by February 5, 1993. We will 
publish your love notes (FREE!) on 
a first come - first served basis, so 
plan to get yours in early. Keep it 
short and sweet, no more 
than 50-60 words. .....~ 
Chapter 2: 
Fax your valentine 
to 775-1615, or mail it 
to: Casco Bay Weekly, 551A 
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101, 
and be eligible to win prizes! Your love 
note. will appear in Casco Bay Weekly's special 
Valentines Day "Book of Love" on February 11, 1993. 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? 
There is a $20 gift certificate from 
Alberta's for the first-prize winner. 
The second-prize winner receives 
two free passes to The Movies at 
Exchange Street. Winners will 
receive their prizes in the mail. 
Drawings are done at random. 
Contestants are ineligible to win 
more than one prize in a four-week 
span. Only one entry is allowed 
per person per week 
Ali entries for this week's puzzle 
must be received by Wednesday, Jan. 
27. The solution to this week's puzzle 
will appear in the Feb. 4 issue of 0Isc0 
Bay Weekly. Send your best guess to: 
Real Puzzle #159 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551 A Congress Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
This week, Chris Cabana and a 
friend will dine at Alberta's. James 
Bedwith will take in a movie at 
The Movies at Exchange Street. 
Solution to Real Puzzle #157 
1) DOG COLLAR 
2) UMBRELLA 
3) DUNGAREFS 
4) HAIR DRYER 
5) PORTABLE RADIO 








"~ '''~~ .<'? 
(0"" R.bi. 's book, BRAINSTORMS, ....., Tta.t/y publIShed by Harp<!' mod Row.) 
women .. men 
22-YEAR OLD MAINIAC seeks same to 
do the Doogey. Must have wit charm, 
and sensible shoes. Buttheadsneed not 
apply. ~ 2289 (2/22) 
24 YEAR OLD PROFESSIONAl.., attractive 
& ambtious woman wlgood values Iook-
ing forthesamein a man. Modem woman 
at wor!( seeks old-fashioned romance at 
home. Call me! 'll'ml (2115) 
A DAY WITHOllT LAUGHTER IS A DAY 
WASTED! Happy, healthy physically & 
emotionally, optimistic, open-minded, 
32, petite, professional seeks same. My 
joke or yours? ~ 2172 (2115) 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY caw PERSONAL 
(Calls cost 1.491min. Must be 18 or over. TOt.eh-tone phones only: Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-1234) 
DWF, 4Os, ACTIVE, athletic, indepen- LUMBERJACK OF MY DREAMS- SPEND TIME IN AVALON- SWF, 38, WICKED SEXY, WICKED NICE. wicked ADVENTlI1OUS, ENERGETIC WM. 33. 
dent adventurer looking for fun com- Outdoorsy, single mom. 30, seeks enjoy Arthurtan myth as much as time in-shape in brain and beauty. 35. cos- searching forWFwho is free-spjrited and 
panionship. friendship. HIS. no drugs or outdoorsy man lor romps in the woods, aboard ~ boat Ar<llon. like to take a metologist. seeking one wicked doc- looking for affection. 'II' 2273 (2/22) 
drinks. no kids. likes to do stuff thafs iC&-fishing and Scrabble. Must be over sail intolegend?Summer '93and Casco tor. I need an appointment wicked 
outdoors and active. ~ 21SO (218) 5'10" and over 160 Ibs. ~ 2077 (211) Bay beckon. 'II' 2147 (218) bad. 'II' 2280 (2122) 
EClECTIC. INDEPENDENT MOM- P&- MOVIE MANIAC. NO BUnER-SWF,31. SWF. 33. FUN, FRIENDLY. intelligent 
tite. actiVe. 43. with fun teenager. Edu- professional who's not afraid to liVe life. sensitive. w~h great sense of humor. men .. women cated. Well-travelled. Music: Stevie Ray. 
PSO; Travel dreams: Jamaica, NlS. Enjoys all sports and making oth- looking for sirrilar guy to enjoy great 
Smithsonian; Movies: CinemaParadiSO. ers laugh. Let's meet over a cup of conversation and laughter. CBW Box 
Howard's fnd; Media: Mother Jones. lipton. 'II' 2194 (2115) 172. 'II' 2248 (2122) 
~~~k(21t~~es) : Racquetball. Walking. RENAISSANCE REDHEAD LOOKING for SWF, PETITE. AnRACTIVE. 27. NlS, NI 
herrenaissance man- age 35-49. Must 0, outgoing with a zesttor life ... seeks to 
EVERYlHING MM ... GUY! LooIcilllto 
share Maine with YOU. We enjoy WCl1, 
rro.'ies, picnics, hiking, tM, and Sun-
days. We're professionals, IW, and look-
ing tor mora. Call. 'II' 2284 (2122) 
be intelligent. witty and attractive. I en- meet successful professional who ap-
joy fine art, good food. movieS. books. preciates country living. I enjoy golfing, 
outdoors, swimning. hiking. traveling. exercise, adventure and quiet limes. 
CBW Box 170. ~ 2216 (2115) Prefer 28-35. 'II' 2205 (2115) 
"THE BOSS" ADMIRES CARING, affec-
tionate, fun-lovingtomaeswhilethisDWM. 
SO, seeks someone with something b&-
tween her ears, good dancer, ~kes 214-
footed animals! 'II' 2196 (2115) 
1 SWF. 30+. WANTED BY nWM, 6', BRI 
BL. HIS, real nice guy. Let's ski. laugh. 
hang-out. I'm worth the call. Do it now. 
~ 2089(211) 
AFFECTIONATE. INTElliGENT. smiley 
carpenter. 33, seeks bright attractive, 
HIS woman of principle, 27-37. I'm fun. 
fu nny. emotionallydi rect, conscientious, 
unpretentious, good cook. avid reader. 
music lover. Varied interests indoors 
and out. Seeking warm, kind heart, ac-
tive nind and body. 'II' 2176 (2115) 
AHYUP. MARTHA. IT'S ME! SWF. 29, 
zany midwesltransplant who has been 
. told she is animated, pleasant looki ng. 
great sense of humor. friendly, tom-
boyish. Looking for same in male. 25-
34. 'II' 2083 (211) 
FIND THAT SPECiAl SOMEONE Thurs-
day night at the Seaman's Club. from 5-
7 pm, Irs the Personal Connection! 
FREQUENT SKIER. SUNDAY RIVER-
Energetic. outgoing, attractive DWF 
seeks SIOWM. 38-48. HIS, to explore 
the trails. ~ 2258 (2122) 
l~rJUR person of the week 
personals 
ALL GOOD MEN ARENT TAKEN, but 
are quile rare. DWM, N/S. 5'11", in-
shape. professional. good-looking (I'm 
told). seeks similar s/DWF. 32-45, for 
friendship. laughter, trust. romance, 
and possible long-term relationship. 
Children welcome. Satisfy your curi-
osity! Call me! I promise you won't 
regret it! 'II' 2270 (2122) 
AlL LADIES: Who don't answer Per-
sonal Ads and wonder where all the nice 
guys ar&- Here's your chance to meet 
lhat special someone! I believe in the 
adage"T reat someone theway you want 
to be treated". Call meand be ~ queen. 
~ 2200 (2115) 
ARE YOU A MAN OF CONTRADICTIONS? 
Mature (35-45), but young at heart; seri-
ous, butwith a good senseof humor, hard-
worlOng. but playful; a homebody. but 
enjoy going out? If so. contact tlis lady of 
contradictions. 'II' 2154 (218) 
AWARENESS IS IMPORTANT- SWF. 
blonde, bllJ8-£/fed. 5'3". nice build. over 
SO and fit. spontaneous. caring. slighUy 
unique. Loves ocean. mUsic, classical to 
country. sirT1lleandcomplex pleasures. 
'II' 2259 (2122) 
BEAlITlFUL BRUNETTE. 22, attractive. 
funny, playful, happy. innocentyetdev-
ilish all In one breath! Seeking hand-
some, athletic, energetic. fun-loving. HI 
S SWM. 2(}.something. for fun, laughs. 
more. 'II' 2271 (2122) 
FUN-lDVING. INDEPENDENT. mature 
DWF. early 305. 5'5". t 301. seeking SIO 
black man for friendship and possible 
relationship. Must be emotionally ma-
ture. romantic and secure. Enjoy danc-
ing. movies, dining out and quiet times. 
'II' 2153 (218) 
GOOD DANCER AND ENJOYS POOL-
DWF lookilll for SIOWM who likes chil-
dren. Successful professional in 3Os, 
likes summer sun. Attrac~ve and seeks 
same. 'II' 2208 (2115) 




The Seamen's Club 
375 Fore Stlget 
Portland 
Brought to you by 
EVERYTHING BUTlHE."" GUY! Look-
ing to share Maine with YOu. We 
enjoyWCLZ, mOvies, picnics, hiking, 
travel, and Sundays" We're profes-
sionals, WS, and lOOking for more" 
Call. "It 2284 (2.122) 
ALMOST SANE COllEGE STUOENT, 
SWM. 26. 5'8". Br/Br, handsome, very 
intelligent. physically fit (I sport no 
spare tire). extremely honest with self 
and others. Seeking pretty/attractiVe, 
SlDWF, 25-35. You should also be fit. 
j nelligent. very honest. HIS. interested 
in seeing ONE person for friendshipl 
relationship, dancing, movies, talking, 
etc. ~ 2180 (2115) 
ARE YOU OllT-GOING. FUNNY. attrac-
tive? Quiet, 31. SWM 10000ing for SWF, 
25-30. for friend and lover. Call today! 
~ 2088 (211) BRIGHT. PROGRESSM, NOT PERFECT. 
musical. professional wornanwith warped 
sense of humor seeks artic~ate. open. 
Independent soulmate for P3SsiYHOIar 
country lite. 'II' 2212 (2115) 
BlIT SERIOUSLY, NOli SWF, 35. finan-
ciallysecure. In thewinter I like to ski & 
go out to dinner. In the summer I spend 
time at the beach & stock car racing. I 
also enjoy boating & swimming. I'm 
impulsive and like to do things on the 
spur of the moment. Not into the bar 
scene. 'II' 2277 (2122) 
DO YOU LIKE BACH. BEETHOVEN, 
Brahms and Zevon? Are you a 35-45 
y.o. democrat who is ki nd, COmpassion-
ate, handsome, rugged. into kids, dogs. 
movies, eating and a good game of 
jeopardy!? Then call this very attracive. 
slender and vivacious female counter-
part! ~ 2095 (211) 
DWF. 35, DARK BLONDE HAIR. blue 
eyes. I am a Single parent not looking 
for a father figure for ~ teenaged 
son. Seeking SlDWM, 5'9"+. 32-42. 
who may enjoy bowling. beach walks 
and candlelight dinners. Honesty ap-
preciated. 'II' 2129 (218) 
New to PorUand. attractiVe. fun. 5'9", 
110#. BIIBI. Looking tor fun. friendship 
and more. ~ 2283 (2122) 
IFYOU'RE MAlE AND OVER SO, please 
call this widow over 60.5'9". Aloneness 
can drive one up a wall 'II' 2139 (218 ) 
INTRIGUNG, INTELUGENTSWF.4O. who 
is politically aware, non-republican. ind&-
pendent, witty. likes the outdoors. Van 
Morrison .. photography, skiing, sailing, 
dogs, rro.'ies. books, and is looking for 
one good man. 'II' 2210 (2115) 
LET'S HIBERNATE TOGETI£R! Smoker! 
49 years young! like warm places, warm 
hearts, hate winter. YOlhe under 49. hard 
wor1<Br, a leader. don1 wear suits & ties, 
IikecountrymUsicand me! '11'2186(2115) 
LET'S TACKLE WINTER. YOU & ME-
Attractive. fit. DWF. 32. requires quar-
terback, 2Os. to walth Sunday football 
with. Tall , handsome. humorous. 
tightends. Kick-off '93 right. Don 't pass, 
scramble. Call now! ~ 2262 (2122) 
LITERARY AMAZON. 37. 5'11". seeks 
equally strapping, Well-read and great-
hearted man to meet on the field of 
honor. Musl have the courage to be 
happy. ~ 2269 (2/22) 
How to respond to a persOilal ad: 
WCU9B.9 rHEPOrrT The Seamen's ClUb Each w-.·a Caoco Bay \'Moitdy pereonaJ ad 10 chooen as caw. · Per.on of the Week" and io awllldad a prize package. 
SEARCHING FOR: A REAL MAN- Solid. 
sober. smokeless, sexy. 54-60, seeking 
same. She: OWF. secure. selective. 
sportive, sensitive. snuggly. sagacious, 
salubrious, sanguine. scintillating. sli-
ver-throated songbird. 'II' 2261 (2122) 
SHY. QUIET, NICE COUNTRY GIRL 
seeking a SWM. 18-23 to spend time 
with: Movies. walks. dinner. Looking 
for afriendshlpfirst, relationship later. 
~ 2127 (218) 
SliGHTLY OFF-BEAT, intelligent ind&-
pendent. college woman. 22. fairiy new 
to Portland. seeks open-mnded. edu-
cated. slightly Off-beat 20s man for 
friendship/relationship. 'II' 2265 (2122) 
SLIGHTLY OFF-CENTER, exCited about 
life, self-assured. well-educated. attrac-
tive SWF, 40s, loves diversity. travel. 
openness. physical fitness. indepen-
dence, lookingforsecure male who isn·t 
working out his issues with tender side. 
'II' 2217 (2115) 
TEACH ME TO lASSO OR other unusual 
skill and I'll sing you a romantic song. 
Talented. intelligent slim F. 37, seeks 
stable, kind, literate mate. Height not 
irT1lortant. 'II' 2223 (2115) 
TIRED OF MEETING LOSERS AND us-
ERS- DWF. 40, seeking SlDWM. UD. 
HID, and clean. who's tired of phonies 
and skinny images. but who's secure 
enough to have a relationship with a 
full-figured woman. Serious replies 
only. ~ 2080 (2/1 ) 
TWO SEVENTIES AlUMNI- Healthy, ro-
bust. self-actualized, seeking malecoun-
terparts for fun and ... ? Music, laughter 
and posil ive outlook mandatiry. Single. 
HIS, un, NlD. 'II' 2182 (2115) 
UNSTABlE, ADVENTUROUS, very curi-
ous about lite. Have travelled the world. 
Still haven1 seen South America, Africa. 
Well-ilducated, but on the verge of a ner-
vous breakdown. Looking for joumalist-
type man in 4Dsorso. ~ 2206 (2115) 
Help Save a Tree: Recycle this Paper 
3().SOMETHING.Pfofessionai. handsome, 
Brl1ll,HIS, seeksIWman, 21-35, torsilamy 
relationship. I am polite and professional 
on one side, insatiable on the other. Call if 
COmpatible. ~ 2137 (218) 
A SWEET YOUNG SANTA, 29-1/2. 
seeks adorable elf to share fun times 
with during the off-season. Friends 
have described me as an honest. sen-
sitive. gentle. fun-loving and romantic 
guy. Naughty girls are encouraged to 
apply! Who else can you trust but 
Santa? 'II' 228f (2122) 
ADVENTURE IS WHAT I LIVE FOR! If 
you like the outdoors. exCitement,. fun. 
and romance. then this trapping young 
lad is for you! Come on, what have you 
got to lose? ~ 2207 (2115) 
ADVENTURER, OUTOOORSMAN- Ath-
letic, handsome. strong, educated, wan-
derer, dreamer. lat&-twenties. seeks 
daring, beautiful. witty woman for cof-
fee. campfires, movies. poetry. pizza, 
moonlight and travels. ~ 2267 (2/22) 
ADVENTUROUS ATHLETE, SWM, loves to 
ski. skateandscubadiVe. The Caribbean is 
my second home. Seeking SWFwholoves 
to fun and sun. 'II' 2197 (2115) 
AnENTION! Animated. arly. academic. 
about40. bigon bicyclina. boullabaisse. 
Bill Evans, craves debonair. delightfully 
devilish damsel, O.O.B. 1957-1967. d&-
siring empathetic. friendship. frankly 
forever! ~ 2185 (2115) 
AnRACTIVE. FUN-LOVING DWM. BV 
81.40.5'10". 1601, seeks someone who 
values friendship, respect. honesty. 
communication. romance. candlelight 
possible relationship. likes outdoor ac-
tivities, 32-42. attractive and slender. ~ 
2247 (2/22) 
BlUE EYES, 5'10", 29, attractive, work-
ing hard. physica lly fit, seeks SIOWF, 
22-33. physically fit. honest. interest-
Ing, likes dance. dinner out caring. 
Friendship first. then relationship. ~ 
2279 (2122) 
WID'S CORNER-SWM. 24. chem-free, 
who's cup is USUally hail-fUll. Interests 
include Jonathan l ivingston Seagull, na-
ture & music. Looking to meet intelligent 
honest, atractive & funny SWF. Get the 
"hot chocolates" for this sweet ~ne 
that melts in your mouth and not in your 
hands! 'II' 2250 (2/22) 
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DESPERATEL YSHY. 34. contemplative. 
artistic. CharT1lion Christ's true teach-
ings. not man-made religious dogma. 
Seeking pr&-destined soulmate. authen-
tic life, meaningfulness, intimate solt-
tude, mutual devotion. Photo favored. 
~ 2165 (2115) 
DO YOUr£EDASPANKING? An averag&-
looking but passionately nurturing poet 
and artist, 5'9". 41. seeks a slender. intelli-
gent, choicefully subrrissive woman. 23-
38. wiAing to cormi! herse~to a lovingly 
doninant, non-oppressive older man. ~ 
you long for both pampering and 
occassionalerotic discipline. write. detai~ 
ing )'011' fantasies. LlII1er&'pIlotos before 
rneeling. caw Box 171. 
DO YOUR FRIENDS DESCRIBE YOU AS: 
Very attracWe. friendly. communica-
tive. a warm host, elegant but down-to-
earth, feminine? .. 35-45. "so ... DWM. 
47 5'6" excellent health. friendly, out-
go·ing. 'fun-loving. clean-cut. likes 
beachwalks. summer swims. sun-soak-
ing. dancing. videos. dining. talks about 
life·spurpose. Portland environs please. 
~ 2168 (2/15) 
DOES SNEEZING TURN YOU ON?Then 
let me and ~ allergies take you to 
Nirvana with non-stoP. erotic sneezing. 
I also give good cough. 'II' 2122 (218) 
DOWN-To-EARTH REAl GUY-I like fish-
i ng. carT1li ng. walks on the beach. mov-
ies & dinner. quiet times and travel. 
Looking for outgoing. caring. secure 
SWF, 21-32. who knowswhatshewants! 
~ 2209 (2115) 
OR.FRNt<ENSTEINCREATEDtwomon-
sIIn The villagers destroyed one. The 
other has placed this ad. You can giVe me 
the lite the doctor left out 'II' 2244 (2122) 
DWM 33 1351. DARK. FIT. teacher. 
open:minded. romantiC. sensitive lis-
tener. Enjoys long drives (among other 
activities) versatile. Seeks attractive. 
down-to~rth female. 20-33. similar 
interests lor friendship. relationship. 
tr 2152 (2/8) 
DWM. 34.5'10". 1701. SHY AT RRST. 
HIS.lA). 8ISYllOing. go-with-lhe-ftow-
type. Can haveagoodtimedoingalmost 
anything. Enjoy all sports. You should 
be financially secure and physically fit 
'II' 2253 (2/22) 
DWM, 5'8". 39, caring. affectionate. Brl 
Bf. I like movies, outdoor activities, 
music •. Seek SIOWF for good times, 
with some interests of her own. Bath 
area. tr 2174 (2115) 
DWM. SO. LOOKS 45. ACTS 30. HIS. 
seeks NlS SIOWF for long-term rela-
tionship. caring, soft, gentle, love out-
doors.arts. intimacy. cooking. cudd Ii ng. 
Tolerate 5WSO relationship? Call. no 
control freaks. ~ 2092 (211) 
FUN-lOVING KID AT HEART- Athletic, 
shy, professional. SWM. 31. enjoys the 
outdoors. skiing, cycling. hiking. work-
ing out, traveling. quiet evenings. hugs. 
laughilll and true love. Seeking SWFfor 
lifes adventures. ~ 2134 (218) 
GIVE ME A TWIST. I'll catch you at the 
lurn. SWM. 28, loolIing for Ginger 
Rogers. Wantingtodancethenightaway 
at Country Crossroads. ~ 2145 (218) 
GOODMAN SEEKSGOODWOMAN-WM. 
rnid-20s0mething, aecU19 and motivated. 
new to state of Maine. and in search of a 
special someone. I enjat rro.'ies, bicy-
cling, o~rs, and conversations ~Ih 
good people. All responsesshall be replied 
to. Interested? Please contact. caw Box 
169. ~ 2100 (2115) 
GOOD-LOOKING. HAPPY. m.L. ath-
letic gentleman. 305. secure. successful 
physician seeks warm and tender lady. 
25-32. spirited. slim, into outdoors, in-
tellectual pursuits. having kids. Quiet 
moments. hectic fun both to be cel-
ebrated. You: supportive. understand-
ing. patient. Interesting. Me: rrildly ab-
sent-minded. gentle. kind. enthUSIastic, 
creative, almostcorrical. well-liked. solid 
Maine man. Please write. Photo appr&-
ciated. caw Box 173. ~ 2251 (2/22) 
HANDSOME AND SINCERE- DWM. 41. 
BrlBr seeks attractiVe female. 35-45. 
for I1imance leading to a long-lasting 
relationship based on trust and under-
standing. 'II' 2135 (218) 
HAS YOUR PASSION FOR LIFE been too 
Iolll supressed by a career? SWM. 39, 
seeks companion to off-set the momen-
tum of professional life. Time can be 
elusive and there is much to share: 
warmth. humor. and access to the In-
ner~ife of another. This trim HIS seeks 
the like qualities of a flexible. high-iln-
ergy woman. ~ 2179 (2115) 
I'VE GOT A BODY BUILT FOR SIN and an 
appetite for passion.IWSWM. 26. long-
haired Rock'n' Roller seeks personable. 
attractive SWF. HIS. 2()'32. for sincele 
relationship. No headgamas. I'm edu-
cated. quiet when I have to be,. and WIld 
when I want to be. Under all thiS leather 
is a heart of chrome. Can you make It 
shine? ~ 2128 (218) 
SEARCHI NG FOR SUSST ANCE- SWM, 
27, profesSional, intelligent. attractive. 
successful. looking fora woman ofsub-
stance who is ambitious. successful. 
attractive, 25-39. SlDWF. Let's get to-
gether. ~ 2t31 (218) 
VERY HANDSOME. considerate. finan-
ciallysecure. very patient. and slililook-
ing for thewoman I've yetta find. Love, 
where are you? DWM. 48. professional. 
'II' 2189 (2115) 
SICK OF Bs WITH ITCHES- SWM, 22, 
6'2", BRlBR, friendly and fun-loving. I 
enjoy long walks. pool . campmg. and 
IMAGINE! YOU CAN: Praise Christ 81(- snuggling. In search of SWF, 18-26. 
plore lmrus, ETs. walk~ns. rainbows, with beautiful eyes. 'II' 2084 (211) 
investigale alternative realities and I~&- k 
choices. love a handicapped clild. em-. SINCEREWM,21,SlIM&ACTIVE,loo -
poweryourself,giveand recieve. all wilh a ing for a WF to share long walks, quiet 
great guy. WS. tW, 36. Friendslip first. timas.Ukesanimals. swimming, laugh-
Appreciation of IC8 cream, cookies, and ing, and just enjoying each other. Mo-
hugs a must! 'II' 2132 (218) nogamous! ~ 2255 (2/22) 
INTIMATELY PlEASURABlE. attractiVe SINGLE COWBOY who sings for his 
WM, 28. free daily. some eves. to fulfill stew looking for cowgirl to cuddle and 
life's lacking pleasures. No comnil- coo, will not be tied by lassoo, a smile 
ments, questions. or pressures. Seek- and wink will do. 'II' 2278 (2/22) 
ing energelic and spontaneous fun. SOWHAT?I'MFAT!SWM.29,lookingfor 
friendship and romance. 'II' 2198(2115) relationship, possible marriage. 18-what-
LET'S DO RlJRAlAIlBAN COMBO- Tall. aver. Nationality unir1'1JQrtanll'vegotgreen 
handsome. nice guy. 42, living serri-rug- eyesand brown hair. Caring.greatattitude. 
ged but classy outdoor life in N.H. moun- Love music and sports. 'II' 2076 (211) 
tainresorttown;veryactive.lJ!l&IHllnded. SPIRITUAlLY GROUNDED. emotionally wida-ranging interesl$; looking for slim, 
very pratty. rnid-30s woman who co~d availableSWM.36,lOYesnature,changing 
(ultimately) thrive in a log cabin and mXlt seasons. and real people. Handsome, ath-
WAlKONTHESEMI-WILDSIDE!SWM. 
28, HIS, profesSional, avid dancer and 
hiker. romantic guy seeks lively. fit SF 
for dancing. candlelight dinIng. good 
conversation , hiking. Seeks friendship, 
possible relationship. ~ 2151 (218) 
WHY SHOULD BEING NICE makeithard to 
meetwomen?DWM.27,6'1".I851.l'ma 
millionaire who enjoys all outdoor sports 
and city nighMewith many sincerefriands. 
Seeksomeoneoutgoing and attractive. 1 st 
and only ad. 'Ir 2243 (2/22) 
WICKED HAPPY. WICKED NICE, 
wicked in-shape in brain and body. 
3Ds. doctor. seeks similarly wicked 
woman. 'II' 2211 (2115) 
YOUTHFUL MECHANIC-SWM. 26. seek-
ing SIOWF, 22-30. late .models, for fine 
luning and regular maIntenance. H all 
comas with an attractive care package. 
'II' 2133 (218) 
women .. women 
upcuHuraily. ~2204(2115) letic, educated, and outgoing. Seeks at- 11h 8' . I 
tractiVe intelligent, and heart-i:6ntered BiF. 32, looking for a hea y I gtr • 
LIFE IS NOT THAT SERIOUS! SWM, 24. SWF, 26-35, forfrientiship and intimacy. who knows how to have fun, hot tubs. 
5'/r.I651,actiY8,athIetic, senseofhurr.or. Willingness to play. laugh, cry, grow, and cold cocktails, good friends. winter 
looking for tun. attractiYe SF for skiing, exploredeepermeaningsofl~eprelerrerl . fun! 'II' 2272 (2122) 
camping. romance. and some good clean If you have fallen and CAN get uP. I would BiWF LOOKING FOR FRIENDS to share 
fun. Let·s laugh. 'II' 2215 (2115) like to hear from you. 'II' 2175 (2115) fun timaswith. Newto area. No agehmlts. 
LOOKING FOR BRAINS- SWM, .27, pr()- STILL HAVENl FOUND WHAT I'm Iook- Mustbeclean. Discretion a must lamvery 
fessional. athletic. liberal. attractive.. Iook- ing for. DWM. 34. 190#. warm South cuts. Call for more. 'II' 2184 (2115) 
ing for SIOWF. 21-39, who IS very Intell~ American heart lost in New England, Iook- FIESW 8iWF. 23. seeks a playful . NlS, 
gent, ~beraI. operHTinded, attractiYe & ing for active practical. duNn-to-earth intelligent, creative. motivated, ath-
athletic. LeI·sgettogether. ~2183(2I15) femma for gre3t times. 'II' 2148 (218) letic. funny and crass woman for 
LOOKING FOR n£ GROUND- Bearded • SLeMISSM PROFESSIONAl. SWM. 36. ~friendsh i p with lots to offer. Go ahead. 
bisexual.irrtellectuaistuderrtsensuai.OP8O. 5'11" t55# at~etic. Interests: Outdoor call! ~ 2285 (2122) 
creative. irT1lulsiYe,lhln. mature, mascu- and~rts.walks,cookingandmov­
line. Seeking woman to help keep feet 10 ies.SeekingSWF. tall . biglegs.at~eticand 
floor. Oon1smoke. ~ 2166 (2115) doninarrt. 'II' 2263 (2122) 
GWF, 305. professional and sincer&-
ninded.looklng torneetsameforfnend-
ship and fun times. maybe more in fu-
ture. Friendship a must. OutgOing and 
sportsminded. Discreet. ~ 2249 (2122) 
NICE GUYS FINIstllAST - This DWM. 
33.5'9". is not ready to be last. Canng, 
honest, father of 4. seeks &DWF. 25-
40 who wants to finish first with me. I 
liklidancing. playing with children. week-
ends. Make that call that could change 
your life. !r 2202 (2115) 
NJB SEEKS NJG- "Nice Jewish Soy', 
23. 5'9". handsome. intelligent charm-
ing seeks "Nice Jewish Girl". 2Os, at-
t.e, for adiYenture, romance. and to 
placate ~ mother. tr 2221 (2115) 
NOT WOOFING! Mature writer, mature 
dog seeking mature matching females. 
Must despise Rush limbaugh. enm 
music. theatre. rro.'ies (films?), the 
written/spoken/barked word. Must be 
housebroken. !r 2276 (2122) 
NOVICE NATURIST SEEKS GUIDANCE 
and hand to hold in social situations. 
Please help me blossom in this newly 
found freedom. Recreational opportu-
nities desired. 'II' 2193 (2115) 
ONE MAN AND A CAT looking for one 
woman and a kitty (optional). SWM. 35, 
tall. blonde. Cat is nelltered and I'm not! 
~ 2213 (2115) 
ONE-WOMAN MAN looking tor one per-
son tor lasting relationship. Noexpecta-
tions. S().6S years old. Steady romance. 
I'm 65, 1701. Love to travel & sight-see. 
If earnest, please call. 'II' 2187 (2115) 
OllTGOING ATHLETIC. attractiVe, HIS. 
SWM. prot8ssional. 28, with varied .in-
terests. has made New Yea(sresolution 
to meet attractiVe. mature. honest. 
friendly, humorous. energetic SWF. 24-
36. 'II' 2173 (2115) 
OVER-RATED AnRACTIVE MAN. al-
ways labeled untouchable. but need 
someone to pose a chaflenge. Hopeless 
romanlic with a thing for the outdoors, 
quietti mas. wrestlilll. and a good laug h. 
~ 2282 (2/22) 
PICTURE THIS- DWM. 37, in search of 
alovelyladywho likes a good timeand 
loves to have her photograph taken. 
~ 2220 (2115) 
PROFESSIONAl SM. 35, 5'10". 152/, 
Kennebunkport. seeks well-defined. 
healthy. fashionable SWF. 25-35. deci-
sive well-balanced personality for dat· 
ing'-possible romance. ~ 2082 (211) 
OUIET. PASSIONATE. HONEST SWM. 28, 
with wild sense of humor seeks woman. 
24-32, who loves mUsic. movies, outdoor 
stuff and just plain fun. Help me make 
winter pleasurable. ~ 2245 (2122) 
88M. HIV+. 39. seeking honest, full-
time relationship with a woman who 
would enjoy good food. a variety of 
music & quiet times. 'II' 2257 (2122) 
SWM 22 INTERESTED in meeting a 
speciil lady. 1~29. who is attractiVe, 
intelligent and possesses a sense of 
humor. I need to learn some english ... 
~ 2177 (2115) 
GWF. WS. HID. 2Os.loves h~ sports 
and seeks same to share romantic tl mas 
with . Newly discovered desires. Seeks 
Intimate limas with one who likes prl-
SWM, 24. ENJOYS MUSIC. dancing. vacy. ~ 2125 (218) 
movies, going out HIS. Seeking SWF. 
18-25. HIS. Share good timas with me. NO lINDA·S. PlEASE! Cute LF, 20, seek-
~ 2192 (2115) ingotherSexton~nfluencerfpoetswhoare 
SWM, 26. TAlL. lANKY, searching for sensitive. spiritual & HIS young dykes to 
expand mycircleoffriends. ~2286(2122) 3().35. tall , thin SWF williOjl to stretch 
~thoughts and raise my expectations. 
'II' 2149 (218) 
SWM, 28. 5'10". 195#. professional, ath-
letic. attractive, seeking IW. attractive, 
coIlegelcareer-type SWF, 2().35. who en-
joys troYies. music, beach, dancing, din-
ing out, ca~ng, fitness. 'II' 2126 (218) 
SWM, 28, SEEKING NIS SWF •. 20-
35 in Greater Portland , who likes 
m~vies. dining-oul. dancing. live 
music, sports. fitness. beach. JOin 
me for a pizza? 'II' 2087 (211) 
SWM 28, SEEKSFEMAlEPAGAN,prefer-
ably Wiccan. for lasting relationship. Age 
not important Blessed be. 'II' 2075 (211) 
SWM 35 NEVER MARRIED. loves 
musl~, trao.:el . ocean. woods. skiing. bik-
ing, books. art, antiques. dining. seeks 
one slim, ladylike female, any age under 
27. with expensive tastes for fun times. 
pampering. romance. love. Hantl-wnt-
len letter. please. C8W Box 174. 
SWM. 6', 2001. ATTRACTM. would like 
to rreata Port/and-area woman. NIS, 3Os. 
abov&-average intelligence. I turned duNn 
big money and stabililywith a major com-
puter company 10 go ~on ~own for the 
last 12years. I've never married, but at 40 
I yearn for awite and fanily. ~you neelh 
spiritual man, I am not he, but I can talk 
from the heart like no man you have ever 
met. My lif&-styie and interests will appeal 
to women who are still tomboys at heart. 
~ 2288 (2122) 
SWM, ATTRACTIVE. physicallyfit. sense 
of humor. in search of attractive F.. 27-
36. Interests: sports. walks. VCR, dining 
out. drives to nowhere. ~ 2274 (2/22) 
TALL. RUGGED. HAPPY,youthful phy-
sician . 40, seeks intellectual, pretty 
lady. 25-32, to love and have happy 
kids with. Please write or call . CBW 
Box 175. 'II' 2264 (3122) 
THAT SPECiAl SOMEONE YOU SEEK 
could bewaiting foryouattheSeamen's 
Club on Thursday nights from 5-7 pm. 
Irs the Personal Connection! 
TOTALLY ATYPiCAl SWM, 26, hand-
some dude seeks wonkette for coffee. 
Coltrane, clowning. If you'd rather be 
equal than queen. appreciate integrity. 
levity. and creativity. this bright. rare 
find awaits. 'II' 2138 (218) 
men .. men 
AlLURING 28 y.O. SEEKS SOMEONE 
who is adventurous and stimulating in 
all the right places. I need cOr1'1l3ssion, 
cuddling and contentment. Don't you? 
Me: 5'8". 1751, auburn hair. green eyes. 
~ 2136 (218) 
AMBITIOUS EXPERT SKIER seeks same. 
Tall, attractiVe, WASP, 38, successful 
and discreet. Must have weekends free. 
Just do it! 'II' 2254 (2122) 
CAlL, lET'S GET TOGETHER- BiWM. 36. 
clean. safe, seeks to meet olhers for tis-
creetfriendshipand more. Be25-SO.clean. 
safe. adventurous. 'II' 2268 (2/22) 
GM. 29. 5'8".180#. seeking to rneetother 
GM. KennJWel~d. area. Chem-frt~. If 
you're honest, sincere, and not IntO mnd 
games. call. 'II' 2094 (211) 
GM, 38. seeks GM with simlar inter-
ests: Almodovar movies. GAP clothes. 
civil rig hts, baked beans, expenSIve hair-
cuts. Videoport, Thai tak&-aut, sense of 
purpose, sense of self. sense of humor! 
~ 2222 (2115) 
GOo()'LooKINGIN BlJTTON-FL Y .£ANS, 
biond&-haired, blutreyed.23yr.oIdlookin' 
for 16-26. for relationship and lust good 
quality times. ~ 2090 (211) 
GWM, 19, SEEKS BlOND VENUS to 
keep me company! You: 18-24. agile, 
care-free and sweet Let's get together 
and limbo ~il dawn! 'II' 2140 (218) 
GWM,23,6'4"TEDOYBEARseekingsorre-
one who is 25-35, honest. monogamous 
and likes intimate dinners. cuddling by 
the fire. walks on the beach, loves to 
laugh and dance. and haveadventurous 
fun. Also. be non-effeminate and know 
who you are. 'II' 2142 (218) 
GWM 25 BRIBR. would like 10 meet 
so~ne io spend time with, possible 
relationship. likes food. music. movies. 
cuddling, walks. Dislike headgamas. 
fems. alcohol. drugs. ~ 2078 (211) 
HIGH ON LIFE? And want to share? 
Professional. HIS. 30. into theatre. mov-
les,outdoors,cozytimasat home..laugh-
ter, fitness. pondering the universe. 
seeks youl tr 2144 (218) 
SCORPIO INTENSITY! AtIractive, muscu-
lar childless, 36. emotionally available 
sai·lor. Seeking gentle. intelligent. and fer-
tile woman to celebrate lite's joys within a 
1OYi1ll. honest. andsuppor1ivemarriage. ~ 
you are available to dale and your goals 
include a comrritled partnership tor the 
parenting years. write! All artSWerlld. Cf1N 
Box 168. 'II' 2167 (2115) 
VERY ATTRACTIVE. INTElLIGENT. tit-
ness-oriented SWM. 30. 6', excellent 
shape. varied inlerests.Lookingforvery 
attractive. slim female. any age, for 
friendship & fun ! ~ 2181 (2115) 
ITAlIAN, BEARDED. BAlDING. 40. HIS-
Myweekis busywilh woril, school, voIun-
teerilll and down time. Seeking gentle 
men. 30-45, tor hikes, movies, talks, laugh-
ing.loving, playing ... ~ 2218 (2115) 
lanUIJry 21, 1993 39 
Love Pound! 
~15, 1993 
Now it's your turn to find love. 
CALL NOW! 
'l-900-S70-20." 
(Call cost $1.49/min., touch-tone phone, 
18 and over, please) 
casco Ba, Weeki" 775-1234 
LooKlN' FOR A FRIEMl IN'93- GWM. 27. 
Br/Gr. 57". seeks discreet GM, 2(}.32. 
En joywalki ng, talki ng, shari ng q uiet ti mes. 
music. rro.'ies, fun. 'II' 2260 (2/22) 
M. MID-40s, FIT. MASCULINE, WS. pr()-
fessional. decent; seeking c0rT1lany of 
male tor fun times in great outdoors: 
walking. x-c skiing. skating. Let's see 
what dllYeiops. 'II' 2178 (2115) 
MISSION: RND OTHER KIND, smart. 
cute, fitGMstodate,and perchance find 
joy with partner who loves life much as 
I do. I'm 35. writer, runner, SOCIal wo 
ker. 'II' 2199 (2115) 
PHYSICAL: 41-31-37, 5'8". blue eyes; 
Sensual: attractive, sexy romantic; Emo-
tional: intelligent, spiritual. proud, kind; 
Political: liberal. progressive. indepen-
dent; Leisure: arts, entertainment. out-
doors. travel. ~ 2091 (211) 
PROFESSIONAL GWM, 27. seeks 
healthy,self-assured GWM under30 •. HI 
S who is honest and caring, senSItive 
y~t masculine. Someone who appreci-
ates a Far Side sense of humor as well as 
spi rituality, i nti macy and ro mance. CBW 
Box 167. ~ 2124 (218) 
SEEKING SOUL MATE- GWM. 44. 
straight-acting. attractive, ~If-reliant , 
Taurus-Leo rising, ecclectlc tastes-
Mozart to muzzle loading. worldly. trav-
eled free-spirit . probing mind; 
Comprendez? It so, call. 'II' 2266 (2122) 
SPONT ANEOUSROMANTIC, affectionate, 
professional,open-minded.genuinemale. 
37. who enjoys quiet times, the outdoors, 
and dining out. looking for slmlar. drug-
free and WS. ~ 2169 (2115) 
SM LOOKING FOR SAME- Sound con-
ceited? I got your attention! GWM. 25, 
1701, 5'9". IW. attractive. virile, profes-
sional. hunting for GWM who appreciates 
conversations. spontaneous combustion 
and cheesecake. 'II' 2287 (2122) 
THE LONGER THE BmER! (Hair. that 
is!) If you havelongerhairoran unusual 
hairstyle. this 6', 1851, late 30s GM 
wants to meet you. Call! 'II' 2146 (218) 
THROW OllT THE HIGH HEELS be-
cause this GWM. 29. is all man. I'm 
playful. caring. and genuine. I enjoy 
cooking. picnics. long talks, sympho-
nies and the opera. Cuddling IS a plus. 
HIV+. 'II' 2252 (2122) 
WHERE IS lolA. RIGHT HIDING? GWM. 
36. warm. caring. sensitive and fun. 
lookingforGBMforfriendshipand pos-
sible relationship. Must like to have fun. 
'II' 2079 (211) 
WORKAHOLIC GWM. 23, seekingstraight-
acting anddiscreetGWM, 21-30. forfnend-
ship and hopefully relationship. Enjoys 
dancing. music. rTlMes and escaping for 
a day or two. ~ 2246 (2122) 
others 
ADVENTUROUS COUPlE seek another, 
35-45. tor getting acquainted lor casual, 
sensuous meetings, to share Interests and 
fantasies. Call uswith further physical and 
mental descriptions. 'II' 2203 (211) 
BiF. 5'8". 120#, seeking BiF. trim, fit 
who'd like to join me and boyfriend for 
erotic encounters. Long-term preferred. 
Let's have fun! 'II' 2219 (2115) 
CANDO: BE YOUR FRIEND, beyourlover. 
be lhere. Can1 de: get a divorce. be 39 
again. Want details? Call! ~ 2171 (211) 
MWM NEEDS SPECIAL FRIEND- Nice 
guy. healthy. fit, seeks female, open-
minded. attractiVe. petite to average. 
likes:finewine & cuisine. music. phySI-
cal activity. Discretion needed & guar-
anteed. 'II' 2191 (211) 
SENSITIVE CARING BlIT NEGLECTED 
MWM 10000lng for pretty lady in 20s or 
3Ds for mutual growth, understanding a 
d romance. Discretion assured. Let's talk.-
~ 2275 (2122) 
companions 
LOOKING FOR SINGLES TO GET TO-
GETHER for a "parlor" discussion. of 
nationaVinternational - sociaVpolitical 
issues. I am a progressive radical . but 
would enjoy debate with liberals and 
conservatiVes. ~ 2214 (211) 
MWM. 43. 5'8". N/S, NID. FIT, seeks 
female dance partner to take Ballroom 
dance lessons with. Please be light on 
your feet. fit. and under 5'8". StricUy 
platonic. ~ 2170 (211) 
pass this paper on 
to a friend 
.. 
40 CAsco BP.y Wukly 
te s 
To A Better Body In 1993 
STEP 1 
Pick Up The Phone 
. And Scedule An 
Appointment For A 
Tour At World Gym. 
STEP 2 
Join World Gym And 
Receive Your 
Complimentary Diagnostic 
Fi tness Assessment. 
STEP 3 
Get Started Today . 
Begin Shaping The 
New You At World 
Gym Fitness Center! 
New Year! New Body! New You! There has never been a better time 
to join World Gym. Get your body in the best shape ever. Usher in 
the new year with World Gym before February 15th and receive a 
certificate good for $25 off a six month or one year membership. 
Then pump some iron, take a step class, or hop on a stairmaster. 
Just put down that remote and pick up the phone. Take control of 
1993 with a great new you! 
200 Larrabee Road • Exit 8 • Westbrook, ME 
(207) 854-5000 





1 The person named hereon has taken the three steps necessary to create a healthier body in 1993. In r 1 
1 recognition of this committment World Gym is offering $25 off the one-time initiation fee plus a 1 
1 complimentary diagnostic fitness assessment. Offer Expires February 15. 1993. 1 
1 ______ ------------------------------------------, Clip this certificate and bring into World Gym to redeem offer. 
Open 24 hours • Mon-Fri • Open 24 hours 
